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| WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1880
SHUT IN.
Shut in, shut in from the ceasejess din
Of the restless world, and is want and sin;

Shut in from the turmoil, care, and strife,
: And all the wearjsome round of life.
Shut in with tears that are spent in vain, _
With dull companionshipof pain;
Shut in with the changeless days and hours,

And the bitter knowledge of failing powers;
Shut in with dreams of the days gone by,
‘With buried joys that were born to die;
Shut in with hopes that have lost their zest,
And leave but a longing after rest;
TTT,

Shut in
i with a trio of angels sweet;

Patience and grace all pain to meet,
With faith that can suffer and stand and wait,

And lean on the promises strong and great.
Shut in with Christ! Oh, wonderful thought!

. Shut in with the peace his sufferings brought!
Shut in with the love that wields the rod;
Oh, company blest! shut in with God.
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CHAPTER.

I do not know whether all persons
have the doubtful advantage of possess-

ce

ing’ visiting. cousins, and it may be that
not many would desire it. It a]l depends
upon the style and personality 5 the
relative. Mine is not always welcome, but
is never put off with any. coldness, of
nianner I may show. He is never alto-

\

~ gether conventional, and often
into my . quiet apartments

like

a

own

bursts
roister-

ing March wind disturbing my pleasant
“reveries, and. shaking me’ roughly by
«the shoulders. At other times he steals
"quietly iin without knocking, andere Iam
aware of it, has perfectly taken possession of me, and then his words are as the
soft breathing of a southern air blown
, gently from off the fields of spice. At
, one time he is as gawky and uncourteous
as the greenest country relation newly
come into town, at another as well bred
and unobtrusive as the finest gentleman of
a university town. He never sits beside
me without my feeling his power, he
never leaves me without a sense of gain
and certain good remaining with me.

words sounds in my ears like: voices
from
a better land, And to this music
strength is added to the hand - that
guidep my course. Again he talks of the
‘Heritage of Today. - Tt is'grand to live
today. Each one of us may be ennobled
with the transmitted honors of the Past.
See Gutenburg toiling on his types till his,
eyes are dimmed, and his _ head dizzy.

which can better need escape our thirsty

hearts.

The legacy of the’Pasit

grand to live today.

Tis

Each one of ussmay

know the thoughts of ou r time. In those
olden times Socrates could not know what
*| Zoroaster said, nor “Confucius the mind
| of Buddha. Mountains
and the sea and

tribes.

Those

great souls died, nor

ever

passed a gracious salutation to each other. Now it is not so. See Watt and
Stephenson in their dumb-study. Some-

thing is brewjng for us,

See the feeble

engine running the stern wheels of the
first locomotive. Our draught is clarify-.
ing. Behold the strong engine as it
speeds swift steamer and flying train.
We drain the cup.

No sage

in

another

the labor

of the patienf investigator.

Yes! our heritage of today reaches back
tothe dimmest opening days of history,

presence

may

more

deeply fill one. Then enters Cousin
Thoughtful, and drawing his seat close t
mine, lays his hand
gently
upon ,ihy
arm, and ‘gives thé reins to his words.
Sometimes his sentences are as disconnected and jerky as the puffihgs of a shifting
engine, sometimes they flow as evenly

and musically as the watdts of the sacred
Nile.

Now hg talks of old time grandeur

and antique simplicity when the world was
young, ‘and tyrannous
Business” had
not yet plaited her lashes of scorpions,
when the patriarchal chief sat in his tent
door watching for ‘travelers to befriend,
or beheld the white fleeced sheep’ speck-:

learned the needs of the institution? You

may think them extravagant in their
representations,
but one visit would
change your opinion. You would realize
then, as you can not now, the extent and

FREEWILL

BAPTIST CENTEN-

do that, and then give as much

NIAL.
; We take an extract from an article in
the General Baptist Magazine (England),

for

mission agents Have been appointed in at

Yearly Meeting, from whom

to assist the young men Studying for the

will all hear in due time.
%
font
Ra
10.1. Paro,

ministry.

by Pres. Thomas Goadby, reporting” his

more

Foreign Missions, and half as much more,
-

our

brethren :
2
Cor.

Set.

4-0-0

Brethren and Sisters of Ohio,’ sinee you
Notice, Last Qall !
attendance at our recent centennial can now give for Home
Missions, and
meetings.
Referring to the introduction krfow just the place where it is expended, - - It is desirable to have in the forthcoming"
of himself and Dawson Burns,
Pres. and what interest it helps to build up, centennial volumé such an: account of the
.| will you not; at once, take measures, ‘by schools and colleges-of the denomination
Goadby writes:
¢ Our reception was most cordial and the card system, or regular cedections, as will be satisfactory to all parties interand
re- ‘ested. This can not be done unless the
enthusiastic, the whole assembly rose as to raise at least, the $400
we were presented, the chairmap;” Dr. | mit, from time to-time,as you may choose friends of these institutions will furnish
Cheney, spoke kind words of introdue- and may be most convenient, ‘to Rev. E. the material for such a chapter. The Comtion, and

the

John-

N. Fernald, Financial Secretary, Lewis-

mittee has already. received sketches

remembered

ton, Maine, or Rev. Silas Curtis, Treasurer

several schools and has been able to . com=

of the Freewill Baptist

pile some from printed documents.

venerable ¢ Elder,”

importance of the work? going on there.

athan Woodman,

+ A trip through some- parts of she” West
will help you to understand the -needss of

as a delegate to England, with Dr.

E.

testimony of others, and do with their

whom~we

Atlantic, should mean

not. no little importance.

Home Mission,

MISSION WORK.
CONDU CTED

BY REV.

thefr work, and one, who had said nothing before

being asked “his

opinion, re-

plied, « I think the best preparation for
preaching is to preach.” There isa prac, tical efficiency gained from doing a thing
which can be got in no other way, and
men who, being called of God to preach’l
the gospel, go right at it just as theyx are,

after the

years

study are past.
already

usually

devoted

to

Many of these men have

acquired

in

other

pursuits

a

-

It has been said that our people
whys readyto give liberally to a
object when they fairly” and fully
stand the needs of that object. If

nature and of the
way to approach people on the subject of
religion, which enables them to do good
service in many importaut fields of labor
Not unfrequently they prove more stc-

are alworthy
underthis is

Asso-

Freewill Baptists have been to our

of

“Fron

ciation, and

have

four

but

visited

Baptists

General

America

in return... We

sought to stimulate interest in - the Orissa Mission, and to encourage our brethren
in their great home-work among Freed“men in the south, and Chinamen in ‘the
West, ‘and Indians fo the west and” orth.
and European immigrants everywhere.
We conferred together about colleges
.and about the joint issue of denomination|-

meetings of the session, as well as

question, and with one ‘great throb
gratitude and joy we all celebrated
complete angh triumphant success of
emancipation policy of our brethren.
was a great moment when old men
the. story of the early struggles of

For them, undoubtedly, the first call is to

preparation, as careful and extensive as
| circumstances will allow. No rigid rule
can be laid down which shall apply toall
persons of either class. . The policy of
the entrance

of

these different classes into the ministry.
At the same time we must be awake to
the fact that the demand of the times is

steadily for trained men to discuss the

parts of the State was as

good,

probably,

ident of the Association for the ensuing
year.

thanked the brethreri, in her own name
and that of her race, for their fidelity to
‘the principle of human freedom, and

as Recording Secretary, ang
Rev. S. D.
Bates as Treasufer.
We call especial .attention to.the fact that all money" for be-

the

cause

of

the. op-

But his soul is marching on!
Glory, glory, hallelujah.

taking

possession’ of the

south with a valiant ‘ army of the Lord.’

continued

nevolent purposes,
raised
within
bounds of the Association, should be

the
sent

to Bro. Bates, of Marion, Ohio, who"

will

use

outside

the

State, to its destination, without cost.

Of

the exercises of the various meetings ‘we
can speak only in a general way.
The
opening

trmon

was

well

spoken

of,

discussed in June. The training of young
‘men for the ministry, their settlement

can do by increasing the number of the

faithfully to a hard study of the Word

careful

The financial condition of the As~

sociation is flattering. The. salary of the for_eign missionaries
has been promptly paid, and.
double the usual amount raised for Home Missions, while more has been given than ever before for Education; together with quite a sam
for the endowment of a Marks Professorship.
Very interesting reports

were

received

from

|

(1.) A devotion to Christian principles, (2.)
A thorough knowledge of the Scriptures,
(8. )::
A knowledge of human nature,
(4)
A good,
liberal education.
An essay was then read x
Mrs. M. A. Lilie, of Fairport, on Woman
work in the Mission cause.
Mrs. L. spoke or r

and

anxious thought?”

money for India, related

a very effective an-

ecdote of how a boy gave his first silver half
dollar for missions.
That half dollar brought.
him in sympathy with mission work; led him~
to read of foreign lands; opened to his youmgs-

mind some of the grand aims of life.

And, al--

though he had possessed, and had given. many.half dollars for missions since that time, none -

had benefited
. him like~the first silver half’ ~
dollar given into the Treasury of" tire: Lord.
The Corresponding Secretary, by request, ex-.

plained the plan of, working in ‘the Woman's.
Mission Society, as conducted by.

the

Associa-

tion. It is only a woman’s society in the sense:
that women hold the offices and raise the

funds; but all—men, women and children—are
encouraged to give.
The plan embraces a .
ent, he did not arrive in time to. hear it.
The hours set apart for devotions
were: | chain of societies—auxiliary—in the Quarterly
well improved. The sermon by Bro. and Yearly Meetings. The Secretary of the
Powell,of West Va.,pessessed the merit of

being doctrinal and argumentative without
being dry. The missionary address by
Mrs. Phillips, 1ate of India, was full of in-

«J have much more to sa. but time- terest and listened to by a crowded house.
presses. Suffice it to add that our breth- Papers were read by brethren Bates, Boynren are discussing the same questions we ton, Phillips, Hulse, Whitaker, Gleason,

kindred subjects engaged

discussed.

though unfortunately for your correspond-

And I did sing-it inwardly, for our friends |
have a Freedmanis college-at Harper's
Ferry, and are

Rev. C. A. Gléason was

forward-all designed for

By

religion, and

of

the

denomination on behalf of the slave, and a
coloured sister, - from Harper's Ferry,

their devotion to

different Yearly Meetings were enrolled. More
than thé usual number of delegates and friends
were present—in all, upwards of seventy. The
Corresponding Secretary and Treasurer read
their annul reports, which were received and

of |
as on any previous year; yet,if the interest
the in our work was such as to quadruple the | thé fact, that through all the years, since the
. gospel was given, woman had borne her part
the attendance it would b¢ greatly to the ad- in carrying out the commission,: ** Go ye into
It vantage of our cause.
A
all the world and preach’ the gospel. to every
told
The opening sermon was preached by creature.” . She spoke -of the sacrifices Miss
the Rev. B. F. Zell, who was also elected Pres Cillie had made, of ‘the need of nore men-and

pains to let the people know the needs of
all our benevolent enterprises. This we

vital-truths of the Christian

by

generous hospitality displayed in the en| tertainment of visitors. The attendance
“of ministers andj laymen from different

friend
our
temperance

al literature.
Moreover,
Burns was eloquent on the

and support, the unification of Home
Missionary effort, and the ‘steps needful
no man should seek entrance info the
to secure suitable and only suitable men
ministry, or be helped into it, who is pot
willing to” devote himself earnestly and as pastors for the chuxrches, these and

80, as il” probably is; we ought to take

Broadway is a Rall

ly effort is now being made to locate Bro. Rev. A. J. Marshall and Miss Phillips, which
Whitaker in Broadway, and so narrow the awakened a fresh interest in our work in India, and resulted in the appropriation of $50
field of his labors that he may devote himto Mr. Marshall to be used for school purposself more exclusively to the interests of es. The very interesting report will be pubthe already large and growing church. The
Jishéd in the Minutes, Rev. G. H. Ball was
citizens of the place manifested a gratifyected President of the Association for the ening interest in matters of religion, and in Fsuing year. An éssay was read by Rev. T. H.
tlie work of tlie Association generally; by
Stacy on ‘““ Preparation” for
Ministry.
an undsually full attendance
at all the Bro. Stacy divided the preparation.as follows:

cessful than younger. ‘men of greater “pressed and enslaved African. We sang
scholarship, but less accustomed to actu- together a suitable hymn of praise; every
al contact with society. There will al- heart was full of emotion, and many eyes
were moistened with tears. I could have
ways be work for such ‘to do, the work
wished
we had also somewhere, somewhich they can do better than wany othhow
sig—
ise
:
ers, and in which God will abundantly
«John Brown’s body lies a mouldering in ‘the
bless them.
grave,
.
i
With young’ men the case
«
is different.

elastic enough to admit

LET THE PEOPLE KNOW.

and

what is within their power to do.
us help the people to a knowledge
f:
in connection with all our
and pray that the Lord will move

our own denomination ought to be,and is,

G.C. WATERMAN

business

merely the interchange of sentiment and Road town of some consequence; surroundfriendly greeting. We sought to ad- ed by a productive farming country, makdress ourselvesto business. We urged, ing it the center of an immense produce
and I think we shall secure more fre- exchange. The commercial prospects of
quent
personal intercourse, though we -the town, therefore, are good. The Free
upon them to act in accordance with the
-{- were told, in reply, ‘that we had been.|. Baptist €hurch, the only church in the
light they have,
wooed for thirty-three years by brethren place; has the good fortune to he under the”
PREPARATION von _ PREACHING.
pastoral management of Rev. A. H. ‘Whit
Dunn and Day, Grahant, Herrick, Cheaker, through whose faithful labors by the
We have heard it said that once on a
now, atlast, only had responded, blessing of God, it has recently been
time several ministers were discussing ney, and
so the balance was against us. Seven strengthened by large accessions. A timethe preparation needed by preachers for
might
Let
of the
work,

and melting
‘all gems and precious jewels, ‘knowledge of human

of the world’s gathering, the Cleopatracup'of knowledge may be drained at a
draught. As he talks there grow upon

wondrous responsibility for their’ proper
use. Thank God that I live now; God
me I took hing’for a bore; I welcome help me to equal the task’ of living now.
Thoughtful disappears
him now as my dearest friend and Sars And as Cousin
‘adviser.
He
its me daily, and our
through the doorway I feel growing. withmost friendly and useful chats take place in me a new power.and, a new thankful
if you would like
. when in the quiet retirenuent of my study, ness. Dear reader,
and in the hours when nature draws the it, I%will give you some of Cousin
.
veil over her fair and distracting features Thoughttul’s Ble,to me.
near

We know from our own observation
that the real value of the work there is

clime byt we may send greeting to, look and keep at it, preaching as often as opinto his \face, hear his words’ maybe. portunity offers, regularly and frequently,
Franklin\ drawing lightning from
the do gain a skill and readiness ‘and practiclouds! Morse teaching it to follow the cal power in the work which goes far to
wire! Somdtthing for us. And soon the flash- supply the lack of training and culture.
ing wires
$l! us Gladstone’s thought ere | For some men this is, without-doubt,
It is especially
his words are cold, Bismark’s fiat ere it the very best thingto do.
has resounded in Berlin, the scientific truth so with those who are converted, oF
to ‘the work,
late in life,almost.as soon as it has matured under called

. they very early discovered his uncommon
capabilities. VyMen he first called upon

only that her

THE

believe this is true.

Noyes, in 1847, warmly responded to our Society, Concord, N. H., or to me at others nothing has been received, and in
some cases the Committee dogs not know
that field, and as some of you make such
addresses. * Again and again were *we: Marion, Ohio.
Let us in this great and rich State of to ‘whom to apply for assistance. Will
trips, please take into account the work assured that our coming had added greatHe is working for us. See the hand press already begun by our brethren on that ly to the interest of the celebration, and Ohio, blessed, as we have been this year, not the Principals and Presidents of the
slowly giving out its coarsely printed ground. -Huntthem up ; examine the con- crowned the whole series of meetings as with abundant harvests,’ make generous schools now in operation give attention to
page.
Our gain approaches.
Behold dition of the work they are trying to do; a grand and magnificent success. It was thank offerings unto the Lerd,, not only this matter and enable us tochave some acthe engine swift turning off the finely study carefully, as you journey, the very pleasant to us to see many old faces, | sufficient to bring the Springfield mission countof allour schools? All communica~tions and documents shouldbe sent to Rev.
charactered sheet. Our legacy isin our chances for aggressive work, and no and to convey to the brethren, on so grea
to a self-sustaining point, but to, plant|
hands. Now we can talk with Buddha, doubt knowledge will kiridle enthusiasm, an occasion, the assurance of the kindly churches in other cities of Ohio,” and in G. C. Waterman, Laconig, N. H., at the '
| the light” of Asia; now we &an hear and your heart will soon be aflame with sympathy and’ loving Christian regard the whitening - fields of the West ‘and earliest possible date.’
4-006
Socrates the divine oné interpreted by the zeal for the extension of our work in those of their denominational kinsfolk in Eng- South.
S. DD. BATES,
Pa
Central Association Notes.
equally divine Plato;
now the very fast whitening fields.
Treasurer Ohio State Association.
land, who already, ten years since, had
.
ANNUAL MEETING CONTINUED.
words of the-Saviour of men lie beneath
We can not all ‘see for ourselves, but celebrated their "hundredth “birthday.
-|.our eyes and flash their meaning to our we can accept the testimony of those who The centuries clasp hands in 1 holy and . Ohio Free-Communion Baptist Association.
‘Wednesday, Sept. 15th, the hour from 9 to»
10 A. M., was spent in a devotional service, led’
hearts; now the teachings of all the have seen. There is a peculiar blessing joyous fellowship.
The ninth annual session of the Ohio
great-and good are borne to us in these in store for those who, not having seen |’ ‘But Christian”brotherhood bites. Free'Communion Baptisf.Association held by Dr. Ball. At 10, the Association was called
to order by the President. Prayer was offered =
mottled messages, and not a thought themselves, act upon their faith in the communities, separated
by the great recently at-Broadway, was an occurence: of by Rev. G. R. Foster. The delegates from the

me the wondrous trusts reposed in me,
I scarcely know why his parents gave him
80 uncommon a pame: it may be that ‘the wondrous riches at «my disposal, the

-

. We

life, and that ever and anon Iwill slip inestimable, and thgresults already reachaway «40 it from: this age of iron, and ed are truly wondefful. Brethren,-yon
in its quiet contemplation gather the can not all go to Harper's Ferry for yourcalmer, better influences about me. "And selves, but will you not accept the testilong after Cousin Thoughtful has gone mony of those who have been there and
to his couch, the soft, sweet music of his have examined the work done and have

‘vast stretches intervened, nor could swift
footed messengers bear the written message through wild regions and wilder

FOSTER.

INTRODUCTORY

my

I set Jmy life and thenceforth a new

The Horning Star,
a

somethjng

Auxiliary is to reporf¥uarterly to the Q. Ms

Secretary and she to the Yi. Mo Secretary. A
uniform constitution is provided;- cards, and:

envelopes; and blanks for reports will Ue senk;
free to any one desiring them.

In Miss

Phillips’s report,

she had spokei}

of the peed of a school house that would cost
about $25, also a more competent teacher for
Farguson and Patch. Many of the themes one of her schools. The trustees of the Assodiscussed in these papers were of vital fn- | ciation entertained the request, and appropriated $50 for that purpose,
Some _were of the
terest, and the views of the "authors were
opinion that the time had come for the Associwell
expressed.
The brief address “of
ation to adopt another missionary ; others were
Bro. Pimlott on ‘“ The prayer meeting from not quite ready yet to assume the responsibility,
June to November,” showed how admirabut it's coming. Bra. “Marshall ‘may hold on.

bly pluck and piety work together ‘in the
| harness; while the stifring appeal of Bro.
Lash in behalf of more system and better
results in WW
work, should be echoed

by

faith,

and

keep

importuning,

and before

:

very Jong ‘help will be sent him,
readers’ of ‘the
Siar; by telling the, God and sucliother matters as may help
EVENING,
story . of our work in the diferent him to be, in the best semse, an acceptaIn the evening, a sermon was preached by
ble
minister
of
the
Lord
Jesus
Christ.
through the State by all who heard him, Rev. A. E. Wilson, of North Scriba, from Ho~
ling the distant green, or recounted departments of Christian" effort from
Appeal from Arkansas.
The two young, but aspiring &ducational sea 6:8. The speaker urged a steady and faithto the children of his tribé the goldeni. the pulpit and iw the prayer meet-;
The whole lesson is
in the Ministry: —If you
instisutions within the bounds of the Asso- ful following of ‘Christ.
legends of their ancestry. No thunder- ing; by conversation in the family circle heedFellow-helpers
The
Springfield
(Ohio)
Mission.
not leaned at once ;.but we shall know if we =
the commands of God, come and help us.
and
by
the
‘way-side.
It
would.
be
of
ciation,
were
each
represented;
that
at
ing machinery broke the quiet .of the
follow on to Know-sif we continue furthfulHang ©
The Free Baptists in Arkansas are scarcely |
West: Va., by Bro. Pc
The Pleasant Grove ehurch; seven miles Flemington,
sunny vale, no murky. pits sent forth great advantage if more of our brethren holding their own. They” haveto contend with
‘patient in learning?
and sisters could, by personal examina- all denomination, the world, the flesh and the from Springfield city, Ohi, has very gen- person, and the one at Rio Grande,
Rev. G. H. Ball followed the sermon, in re
_ their soiling blackness to smirch the fair
tion become acquainted with the condi- devil. The Freewill Baptists in Arkansas have erously contributed nearly all of the sum a brief paper prepared by Bro. Peden.
viewing briefly the work of Storer college.
face of nature, no angry competition of
tion,and wants of our various local enter- ‘been an organized body of Christians for over of $7,000 that has been’
experiel J The churchin Springfield, Ojo, which He spoke of his first visit-to Harper’s Ferry. rival companies gave birth to the. soul«
tl
| 25 years. There are at present five associations,
prises,
2
4
in erecting a good and substantial brick for the last two years has been a Beneficia- The buildings were rent, with bullets, .and*
+ slaying passions of quick greed, no goad,
A visit to one of our schools, none of in diffeYent parts of the State. The preachers church edifice, in the €ity, now finished i ry of the Association, has recently secured scarred with war; the teachers slept on tables,
of strained and anxious management drew
which are above the need of sympathy generally are poor, and therefore are not able | and entirely paid for, towards planting a Fthe settlement of Rev. C. A. Gleason with the students on the floor. Now, a beautiful
building has been erected; the grounds well
blood from the better nature td . sacri- and material aid, and an ‘examination of to build up, the churches ‘rapidly. For this
it as pastor,aid is now engaged in the apF. Baptist church in that thriving and
laid out; fruit trees were pleasantly. suggestive
ficeto its rapacity. The lowing of kine the actual work being done and the possi- reason we appeal to and implore you to come
propriate act of tha nking God and taking
rapidly
growing
city.
to our rescue and save us as a denomination.
of the changed
condition of the colored race.
music
the
were
shéép
of
bleating
courage. The Executive Board of the Asand the
fy,
bilities with greater resources, would The people everywhere seem anxious to hear a.
A small church has been organized, a sociation have pledged $400.00 in support Dr. Ball then in réduced Miss Etta Lovett,a
of labor, leisure the companion of the greatly stimulate activity in work and Freewill preacher, they want to understand
graduate of Sterer college.
Miss Lovett came:
good Sunday-school is sustained.
of this church for the coming year, relying |
, laborer, contempplation the child of leisure ‘fervency in prayer in its behalf, .
our position ‘thoroughly;-and when we get a
The location is excellent, and in that upon the churches to furnish the funds. forward, and after a fow remarks, sang very
' ahd men better natured and God nearer
sweetly severalbof the old plantation songs.
Since the General Conference, one of man to fully explain the doetrine (to use a'werd
+ felt were the sweet fruits of this contem-| our
° active laymen, who has already man- conynon with us)ywit takes immediately, and _part of the city ‘where the church is nead- This promising yqung church should not be If any one present had any prejudice against
ed, and where .a congregation can be forgotten, The colored church at Pomeroy, Storer college, or any doubts as to” the prgeti~
churches will spring up here and there, but,
plation, andaas he talks and the peaceful
ifested a deep interest in the work-at Harpicture grows in line and color: before per’s ‘Ferry, has visited that -place and for, want of ministerial help they soon disband } easily gathered. Rev. C. A. Gleason, Ohio, represented by Bro. Furguson, also cability of educating the fre¢dmen, their doubts
and some will go to other churches, while wMiany
and prejudices must have melted’ away. The
my eyes, a soothing influence sinks into ‘made careful inspection of the condition will remain out of any cliirch. The work is one of our most promising young men, received aid from the Association to the - Central Association
was largely instrumental
amount of about $75.00 to assist in remov“hill
recently
become
the
pastor
by
vote
of
- my soul* worried with
the hurrying, of things there, and in a letter not design- truly great, but, the Jaborers are few, - Oh, may.
in the founding of Storer college, and deserves i
ing
a
pressing
debt
upon
their
property.‘surging events. of a modern day, the ed for publication says, ‘* The work they God arouse sonfe good preacher to a setise of the church and recommendation of the [This is a young charch with an admirable the respect of all good men for the grand
vom
‘achievement. The Association has now pledged
_effervescing passions grow calm under the have done and are now doing there, when. his duty, and may he speedily wend his way | State Association.,
He
is
well
received
and
enters
upon
his. "record, worthy of help,
to
Arkansas,
where
he
will
be
‘hailed
with
oy.
itself to support Miss Lovett as a teacher in the
mild sedative, and
there springs, into’ we take into account the very limited,
A new departure in Associational polity college. * We believe this
NeW. PELLEY,
: work with good prospects of success.
act ‘will insure the
bud, and almost into flower the resofd- means, both ‘in money and teachers, is
Ft. Smith.
‘The Association is giving what assist: was inaugurated, by so modifying the. Con- continued favor of all our churches. Rev, Ws.
tion to live a life of simpler mode and
stitution as to admit annual and life mem~ Walker remarked, * I was called a fool for
wonderful. There is no place I have ever
ance it can.
higher thoughts, Even in the midst of
giving $100
The failure of the Williamson & Cantwell
geen where five dollars does as much: to
The Home Mission Soctety has appro- bérs. A person mdy now become a mem- Mr, Storei’s towards meeting the conditions of
the hurry and rush of these years I educate, elevate and christianize as is ac- publishing company at Cincinnati, O., has
pledge, but I thank God I was
ber of the Association for one year by the
caused the suspension of the weekly religious priated $400 upon the condition = that payment of $1.00, and a member for life by Ljust such a fool.” Miss Lovett’s presence, topromise him that I will not_give up all
complished by one dollar there. 1 believe newspaper, 7hé Star in the West, an organ the money be raiséd in Ohio.. Brethren
the payment of $15.00.
Some fourtéen op | gether with Miss Brackstt, did mu
my moments to hurry and drive, that ‘the
means of living shall

not

absorb

all

my

‘energies to the detrimentof life itself; that,
he

if I cannot transport myself to those far
back golden ages; and live peacefully

Denomiiational,

if we could get the work being done and

| the needs

of the

Institution

before

the

Christian people of the North, the needed

.

money would be forthcoming.”
-

A

of the Universalist

church.

It was established

in 1827,"and hac been published continuously
until now.
In its columns appeared. some of

the first published poems of Alice and ‘Phebe
Cary,

of the State, we ought to give $1,000

stead

of $400

for ‘Home

‘in-

Missions.

That would’ only be one tent a week * for
our’ 8, 000 members. wave, can, we ou, to
ok Try

“fifteen person are already enrolled-as lifgmembers and the books are still open.”
To
insure a forward movement ia all depart

ments of benevolent

work,

wide

awake

meetin , and will
Shilo ‘leav
insure
lasting impression for goo "on our
aves,
It is. wise, in any mission, to send a living representative to our annual meetings.
i
”
J. H. DURKEK,

\| the success of the

Corvesuonifing Recotarg.
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Communications.

what

he had said to Jacob,Gen. 36: 31; 1 Sam.

:

14: 47; 2 Kings 16%6.

QUESTIONS

a

NOTES

BY

PROF.

J. A. HOWE.

of one sin.
II. - A blessing gained
curse.’
Ep

®

(For

Questions

seg

Lesson

Papérs.)

.

JACOB AND ESAU.
.

DAILY

READINGS.

father's blessing.
:
IV. All his children "have

|

Mark
9: 83-50.

GOLDEN

Heb. 12: 1-17.

€vil—Prov. 4: 27.

.

following him.

would

Esau went

order

hands and neck covered

with the skin of the kid. Jagob protested
“—that he was Esau.
er
:
hands of Esau.”

Esau had an unusual amount of hair over
his whole body. The hair of thekid, in
the East, is said to be often

very soft and

downy. Hence withit the hands of Esau
couldeasily be counterfeited.
3

..

back,

it back.

He

and go to it,

had a long

<< Art thou my very son Esqu 2” Jacob

had asserted that he was Esau snd that
God had helped him to find game. Now

around the lower

the questionis put squarelyto him, ¢ Art -ingly-if- we-go-aside-from-his path God's

thou Esau?”

The lie,was ready. He said,

staff’ protects us against the omet,

~ the hot climate of the East a highly im-

open

:

;

of Dr.Duff.

portant fdetor in securing crops.
¢ Let. people serve thee.”
As a matter
of fact, nations never did serve Jacob,

so-far.-as—1-—ean
Ty
Sah
SO8F
+

ma-

to be susceptible. of life.

Adam was made

a living soul. That the brain generates
thought: That this is the primary mean-

0

“¢ Cried

with a

great

and

But without stopping to notice the

Ad-

ventists’ view of the nearness of Christ's
second coming, I will,proceed to exam-

the

prosperity

~ blessing

which

he

thought

7.

would secure for this life. .

“¢ Bless me, even me also.”
. * tears, sought in vain

Esau, with

to have

his

*

.

Possible to have a generation which

in Sunday-schqol, all

That

is, supplanter. © These two times.” It schdol serve for the
seems that Esau did not consider the for it.’
;

work’s
3

sake. Seek
ila

+ birthright as involving’ the blessing. He
10. It is possible to have all the time
~~ thought that the loss of “the former
left to of each session devoted to the work. In-

him the latter. - Esau sold his rights to the
leadership " and the property of the
. + family. Jacob did not ¢laim that because
he had purchased the
© blessing was also hjs.
“Wah

corn

and

birthright

:

I will now examine the soul-sleepings

fac that the word ‘‘ sleep” is often

used

in the scriptures to denote the death of
the body, has

been

seized upon

by

sist on it..

id

he comes.
Also 1 Thes. 3: 13, *“ at’ the
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ with

ine a more modern, agfl far

more

or the soul, that has a life

power of its own kind, that thinks, rea- all his saints.”

objec-

sops, judges, -feel§’

and wills.

Matte?

tionable, doctrine incorporated into their
is visible, tangible—but mind is invisible
system. It is that of no-soulism,
or to our natural sight and imponderable
ah
A
soul-sleepingism, and the annihilation of
so far as we know. Matter is inert, and
the wicked.
all motion and life spring from mind.

They hold, as: stated by themselves}
1.

:

Also Jude 14: *“The Lord

judgment)

with ten

saints.”

nal

Can anything be

cometh

thousand

(to

of “his

plainer, therefore,

than that the saints who

The bodyis only the instrument of the asleep”

+’

.

wine

dim.” He had asked God to givesustained
Jacob: | 5 ile girl saw at Sundsy-school this
“plenty of corn and wine” to sustain | text, on an illuminated card: ‘Let us

not be weary in, well doing; for in due

dim. He thought that he could not congistently ask the same:
for "Esau. We:

season we shall reap if we faint not.” In
attempting to repeat the verse at home
‘she gave a somewhat free rendering in

must remember that there is no evidence

the

afi

sill

:

:

Again; Bhil. 1: 21: “For I am

§ strait betwixt two, havin
a.
na
to
es
0 be. with
Christ,
Which is far better,” ete.
2 Cor.’1:
1:
.

i

'* We are confident, I say, and willing’
rathertp be absent from the body, Hi

be presedt with the Lord,”

Evident]

Paul expected to have conscions exist
ence after death,or between death and the.

resurrection.

|

BPP
+>
Par
+o

OF SUH 1§°THE KIMGDOM OF GoD.

are

in Jesus are

said

to

so far as

be

their

life”

means

immortality,

through = obedience..

and

sought for, if obtained,

we

+

and death hathpassed upon all

they

the man, soul and

body,

the

being, and

that all the being would return

ceases to think,

or

to

Adam.

that he

or if Solomon

in

water,

the

tip

and’ cgol

dip

my

and

tongue;

SpE
ask, who is

this

Bwne
a
Now the Adventists are great

passages? I answer,

Who is this

send Lazarus, that he may

soul

exist,

body.
—
teply: Atlvéntists
« thou” in the above

So

to dust.

*“ thou”

that

is to

meant more,

cause he had forsaken God,

it was

be-

and lost

his

do net

that all have sinned’

that

this

death, soul and body. ’

Also Phil.8: 1%

men,

in

means
hr

If by any méans 1

might attain unto the resurrection of the
dead.” They claim that the first resuc-

Answer: God
image—in what

made man in his owp
respect? His soul, of

course, for we think that it could. nos

be

his body, for God,we are told, isa spirit,
and,

wicked.

As in Obadiah 1:16, ‘They
shall be as though they had not been.”
Eze. 18: 20,
“The soul that sinneth, it

shall die.” Ps. 38: 10, “For yet a little
while,

and

Mat. 10: 28,

the

wicked

Fear*him

shall

not

be.”

who i§ able to

we infer from

it,

has

no

material

which’kill the body, but are not able ‘to
kill the souls? =
‘
Boothroyd says,on this passage : ‘There
is such an opposition between the soul

and body,
to

body. .Hence man was made in the likeness” of God \gpiritually, 7, e., his’ soul

the

childrén

in

and possibly refreshed himself; and he
improved the opportunity to teach his

PE

a needed lesson: * Verily I say

unto you, whos ver shall not receiveg ..:the kingdomof Gd
asa little child,
he
shall not entér therein.”
:

‘There is no warrant for inferring that

his words, “Of sueh is the kingdom of
God,” imply thé sinlessness of children,
beeauss.the connection * shows that his
great design was to teach that his followers must have a childlike faith,
2
But may not the words’ also suggest
that the kingdom of God is composed
of
Just such insignificant ones as these chil-

-dren,—and just such

sinful

ones?

Look

abr
overoad
the world, even. into the
most uspiomisice places, and behold the

people who dwell there; but de not de-

-spise or neglect them, do all you

can

to

save and bless them,—*‘
for of such

is

the kingdom of God.” Very unpromising material, perhaps, and yet
to be"come lively stones in the house not made
with hands.
;
3
Fenty

StephenA. Douglass used to call the

of his finger

and unto dust shalt thou return,”

say that the‘‘thou” in these passages means

Rom:

that

By taking

his arms and blessing them he doubtless
made a lasting impression upon them,

day This thoughts perjsh.”

till tou return unto the ground; for out

of it wast thou taken : for dust thou art,

comes

suited him.

it was, the better it -

Also Ps. 146: 4, ** His breath goeth forth,
he retarneth to his earth, in that very

i
soul and
body. And in Gen. 3: 19, “In
Christ 8loRe, &o:r sri
the
sweat
of thy face shalt thon eat bread,
He published about the same time his

ish be annihilated and that ¢everlasting

deed ;

and the move humble

children about him and buy candy for
them, and te}l them to vote for him when
they got big enough,—and they generally did. When he looked at boys he saw
voters,” Thescalptor Tooks at a rough
* And it came to pass that the beggar block of marble, and sees within it a
died, and. was carried by angels into beautiful statue. The architect looks at
Abraham’s bosom; the rich man also the piles of stone and timber, and sees a
palace.” The weaver.Jdooks at the -bules
died, and was buried; and in hell. he of wool, and sees the beautiful fabrics
lifted up his eyes, being in torments, and which may be the results of his labor.
seeth Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in The farmer looks at the naked prairie.
his bosom. And he cried, and said, Fa- and beholds waving fields of corn and
wheat, or the threshed and winnowed
ther Abraham, have mercy ony, me, and grain read
for ythe market, or a comfort-

11, Possible to have the officers and rection of the righteous dead is to be at- destroy both soul and body in hell.” The
Christians. Hope tained by seeking for it.
Fear not them
Pa whole: passage reads—‘<

fort...

death, and met Christ on

transfiguration.

the

ordiscern.

teachers self-denying.

the
:

him, yet had a conscious ‘existence

consciousness

for I am, tormented

in

this

sticklers

“fora * literal” interpretation of

scrip-

be

asclearly proves the former

immaterial,

what’ does

can not perish with the body.

not,

and

The soul

able home for his old

age.

The. teacher

looks at the uncouth lad: or -at the

little,

child, and beholds the future citizen, the
scholar; the-auther; the statesman: The —
general looks at the raw recruits, and beholds bands of well-drilled veterans,—

enduring the shock of battle, winning
this Victories, enjoying tritimphs.
And so, Corist, looking at these chil.
account of the rich man and Lazarus?
It
‘dren, could behold future citizens of his
is a pl€in narration of the case of, these Kingdom, future soldiers of his armies,
two persons, from the : lips of Christ.
future victors in battles against Satan.
Seeing in them so mach that was divine
Dare they deny the truth of it?
Miles Grant, a prominent Adventist, an and such grand possibilities, he might
well take them in his arms and bless
author, and editor, and leader among them, even if he had nof wished to teach
them, tinds the greatest difficilty in har- a lesson of humility and trust.
tures.

What now will they do with

monizing this account with their theary.

PY

And after writing 10.pages of a pamphlet
EARLY PIETY, .
in trying to get rid of its foreg, he then |
says: ‘ Having shown, as we believe,
BY REV. 8. H. BARREIT .
that the common applicationof this paraAwmoug good men there is a difference
ble to the intermediate state of the ‘ed
can not be true; because it makes the Bi of opinion,’as to the precise.time or age
‘when youthful piety should bggin ; yet all
ble contradict itself, and also does vio- agree thatit should be in the days of
lence to the plain principles of justice, youth, or as soon as the young
are sushis, with
by sending men to their reward and pun- ceptible of right and’ wrong.
ishment before the day of judgment—it proper-parental and religious instruction, '
may ‘be early
impressed.
Although
remains for the advocates‘of the common among youth, us among men, there are
theory to give us an exposition that shall different degrees of irffellect, yet few ave

of" ‘dull or obtuse in their moral perceptions.

gbe in harmony with sound principles
‘exegesis, and the Bible itself.

As Jesus

has given us no explanation of this

para-

We have on record, ancient:and miodern,
human and divine, numerous examples.
to the point in question.

Joseph,

though

ble, we.do not feel under obligation-to of- young and inexperienced, understood his
Young
fer any ourselves; but in order. that the duty, and resisted temptation.
whole conversation of the Saviour at this
time may be fade plain, it seems proper
that a brief explanation should be pre-

sented.”

Then heygoes on _in'-§

more, to try to shows tht

the

pages

rich

man

means the Jews, and the poor. man
Gentiles.
LL,
ffard pressed weghink he is, to
over this troublesome lesson, Which
not be harmonized with his theory.
tries to blunt the edge and force of it
calling it a, parable. But it is not

the
get
can
He
by
so

life; and the wicked will be annihilaféd.
ready, learning the lessons and dili- naturally infievit it any more than-we “do They take those passages which speak of
gently searehing the Seriptures daily. eternal life ;, that man, in consequence “6f the destruction of the wicked, as liter- called by Chwist or the evangelists. If
Go for it.
at
de sin, is mortal, soul and body.” ‘Sin .en- ally teaching the- annihilation. of the does not say that it is a parable, or that
it is ** like the kingdom of heaven," etc.,
9. Possible? to have officers of the tered into the world, and death -by sin,

relent. 1saac Would not so repent of his
deeds as to attempt- to recall it. Esau
“found in him ¢“ no place for répentance.”

“fs he not rightly named Jacgb?”

Pray for it.

and congregation

father

nihilated ? =

think, choose, purpose, judge

that

isdom, and became skeptical.
2:
7.
shall be not \almost,” but altogether, the
4.
The Adventist hold 'to a resurcofitin={"
Lord's, without guile, without reproach, “To them who by patient
rection
of the just And unjust and that
‘burning and shining lights. Train for, uance in well doing, seek for glory, and: the spirit will retarn tossnimate the
honor,
and
immortality,
eternal
life.”
it.
They say that immortality must be new body. And "that at the julgment
8. [Itis possible to hfive the church
the saimts will be rewarded with eternal

this

things and have. been consumed by the
‘sword and the famine.” Were they an

Adventists to prove that

Itis mind,

hold to the resurrection of the righteous
and wicked. William Miller, the apos-

community, constantly felt by all, young

and.old.

‘blessings,.no ambition to be the one from
whom Christ should come, but he wanted

all

TOBY
A AMUROH:S.
”
body. The.
; a vl )
passages
which
speak
of
death
as
a
sleep
or is animal life. And that the soul dies
_ Christ was weary. While he
most hold that Christ's second coming is in with the body.
are 400 numerous to quote. here. I will ing to rest, little children were was try:
;
ToT
MRT
brought
the future. The greatquestion which diReply: What is this but pure deism, give two orthree however. 1. Thes. 4: 14, | to him that he Jright bless them.
The
vides the modern Second Adventists from
‘he
denying the * immortality ‘of the soul i*« For if we believe that Jesus died, and disciples thought that this would not
the commonly received opinion of ‘those and making it only matter susceptible of rose again, even so them also which consistent with his ontward dignity, and
they also did not want him to be dis.
who hold to a Millennium is whether thought, which according to all mental sleepin Jesus will God bring
with
and
so they forbade that the chilChrist's personal advent is to precede the ‘philosophy is absurd? For according him.” Here the saints are assumed to be turbed,
dren shobeuld
brought to him. Bat he
Millennium, or suceeed it.
do a good
with God, ready to come with him when was never too wear
to mental science mater does not reason,

|

exceeding

have wanted

meaning denotes the life of all animals— | ceases at the death of the

‘ed at death. But the Adventists generally

0)

POSSIBILITIES.

bitter cry.” He prized his father’s bless‘ ing. He bad no desire for spiritual

18, « We

secondary

And

1.° Tt is possible to have an earnest; tleof modern Second Adyentism, never
but Jaeob is here put for. his descendants energetic, fruitful Sunday-school in every endorsed the soul-sleeping “doctrine, or return to dust? I answer, Adam. But is it
all-of Adam?
I answer, no. For we
4 Whom they did serve.
Christign “congregation” and in every. annihilation of the wicked.
often
say,
such
a
person died, or is dead,
“¢ Be lord over thy brethren.” Take the school district, Aim for it.
This doctrine of the soul and bod
when we only mean his body, and no one
place of a leader and governor in the
dying
together
or,
as
the
Adventists
call
2. It- is possible to have
Sundaybut an Adventist or atheist wonld under:
;
.
a
~ family.
‘of a sothorough
schools systematically graded, as our best it,
dinsleeping
aion is worthy
tt conflicts
materialexly sta d us as in¢luding the soul. Man is
{
“. Cursed be every one.” We must not public schools are, with regular exami-4
joress ‘the prophetical character of this nations, promotionsy etc., and in which | with all views, and hopes and anticipa: a compouiid being, his body is taken
+¥lessing. Here it is no more than a pray- all things are done decently and in order. tions of heavenly happiness of the saints from the ground, and goes back to it—
«er. Faets do not show that this wish was Work for it.
at death. This view lays them all in the but his soul came from God, and goes to
. literally carried out. Notice, too, that
3." It is possible to have ‘teachers and dust, and makes the gravea cold; dreary him ‘when he dies or to the spirit world.
+ the words of this blessing do mot in any officers aim for, labor for and expect re- channel-house for the soul.. In fact it According to Ece. 3: 21, * The spirit
~ way allude to the promise made to Abra- sults now, even to conversion of souls makes the soul and body one; or the soul of man -goeth upwards; and the spirit
of the beast goeth downwards.”
ham.
The good here prayed for is alto- and the training of converts. Strive for only a material thing, subject to death.
Now Adventists have to acknowledge
©
Now-in
my
examination
of
this
‘new
-. gether earthly.
ih
;
ro
dt.
that
the spirit of man when le dies: goes
‘theology,
or
doctrine
‘of
the
soul,
and
* Esau came in from his hunting.” He
4. Itis “possible
to have a faithful,
-upwardsito
God, according to Eee. 12: 7.
‘liad been hunting at his father’s request, devoted, experienced teacher for each body, and spirit, as taught by Adventists,
Aid
I
have
tried my best to find what
Ishall
go
to
their
books,
as
published
to
. and as preparatory to receiving the bless- ciass, and teachers never absent without
they mean by spirit, and. all that I can
ing just given to Jacob.
the
world,
for
their
statement™of
their
providing acceptable substitutes. Push
learn thatthey mean by itis thé *“ breath”
doctrine.
;
:
‘¢ Isaac trembled.”
Because he had
of
man. Thave asked them if it thought,
1. ‘They affirm that immortality as an
- been so deceived and had given his blessessential attribute of the soul is nowliere or had any conscious existence; and they
ingto the son he had not meant should
say, no. °
Tas
Tl
a
«have &€.
i
ain
libraries, which will aid us in leading taught jn the Bible, but is positively dehey
often
quote
Ecc.
3S:
19,20:
“A
nied.
“Proof
texts:
John
3:
16.
*
God
~% And he shall be “blessed.” The will souls to Christ and building ‘up souls in
the
80 loved the world that he gave his only min hath no pre-eminence above
has been made and signed. Here Isaac's Christ. Wrestle for it.
:
beast,
as
the
one
dieth
so
doth
the.
other.
conduct falls into line with the prediction
6. It is possible to have every Sun- begotten son, that whosoever beligfbth
All are of the dust, and all - turn to dust
of Rebekah, that¢¢ the elder should serve’ ‘day-school a fountain of “sacred: influence on him should not perish, but have ever- |
again.” {This is what the infidel or deist
lasting
life.”
Tmplying,
say
.they,
that
the younger.”
on
i
: exerting a positive * moral powet..in the
all who do not believe on Christ will per- ‘says. But this refers only to the body,
R

Jer. 44:

the

ing of soul,

“Iam.” One lie leads to another, and. or secret, whether ‘it be men or devils 54 sermons on the question of man's “imoften in a geometrical ratio.
that are the enemies watching an oppor- mortality, denying that man has an
“¢ He smelleth the smell of his ravment.” tunity. for attack. In this we find un- immortal soul by creation.’ That immorJacob had put on the raiment of Esau, in speakable comfort. The young, inexpetality is the gift of God, through Christ; to
order to deceive his father. It was *‘im- rienced believer may reckon on having the ‘the saints only. And that those who live
pregnated with the fragrance of the fields ‘crook of that blessed rod put forth to draw and die in theit sins will be annihilatover whichhe roamed as a hunter,” says him back from danger add wandering ; ed.
:
ee
Lange.
:
:
: and also may expect that the staff of it
I think ‘that he advocated, before he
< Which the Lord hath blessed.” A fer- shall not fail to come down upon those |] died, that there would be rio resurrection
tile field. * Give thee of the dew.” In ‘that ¢‘ seek his soul to destroy. it."-< Life -of the wicked—that
they were annihilat-_

*

'Y
Adventists
TOY kt
7

him.

“That from death to the resurrection
mind and that the faculty, or attribute souls are concerned ‘with. Christ, ready
.
half of which was twisted a band of iron. all is unconcious sleep.
termed consciousness; or power of cog- to come with’ him when
he comes to
2. “That the wicked at the final day of | nizance
There was a crook at one end of the
of our own existence, and activ- judgmént.
:
rod, and it was with- this the shépherd ‘judgment will be annihilated from all ities, and exercises
pertain only'to mind.
I will now give a few passages from:
took-hold of one of the. hind legs of the concious being forever.”
This system obliterates all distinction be- which the existence of the soul apart
These are living issues with them. We tween mind and matter.
wandering sheep to pull it back. The
from the body has been inferred, any we
thick band of iron at the other end of the are to bear in mind that they. clainl to be
Now mental philosophers, metaphysi- think proved.
g
mn
literalists
in
the
interpretation
of
the
Bibie.
rod was really a staff, and was ready for
cians, claim thai matter is incapable of
1
Kings
17:
21:
*
Let
this
chfd's
soul
use whenever-he saw a hyena, or wolf, or As to the origin of these two doctrines, thought or of voluntary
eri
course
come
unto
him
again,
And
the
Lord
the
some other troublesome animal, come just stated, they are credited by
moral action—go that this dectrine logical- | heard the voice of Elijah; and thé soul
near the sheep; for, especially at hight, Adventists themselvesto Geo. Storrs as ly
denies the possibility of moral agency of the child came unto him again, and he
these creatures prowled about the flock. the author, in his * Bible Examined,” a
in man,and of sin, or'of holiness...
revived.” This was the case-of Elijah,
With the iron part of therod he could periodical published by him in New
+3. The Adventists claim that when and the son of the widow of Zarephath.
give a good blow when any attack was York in 1842, Its motto was, * No immor- |’ God said
to Adam, in Gen. 2: 17; * But
Luke 23: 43: “To-day. shalt thou be
tality, or endless. life, except through of
threatened.
;
—.
the
tree
of the knéwledge of good and with me in Paradise,” the thief upon the
In Psalm 23: 4, we have mention made Christ alone.”
evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in the day | cross. Luke 12: 20: ** This night tby soul
This paper was devoted to the proclaof “Thy rod and thy-’staff.” There is
that thoueatest thereof thou shalt surely shall besrequiredof thee."
:
meaning in both, and distinct meaning. matich of ‘the immediate advent of
die,” he meant that they should die literally
Also Luke 16: 19—31, the ease of the
through
God's rod draws us back kindly and Jlov- Christ; and of immortality

so secure for Jacob. the coveted blessing.
« Jacoh went near unto Isaac.” He
came with a kid cooked‘as Tsaac liked

arethe

turn

rod, as tall as himself,

for his father the meat thai he relished. |

hands

at once

gently pulling

to prepare

Mefinwhile Jaceb and his*inother plan to
. get ahead of Esau, to "deceive Isaac, and

The

But. now and then the

shepherd stopped and looked:.back. If he
saw a sheép creeping up too far on the
Le hand, or going too near the edge of
the dangerous precipice on the ‘other; he

and material good which God had. prom-

ised or given to his family.

- *

SHEPHERD'S GROOK.

path, that ran so near a great precipice,

~ and so appoint him heir of the Spiritual

with his

:

he saw a shepherd leading on his flock,
the shepherd going first, and the flock

see Gen. 25: 29—34. ' Isaac, ‘an old man
"and blind, wishedto bless. his first-born,

it, and

=

Simla, ;under the. shadow of the great
Himalaya Mountains. One-day his way
led to a narrow bridle path cut out'on the
face of a steep ridge. Along this narrow

fool from

:
. Notes and Hints.
For an account of the way in which
Jacob obtained the birthright of Esau,

sto, hunt for’ venisonin

i

In 1849 Dr. Duff ‘was traveling near

Gen, 27 : 22-40.

*

i

thy

ond advent of Christ—i. ¢., his personal

2
a

Th

learn, usé the term soul to denoté .a

taught. ~Some hold that Christ did -come
the second time, at the destruction of
Jerusalem, or some subsequent period bug

THE

TEXT: - © Turn. not to the right

hand nor to the left; remove

is a

‘This we infer from the very nature

terially organized being. They claim that |
Adventism in ages - past, in fact ever
soul in the Bible is. used in its primary against if, and in favorof the conscious
since the first advent of Christ. The
meaningto denote a material organiza- existence of the soul after death, or beNew Testament plainly teaches. the sectin. , That it is matter brganized so as tween death and the judgment. The

If that is lost nothing can recall

it.

Jacob and Esau. .Gen. 27: 22—40.

DQ
-

advent, also how he is to return,—but
when he is to come is notso plainly

HU

V

\

R.-COOLEY.

birth-

right.

~

David and Jonathan. J Sam. 20: 1-17.
Christ and John. John 13: 1—26.

Too late.

by
:

: BY REV.

-

of the mind—and to say that the mind,
or soul, dies, is to make it material.

There have been many phases of second

III. God gives to all his childrena

~ The birthright sold.—Gen.
25: 29-34.
Deceit planned. Gen, 271-23."
Place-seeking.

&
fraud
:

God.

_ SECOND ADVENTISM,

PRACTICAL LESSONS.
1. Ten sins always crowd on the heels

7

~

tively, or metaphorically, thanof a dead. ly-he did ‘not expect Saul to annihilate

A

tion, of course, naturally followed

~~

but it is

narrated

as

history

or. fact.

Samuel was early. called; Jeremiah was
obedientto the heavenly commandment:
Timothy, early sought religious instrye-

tion. In modern tinies we have many"
examples’ of early piety.
Who is not
moved, even tu tears, “iif reading the
memoirs of Nathan W. Dickerman, John
M. Mead, Charles L. Winslow, and others, in whose

lives

and

deaths

is

trayed the power of religion to

por-

comfort

and sustain the young in the first development of the spiritual life? How it
dy thrill the heart of every child and
youth, to know that all

heaven

and

all

the good of earth ure interested
«in their
well-being.. , .
ih
In view

of. thesej-candiderations,

parents “consistently
dren

in sinful

iridalge

can

their

chil-

‘thinking

that

undoubtedly,

by

pleasures,

they are too young to embrace’ Christian“'I'here was a certain rich man which’ ity ? One bad ¢xampe, or one word of
’was clothed in purple, and fine linen, and discouragement, may; at this critical period, ruin a soul.
[Thus it was with
fared sumptuously evéry day.”
Lord Byron; that man of acknowledged
|.
Whether it was a real case justas nar- ‘| genius,
‘Ta youth his mind was susceptirated or not, it was true to oriental life— ble of the most tender emqtions, and, unso fai”as this life is concerned. And the’ der proper religious influehcds and morSaviour drew away the veil, and gave

us

u glimpse of what ‘is’ ‘beyond this life,
But even admitting it to be a parable
does net help. their cause

for

a

parable

must be a statement of what has been,

al Basin

he would

the blessing of God, have shone as a star
of the first magnitude in the moral firma-

ment.

His mother, having the charge, of

his early education; never impressed

vp-

on his mind the importance of religion;

what might be. Here then is an mil
of two men, in different circumstances—
both died, and both were conscious after

hence, the life of wretchedness he led.
This should be a warning to parents; for
‘melancholy is the spectacle of a lost soul.

was altered, and, lis raimefit was

now is the time,

One went to paradise, '* Abra- | Train up a child in the way he should
exists separate fron the body, and must death,
ham’s bosom,” and was ‘‘ happy”—the
that in this matter Isaac was inspired, or
0, and when he is old he will not depart
was in the likeness, “for God ‘breathed be, conscious
of that
existence; else other Went
to hell, or to a place of tor- from’it.”
is
that he ‘spoke by prophecy. Had he this form $00 Don't you get tired in doing into him the breath: of life, and ndan pe-: thé soul would
and wherehe suffered.
No ecomAgain, every young person should see,
spoken as a. prophet, he would have good, for if you don’t faint away, by-and- came a living soul, an immortal soul,or the body. The be as properly killed as ment,
lagter clause. proves that ment can make it any plainer, it seems to before it is too late, the fatal consequencmade prominent the promise of God to by you'll get your pay.” And this is well else how could it be in the image of God, the seul
may perish, by being subjectto me, and it is sufficient of itself to show es of forgetting God, rejecting .the counworth
bearing
in
mind:
by
all
Christian
Abrabam and his seed ; whereas, nQw, it”
“as God is immortal, and if the soul of
dead,” sel of heaven, and deferring the work of
‘‘unconscious state of the
future misery; but:it does not cease to the
workers everywhere,
whether
in’ disfr repentance. When God, by his wise
thbory to be false. . ©
ig net even mentioned.
;
man is like God it must be immortal ?
exist.”
Again in Luke 9: 29—19: ¢* And as he men, by his propliets, by his ‘ministers,
church work
or in ,the union
“Thy dwelling shall be the fatness.” tinctively
But
Adventists
say
that
the
term
*
imNow if the word “perish,” when usedin prayed the fashion of his copntenance by his-“providences, by his Spirit, says,
aA
A
That is, * the fatness of the earth, and mission fields.

the

mortal soul” js not in the Bible,—and the scripture, means to be annihHated,
why
? Because @ ** living soul” implies, thén the (righteous will be “annihiluted.
day-school Union has annually issued a its immortality.” We may just as’ well Ecc. 7:15. “There is a just man that
cull for universal prayer for Sunday- talk: about liquid water, or cold ice, or .perishethin his righteousness.” Isa. 57:
schools in the month of October. This ‘warm fire, ot shining sun. There cannot 1, ** The righteous perisheth, andno man
be water without its being liquid, or ice layeth it to heart.” 2 Pet.
year ‘the days designated are Sunday,
3: 6. ¢ The
October 17, and Monday, October 18. It is without its being cold, or fire without its world being overflowed with
water
unquestionably true that the wide-spread being warm, or the sun without its shin- perished.” Was the world annihilated?
vse

shall nourish thee and
dew of heaven

support thy house.”, The Hebrew reads,

Jrom
#4 the

falness, and

from

ER

gn ob gn on emer

© For now eight years the - London

the dew;

ih

tion found
‘Edan.

Sun-

celebration of the Sunday-school Centen- ing. So of the soul, it is immortal because
ary will tend to increase the interest, this it is a soul andhg living soul, for if jt ceass
year,in these days of united prayer on es 10 live it ceases td be. For we can no

| both sides the water.
3

white

Consumed is. another of their favdtite
terms for proving annihilation. 1 Sam 27: there, and held conversation with Christ,
din regard to his decease - at Jerusalem.
L.-©1 shall one day be consum

‘more talk of a dead soul except. figura- the hand of Saul”,’ suys David.
» “

ed by

But sure-

the -acce

ted time—_the

and glistening. And behold there talked day’ of salvation—what fearful dangers
with him two men which were Moses and | awaits even youthful rejecters of the' gosElias; who appeared in glory, and spake pel Violated commands! violated vows!
of his decease which. he should accomow they will come up, at ‘another day,
plish at-Jerusalem.” Here is an unmis- before the astonished vision!, Yes, when
takable statement that Moses and’ Elias it may be too late, what upbraidings of
weld tere—the former of whom hag | conseience, what feelings of’ remorse,
been dead 1483 years, and the latter, who will seize the uilty soul! One wrong
had been Yisied soul ana body to heaven act now, one fa
step now, one refusal 928 years befare,—were really and (ruly to obey God now, may cause an eternity

This shows that Moses, of whom we have
no account of his, taking
a

oul

any body with

of sorrow and anguish, ..¢* ‘¢ Remember
now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, Cu

while the evil days come

" Rotland, 0.

<0

not,” etc.
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A COMPARISON OF SOME REFERENCES

a

INST. JOHN.

A
BY

REV.

| MINUTESOF THE TWENTY-FOURTH GEN. CONFERENCE. |

A. L. MOREY,

¢

As the gospel of John is generally re-

(To be, continued.)

© ONTARIO.

The Ontario Association of Free Baptists sends

Christian salutation to the General Conference now; assembled at

:

PINKHAmM,
MROGEDASN, MASS,

churches of the Y. M., and the Owego Q. M. is building a house

te
Vi
Te
ofworshipas a centennial offering.
VERMONT. ‘This Y. M. is in a better working condition than

J

~

+a

i

it has-been for years past. More interest in our benevolent enterprizes. © We have done more than to give Sister Crawford her
support, and<«the Sunday-school interest has improved much.

while there is a lack of spiritual life in many ‘of our churches, but
ings upon this session on this our centennial year. May the rich
harvests of the past be succeeded by r#cfer
harvests in the future .others have been favored with some revival and additions to their
and the cause that now reaches its hundredth year continueto numbers. Several of our churches are without pastors. * Jeffer:
tuagint. |
:
maa
tad extend and prosper until, when another century shall have been |. son Q. M, was nearly destitute, but lately two able and devoted
John 1: 23:—* Make straight the way added to its history, it will have become more exceedingly im-' ‘ministers have begun work among the churches. On the whole,
ofthe Lord.” The Hebrew of the Old Tes- portant than even it now is. May peice and harmony exist, | our affairs are hopeful and ‘our people and ministry encouraged
forward.
Six of the churches of the St. Lawrence Q.
tament may be properly rendered,*‘ A may divine Wisdom direct, and may godly honors crown this. toM. press
have good houses of worship, and, we believe,
are free frcm
session, is the prayer that is offered in far-off Ontario for, the '
voice crieth in the wilderness, prepare ye conference/how assembled. Although numerically and ‘perhaps “debt,—about
the same may be said of the Jefferson Q. M. We
trust God will bless the labors of his servants with us and m
. the wayof Jehovah, make straight in the
religiously weak, we would wish, and felt it our duty, to represent
us a humble, holy people; zealous of good works.
"There is
.desert a ‘highway for our God.” (Isa: ourselves at this conference: ' This Y. M. does not greatly exceed
40; 8). The Septuagint
with its receiv- 500 in numbers, andis somewhat scattered throughout five or six increasing interest in mission work, and we are hoping for much
a
of our Province. - We have three Q. Ms., named respec- greater Interest.
ed punctuation, and as it is understood by counties
tively the Oxford, Norfolk and London. To minister to the
few of ite references to the Old Testament
as compared with the Hebrew and Sep:

all the evangelists,

reads,’ The. voice

oried in the désert.”

Omitting ‘the pointing, we may allow

both parts of the sentence and read,
in the desert;

Prepare ye in the desert the way of the

38 Nh

- dream at Bethel.

Jacob’s ladder

fitly represent (1) God's

the

constsnt

also

acknowledged as one of the prominent features of Christian

might

providence

correspondence

heaven and earth, and

between

(2)

dice, Constipation and Piles, or Kid-

The Positive Cure

“For all Female Complaints,

Christ’s

and : strong for human iberty in other years, so we trust that in

that

of Absalom,

nas enabled us to report an increase, beth in numbers and
spirituality.
In looking over the different fields comprising our

exclaims as in the text. It was primarily
and truly applicable to David, but secon-

THIS PREPARATION RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS
|
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER.
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS...
AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND
. STRENGTH, £0 THAT THE CURE

darily and exhaustively so of Christ,

who

few

doing good.”

Rom.

15: 3.

.

John 3: 14:—*¢ As Moses lifted
serpent,”—Num.

21:9.

~ serpent had the outward

As

up the

the

shape

brazen

but

not

: the inward poison
of the other serpents,

t might fitly typify, Christ who ¥as
"the likeness of sinful flesh and yet

in

with-

out sin.

:

Some would render-the word translat‘ed serpent, nahash, monkey or baboon.
~ Its use elsewhere in the Old and New
Testaments and in the Septuagint where
ophis, serpent is used; wnd in connection
with its adjective when used in Gen. 3: 1,

with the fact of its being raid to eat dust,
‘¢ Dust shall be the serpent’s meat,” (Isa.
65: 25) would seem to indicate that our
translation is correct. There are three
explanations given of the word translated
tp be lifted up, (¢zothenar), (1) the spir-4
itual glory gained by Christ in the hearts
of ‘men, (2)- his elevation to heavenly
glory, and (3) his suspension on the
cross. “In the first two @ different word
(dozasthenai), would probably have beeh

And suspeusion

from

the

cross

most closely resembles the- elevation of
the brazen serpent.
John 4: 37 :—*“One sowethand another
_ reapeth,”—Micah 6: 15. The quotation
is from the sense and not from the letter.
Micah+foretélls the ruin that ‘will come
through the disobedience of the Jewish
‘nation, saying, ‘Thou shalt sow but
thon shalt not reap.” Jesus speaks of a
gathering by the diseiples of that whereon they bestowed no labor. The: first
fulfillment of the prophecy , occurred
when the captivity took place, the second

when the gospel reaped the
wrought upon by the law, and the

IS radical

stances, actin harmony with
govern the female system,

and ene

the laws
3

that

.

churches of

the Calhoun
& North Branch Q.

Mj

action and all these

and health willonce more Zladden your heart.
Why suffor longer from the tormcnt

:

Soar sugh distress from Con= kg
sation and
Piles?
it
= hybe co fearful becauseof4 dios 4
Sia
ordered urine ?
is a dry vegetable

oh

oh

Mrs. Pinkham freely-answers alllefters of inquiry.
Send for pamphlets. ~ Address asabaye.
:
No Janilly should be without Lydia E. Pinkham’t
LIVER
PILLS. They cure Constipation, Bilious.
ness, and Torpidity of the Liver. 2) cts. per.box.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston,’ General Agents.
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BRADLEY, GARRETSON & C0,, 66N. 4th St, Philags’s, Pa,
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/
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-school
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hire Ee
arranged courses
‘of study. The Classical,
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address
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(5) - Delegate to thexGeneral Baptists of England did not

Freewill Baptist Publications.
The Morning
Star.
:
is a large religious paper of eight pages, nits
fifty-third volume.
It is able, literary and prossive.
All
cominunications, should be ad.
assed to Dower, N. H.
¢ Terms ;—$2,00 rer Teas, if paid strietly

E

ithe

iin

IRVING
B. SMITH.

S148

e

_same

is for an older class eos

Terms: single copy,

each,

-

-

th
38 cents,

Packages of ten pf Bi to one ad-

,

dress, each, - -+
fNbcents
Payment always in advance, discontinued when

Yme expires, and no commission allowed on mon-

attend, but Rev. O. ’B. Cheney being in that country did
fiir
CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield, | Sample copies sent free.
- Preparatory; Normal,
Classi- | Jes.
V1 Maine. - College
aitend
and soreportedy, oon
Dee
an BE MADE
Sue for both adulis
iil copsaon.
Of ahudy Tor. both sexes. |. and rh
children, are
15. The Clerk of Conference reported that the proposed
rinted monthly, at ‘the rate of
of the Constitution“had

change

been

lost,

board-of teachers. Expenses
low.
Winter terms commences Nov. 1, 1680, and Jan.

a majority of

24,1881;
Spring
term, April
term, June 16, 1881.
.
B= For Catalogue address

Yearly Meetings having voted against it.”
The Committee on the Historical Library regorted
16.
that a few additional books and papers

"TEW HAMPTON

small appropriation had been made by the Printing Establishment for binding pamphlets and sermons, and the brary
UNION

17.

also in

OF FREE

COMMUNION

1881; Summer
is
K. Bachelder, A.

M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
. Pistefield, Me., Aug. 2, 1880.
&

had been received, a

as a whole is in a good condition.

100 copies to one
dress
for $6.00. H the order
is for less than four months at a time, the charge
will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay.
men
in advance. Discontinued when time expires. Sample copies sent’ free.
:

11,

ton,

N.

H.

The

INSTITUTION.—New Ham

Rev.

A.

B.

Meservey,

Ph.

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with

D.

the Institution is the best commereial college in
aphy a specialty.
Best
+-New England.
Tele;
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade.
Four terms

BAPTISTS.

of 10 weeks each.

The following Report was presented and adopted :

Fall Term Begins August 23,

Psalmody

o

, + =is the denominational Hymn Book, exten’
sively used. Large book, in
She p, $1.00; Moroeco. $1.10; Morocco Gilt, 1.5%; Turkey Gilt, 2.09, Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, 8 cts;
postage 4 cents.
{
The Sacred Melody
Sr
~ is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
cents; postage, 2 cents.

30

The History of the Freewill Baptists

*

1880.
Winter Term begins Nov.
15 1880. Spring
covers the first half century of our existence,
Term Begins Jau. 31, 1881. Summer Term be;
| from 178
1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderable:
end
Apr. 18, 1881. Summer Term closes June 23.
detail, the early events of our denominational

he Union and Cass & Berrien Q. Ms. Revivals have been numThe committee chosen at the last General
Conference
for Catalogue to
‘srous, connected with a steady and healthy growth. The im: to correspond with other Baptist bod#es of liberal sentiments in
history.
$1.00, including postage.
J
:
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
portance of the Sabbath-school is being felt more and more each
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
view of a more intimate acquaintance, a closer union, and the
give the rise and progress of this body of
year, and under the efficient work of our Yearly Meeting agent,
~NREEN
MOUNTAIN SEMINARY. Fall term
promotion of truth, have attended
their duty, and ask leave
Christians in New York, till the time of
their
begins Sept. 6, 1880, Students are fitted for
much’ additional interest is manifested. One Q. M, has beet. to report. Two bodies have voted
union with the Freewill Baptists.
$1.00.
:
10 unite with ‘us in haolding’a- UXteaching,
for
business
and
for
college.
Instructions
“
added to the Yearly Meeting since our last report.
:
onvention, 4nd have each chosén a committee to sign.a call fi *} thorough. Expenses are moderate. F r particu - The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close
|
lars address
;
ane. These bodies are thg¢
Free Christian Baptists of New
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
WisconsiN. While progress has been ‘made in some portions
Lizzie COLLEY, Principal,
Brunswick,
numbering
9,000
communicants,
and
the
Free
Bapthe
proceedings
of the first sixteen sessions.
numin
decrease
a
Leen
has
.
Waterbury
Center,
Vt.
.
there
localities
other
in
field,
the
of
$1.00, including postage.
ee
in
bers and influence. Some churches have been deprived of pasThe
Treatise
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pupils
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for
shusi
committee
the
and
4,000;
numbering
Scotia,
Nova
of
tists
The)
consequence.
in’
toral care, and have suffered severely
contains a brief statement of the doctrines .
4 ness, scientific schools or the
t celleges.
Prince,
M.
D.
and
Foster
E.
Geo.
Prof.
are
former
the
of
‘part
i)
ow
held by
the denomination,
and our genéral
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal. Fall term
graduates of our theological schools do not come to our
J. I. Porter and Rev.
Aug. 31, 1880. Winter term begins Nov. 16, usages in church-building. It 18 published by aun- »
needy Zion. The scarcity of funds has often prevented our 0d=4%f N. B.; and on the part of the latter ofRev. their correspondence begins
thorwy
of
the
General
Conference.
25 cents; poss.
1880.
For
further
particulars,
address
the
prin.
result
the
As
Watson, of N. S.
tage, 1 cent.
cupying fields which have seemed to invite us, or, when occupied,
or ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.
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a conven- cipal,. Lebanon,
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committees
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sectarianism
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cry
Me.
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to
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meeting
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next;
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of
month
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wholly
____is
a
small
book
in
paper
covers,
embracing
become
have
they
and
has led many to the other extreme
COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia | the first 44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 cenfs, ..
a care 1 review RX GRANDE
, Ohio. The college year consists of four or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
indifferent or hostile to anything doctrinal. This feeling is fos- this place on the 23d inst., the committees ,afterreconsidered their |
consideration
under
subject
terms
of
ten
weeks
each.
?
whole
_the
of
tered by much of the teaching on baptism, and individuals in
The
courses
of
study
are
the
Normal,
is given ifi the folSons
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there was a until God pardons you.” This was a harsh our brethren when their work shall bebil
law compelling these vociferous speéch prescription, but the girl being in dead earnest come permanently established, Several
Te
makers to confine the expression: of their followed it. She prayed all ‘night, and the of this class are already with us.
* gi
Lord blessed her soul.
‘We felt as we turned. away like breathopinions to the language of signs. Then |,
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 29, 1880.
It , always takes two to make a quarrel,’ sid
T
.
yi
one could shut one’s eyes ahd have a good
ing
a benedietion upon our dear brethren
we keep: our best wishes-for the one who ‘does
*
¢i
#.
G.¥. MOSHER, Editor. |
nap and atthe same time be discharging not get mad,” We find an- anecdote of the there and commending them to all our
y
3 A
All communications desighed {or publication
his duty of attending the requisite num- late Dr. Neale, of Boston, who was asked by brethren whose prayers and benefactions
P
should be addressed to the Editor, and -all letters
ber of social, political and even religious Rev. A. J. Gordon if he ever had any church for them we feel will not be misplaced.
h
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
difficulties, “ Oh, yess’ he replied; ‘ once it
gatherings.
made.
A. L. GErrisy. |
addressed to the Publisher. Dover, N. H.
| their sinful courses, protecting them from
91
was pretty serious, and the brethren were getites
«
Shall we not, as.we. enter the new cent- the wiles of the adversary while in transit |
ting very warm. I said, ‘Let us be dismissed.”
ury;” il the’ laity and the ministry, in our through this world and safely delivering 5—WE wish that a system of postal sav- | They rose, and, before they thought of it, the
A BACKWARD GLANCE.
The Home Mission Field,
)
TX
colleres’and
theological seminaries, in them into the King’s domain at last. We. ings banks’ might" be made practicable
benediction was pronounced and they were
Referring again te the centennial of our
*
But
few
have
a
correct
idea
of
the
mag1
denomination; we are persuaded that we ‘our churches and Sunday-s¢hools, in our gather from the extremely brief report of with us. | The establishment of such a dispersing. Ere another meeting, they had |.“nitude of the
field for Christian labor,
hn
. shall miss one of the most profitable ex- social meetings and domestic life, try the discourse before us that the treatment system would fend to ‘make people pru- cooled off.” Dr, Gordon also asked Dr. Neale spreading out before
us in our country.
the secretof his long pastorate.
*‘ Well,” reck
ercises in connection with it if we do not to exhibit more and more of that humble, of the subject was something. after this dent who now excuse themselves from, plied he, “‘when I got vexed and wanted to go, Nearly one half of
our
denomination -resaving
a
percentage
of
their
wages
by
deM
God-fearing,
devbted
and
pious.
spirit
manner.
‘It
would
seem,
while
a
more
review the record of some of the most
they wouldn’t let me; and when they got'vexed side in New England.
The ‘extent of the
oe
complete report might contradict the opin- claring that they may as well spend their| and wanted me to go, I wouldn’t go. We never Western
useful of the. earlier preachers, with a that has always been the chief adornment
States, whose prairies are being
1
»‘view to learn the secret of their power. and glory of the Christian ehuieh in ‘its ion, that the,parallelisms of the speaker ap- money as they go as to put it into banks both got mad at the same time.”
|
rapidly
settled,
is not being fully apprecib
that
ar)
liable
to
suspend
payments.
best
estate?
|
,
proached
the
fanciful,and
that
more
stress
There
are
Sermons
in
‘many
things
besides
For it can not be denied that they were
a
Many of us during the past summer: might have been profitably put upon the That liability may ‘be remote, but that re- ‘‘ stones,” “ running brooks,” -and the like. ated by New England generally. Take
men of power. In the midst of a sinful
for instance five states—Minnesota, WisThe
Springfield
Republican,
relates
that
a
g
moteness
can
not
very
well
be
removed
have
often
reviewed
and
dwelt
much
uptemptations which peculiarly lie in wait
and gainsaying people they so preached
local brakeman of long service on @ passenger.
| ©consin, Towa, Nebraska and Kansas—arid
,
so
far
as
to
induce
these
people
to
deny}
on
Randall’s
farewell
words
to
the
churchfor the expressmen, and upon an earnest
the Word that multitudes were ' saved.)
‘train, where he was noted for his ppompt - at- you have a territory five times as large as
of
~ from their sins and Christian churches esi. Letus read again, and reflect upon, exhortation to seek the one Source of de- themselves in saving a little for a rainy tention to duty and politeness to passengers,
all New England and 4 small margin to
?
is
these words from his last epistle:
liverance.
However, the occurrence of day,if there remains the possibility of their
were greatly multiplied.
was asked the other day by a friend why be spare.
These States are being settled
+5)
losing
that
little
by
the
failure
of
the
savWe profess to be the representatives of such a course of Sunday talks counts much
chose to transfer himself to a freight train with
Such a review becomes doubly profitavery fast, and by English speaking peo+
_ ble when it is observed that the later Jesus Christ.” O, let us consider what an for the desire to mgke Christianity a prac- ings bank. Now, the government itself its extra risks and greater discomfort. The
ple
generally, many of them from the
example
he
sat
for
his'
ambassadors
to.
reply
was:
‘I
can’t
sighd
the
traveling
pubue
years of the denominational history have
tical fact in this work-a-day world. We can reassure these individuals by becomfollow. What humility! what meekEast and from our own churches. The
fr
"not witnessed the comparative numeri- ness ! what holiness ! what godliness! hope to be able to note many indications ing responsible for the safe keeping and. lic; they treat me like a dog,and some of them
even whistle for me when they want any sery- “Christian worker who goes there to labor
tr
the
returning
with
interest
of
sums
given
of
this
same
tendency
to
apply
the
words:
«cal growth that characterized the days of what temperance!
what self-denial!
ice. I did not expect them, ‘to treat me as’
or
‘the fathers. With all our schools and what separation from the world! yea, | of Christ to the daily lives of the people. into its charge through savings institu- they would a gentleman, but £ dia look for needs no other preparation than what
P
¥
tions in connection with the Post-office. treatment worthy of a human being--a man. I. would make him a successful worker in colleges,
with the greater number of train- and every thing that is amiable and Jovely he hath exhibited in his life, for his
New England; and perhaps we ought
‘to .
58
GREAT
BRITAIN
is
talking
about
its
We,
are
pleased
to
notice
the
favorable
reed and educated ministers, and with athe ambassadors
got in the way of telling tigem I wasn’t a dog
to follow. Let each of us,
add, thatone who can not call together and
i;
increased facilities for reaching and intlu- therefore, ask ourselves the question; next census. Mr. John Bright wishes port of the Canadian Post-office Savings and it made trouble. So I concluded to tuke
hold a “congregation in New England,
to
the
freight.”
Iz
. -encing the people, our growth during the How much am I, or do I strive to be, like more care taken in ascertaining the relig- Bank for the past year, during which time
[S
need not -expect success in ‘the West.
;
to
last thirty years does not compare as fa- thin?
ious preferences of the people. He points both the number and the average amount
Live men fitted for the work are what
For
Christ's
sake,
my
brethren,
let
us
Sy
| vol as we might well wish it did/| be humble, cross-bearing disciples. See to ,out that many individuals put ‘themkelves of deposits have greatly increased. The
are wanted, and all such can find enough
on
++ With the thirty. years, that preceded them. it, that we do not get any new-fangled, down as belonging to the Establishment system has had eleven years’ trial in. the
to do ig that vast field. The cause is lanck
It is the" part of wisdom to look the facts heady, wordy, tonguey doctrine of men, when in reality they are indifferent to any Dominion.
guishing for want of such men there. In
pe
bl
in the face, and’to heed the lessons that which leads from Christ instead, of lead: religious convictions, these individuals
Our Interests Tn Philadelphia.
lowa alone where we have seventy churching to him. But-let opr doctrine be such
or
they teach. :
BRIEF
NOTES.
thinking it. a more reputable thing to
as comes from Christ into our hearts, and
1
We, spent the Sabbath, Sept. 12, with es reported inthe last Register, there are |
© For the present we shall only specify that will lead to his spiritual” appearance claim allegiance to the State church than
Five hundred and forty-six, or "nearly oneeleven
having
church
edifices
and
cour
no
minbrethren
in
Philadelphia‘in
half,
of
the
Home
Missionaries
of
the
Presbyw
company
» two or three particulars. wherein it may and térthinate in his glory,
to be classed as unbelievers. Mr. Bright
al
be asked if a more devoted adherence to
~} would prefer the method of counting the terian church are laboring west of the Misis- with Bro. E. W. Page, of New York city. ister, and some of these have parsonages,
sippi river.
Our object was to learn the situation—of and a large number without pastors,
oi
WORK WITH YOUR PASTOR.
the methods of work inour first half censeats occupied. at all the churches and
The
Chinese
Governor
of
Nazaring
is
intol}
ys
our
people there,; give them such words Other communities are anxious to hear
‘tury would not be profitable. The type of
It would be interesting
to. know how | chapels of the country and estimate the
al
* labor in those days was evangelistic and large a part of what might properly be property belonging to each denomination, erant of idolatry. . The worship of idols in the of encouragement as we might be able to .the gospel where there is no church of
temples is forbidden, and both the worshiper
é
impart, and afterwards to call the atten- ours, or any -other kind, but they have no
missionary, Wherever our
cause is called the failure of the church to: accom- ‘and from these data he believes that the and the priests who allow it are punished.
preacher. - One hundred pious men, fully
>
tion
of
the
denomination
to
the
work
that
strong to-day, whether in New" ' Eugland plish what could be fairly expected of itis truth of the matter could be gained much
There is a deal of moralizing due after readfor the work,
_or.the West, it can be shown that it rests ‘due primarily to a failure of the member- more accurately than by "asking individ- ing of the Massachusetts boy about as high as is being done there and if possible inter in earnest, and prepa
est many friends in behalf of the project are needed to-day in those five States namupon and has grown out of the faithful ship to co-operate with the pastor in the uals as to their religious affiliations.
the counter who recently went into .a bookstore and asked for ta book for ten cents with and the faithful workers’ connected ‘with ed to work for our Zion. They would
service of the missionary eghngelists. of duties that pertain to his sphere. We
_|it. ‘We made our home with the pastor,| need to make some sacrifice at first; but =
the earlier days. But for that kind.of serv- suspect that it would be quite large.
——PROFESSOR SWING discourses on a murder in. it,”
they would soon be able to reap the fruits
“ite; the first church at New Dirham’ : Ti 1a the pastor’s place to lead. “The | egotism in the Alliance. He claims. that ~The Methiodistic zeal or ‘church Sxtshsion
;
Rev. Joseph Taylor, No. 1700 South 13
in,
could easily haye been the énly one of its people expect it of him. But it is not his ‘it is all cruel nonsense to lecture our reachés out into distant India. The corner St., whose hospitality was without stint of their toil in raising up good substanstone of a new meeting-house
was recently
wl
order; but for that kind of service, too,
place to do all the work of both pastor young men in favor of modesty when they laid at Hurda, and the first brick ef another and whose heart, together with the tial churches, able to give their pastor a
good
support
and
to
become
prominent
be
the glorious revivals that attended”
the and people, however much ‘this may can pote at a glance°the success of such a church at Khurda.
hearts of his entire family, is thoroughly
x preaching of Colby, Marks, Hutchins, seem at times to be expegted of him.
engaged in doing work for the Master. factors in the work of sending the gospel
good big egotism as they see in a Joseph
There is at least half a’ world of meaning |
Lamp,
Stinchfield and their associates
It is useless for a chuieh to complain Cook, or in a Charles Sumner, or even in in the opening sentence of a paragraph in the The Macedonian church, of which he is into the regionsbeyond. These fields are
to be occupied ere long by some religious
wi
Weekly Notes:
* England is discussing the ‘pastor, is situated at the corner of 12th
"would never have been witnessed.
that it can not work with Xs pastor. If the a Macaulay.” We continue to quote:
future of her agriculture with a good deal of
denomination,
1
we
are
not
to
be
shut
Hi
Now we do not claim that itineracy church is in its proper condition it ought
‘and McKean Sts. From small beginIn all these men self is as large as an apprehension.”
.
Jo
should succeed the pastorate with us, bat never to have a pastor that it ean-not ox. It is said humorously of Joseph
nings the church has arisen. 'The- ‘plan of | out entirely from them, our work must be
The discussion of the Bible- in-school ques”
he
Fook that when he sailed recently for
we do claim that the spirit which-prompt- work with, and is not likely to have.
operation has been ‘‘pay as you go'— | pressed now, while society is erystallizing
urope, he shipped in advance upon a tion will be in order in Japan. Copies of the trust in the Lord, and go forward. A in those new fields. Have we nota hunB.
Perhaps it is rarely that theAifleal pased to that kind of labor, and that brought
freight vessel, the large words he intend- New Testament in Japderese have been placed
*
«0
sinners to their knees in penitence, could tor and the ideal membership come. to- ed touse in Germany ; but if this were in the schools of Yokohama by order of the 4u- small chapel was built in the cetiter of the dred young men, or men who have not
. ho
be cultivated among us with the greatest gether, but, taking things as: they are, is true, and the vessel were groaning under thorities of that city,
lot of rough materials outside, but neatly pas¢d the meridian of life, who may be
$0
promise and profit. Let us ask each of it not likely that the churches of the land the load, the situation is not7 much more
Little incidents show the advance of evanfitted within, sufficiently large to seat moved by a laudable ambition to go into
no
our ministers, is there no community ad- might show an almost surprising advance- bold than that of Mr. Sumner, who edited gelization in France. One of these is the from 200 to 250. Around this. chapel the those new fields and build new and pery
his
own
workssand
omitted
no
vote
of
enactment
of
&
recent
law
by
which
colportage
manent
inte
,
growing
up
with
them
a
Joining your parish where the Word of ment during the next few months, if they
thanks or letter of praise that ever came has been made free in that country: Hitherto main church is to be built, of : choicer ma- and giving them character?
1
Life is seldom preached, or where the would but faithfully and cheerfully co- to. him by mail or newspaper, not-is the. .muny obstructions have been placed in
terials, and with greater regard to the arthe way
Both mongy and men are needed to
2
loving, yearning ministry such as Christ operate with their pastors in carrying for- vanishing lecturer much
chitecturé, as the Lord shall give means.
bolder than of the colporter.
carry on this work. The Home Mission
Ot
Macaulay, who began his History of Engexercised through the ‘forsaken country ward the Master's work ?
One end of the main building and part of
The Chicago Inter-Ocean statés the concurBoard
seeing
the
vastness
of
this
work,
of
land
‘with
the
pronoun
¢
I.”
of Palestine is too little known? Look
Thereis reason in recognizing the pasone side have been built of faced brick.
.rent testimony of most, puprejudiced observtogether
with
the
other
interests
in
the
iis
towards the West. Its population is tor.as leader in the parish. Relieved
We hesitate, until further consideration,
ers when it says that$ the men who prate This, covered with a temporary roof,
Jast and Seuth and the golden opportuior
greater by thousands to-day than it was from many of the worldly cares that take to adopt the Professor’s statement that it most about being extreme Jiberalists are the gives opportunity for the 90 little ones
nities
of
the
hour,
have
voted
to
endeavor
:
most
iliberal
class
in
America.”
whenthose unpaid servants of the Lord
would seem ¢ there must be in all mascuthe attention of the membership, he has
gathered in the infant department of the
.
ei
The number of arrests in London for being Sabbath-school. The church will have a toraise asum .nearly double what was
went out from our small but devoted band more time than they to devote tothe mak- line cheeks, an admixture of brass, if
21
in New England to deliver the
fon
is to be dreamed of.” There | drank
ing of plans and to the laying out of work | great success
home in the chapel until the church edi- raised last year and have made sppropri265 in 1869 to 33,892 in 1879. ‘This is an inmessage in that new coyptry. And they to promote boththe temporal and spirit- is ap Inkling of
: 12
truth in this view that I crease of nearly 57 per cent., and is specially fice shall be completed; when it can be ations accordingly.
Themcney must be raised in the churchad
were our best and strongest men, too. ual welfare of his people. Moreover, his isn’t just pleasant to think of, so let is
remarkable in the great Dumber of women ar- easily removed and possession taken of
They waited for no coimission from the training has fitted him for this, place of skip it for the present.
es, or the work must stop. Our approJas
the larger and better quarters.
rested.
Home Missionary Society, for there was leadership, and the New Testament itself |
priations
are
to
be
paid
quarterly
on
the
no
If
some
of
our
churches
whose
plan
has
. Weare told that a Baptist clérgyman in
n
Cincinna- Magoftin County, Ky., preaches against sup- been to build a large church at once- first "of December,
March, Juné and.
ro
© 7mene in existencel:then ; they heard again warrants him in occupying™ it. But the fA RECTOR of a church near
=the divine command ring out as it rang results that ought to follow from this di- ti has announced a “change of views on porting mis§ionaries, because, as he says, the whether able or not, get in debt for the September. We shall need $1500 for
sir
— ose Galilee, and they were obedient to vinely appointed leadership could hardly the amusement question. Henceforth, he Bible gives assurances that whenever the gos- same, and be in trouble for many years each quarterly payment. We must there«the heavenly call. Has that voice ceased be realizedif the people, either through: declares that he will refrain entirely from pel is preached unto all people the end. will following, would take notice, it might fore raise $500 per month, if we give the
»
to ring in the ears’of God ministers to- | indifferetice or design, failed to work to- the use of any alcoholic drink, shall not have been reached, and God forbid that he save them much trouble and the payment needed amount, which we have promised
In
visit the theater or like entertainments,| - should contribute one cent’ toward, hastening
- dag? i
to
do
if
it
can
be
,raised.
=
This
.is
only
fro
gether with him.
of
&
great
amount
of
interest
money.
that portentous period!
_ = Again, those ‘men and their successors
E.
It is a fitting time to faithfully consider band play no more games of cards: He
Bro. Taylor has associated with him one half of what is required to carry on
Bishop Fraser, of England, enters u protest
:
4 —the young men of that time who are now this matter. The renewed season of relig- takes this resolution on grounds of expe- in a recent sermon, against so much attention about a dozen workers, whose operations the work in the foreign field.
i + the fathers in our ministry—were a com ious activity is at hand. Every wise pastor diency alone, and lays down no laws for being paid to ‘disputable arguments -and are reduded
Bretliren and sisters, shall we have the;
to a ‘perfect plan, which is
a
‘f »oupeny of self-denying, devoted, zealous is preparing to enter upon a new campaign ‘others on the subject. Hitherto, the rec- questionable points of doctrine. ?” The practi- printed every three months, laying out men and the money? You are to decide
a
|
end God-fearing men, whose equal in these against the hosts of sin. There is hardly tor has held what are termed liberal views cal gospel treatment of the present agitated the work for the coming quarter and as- whether the work sball go on or’ stop.
anxrespects it would
be difficult to find. a church, doubtless, that does not need regarding various amusements and social condition’ of society should .fill with
A. L. GERRISH,
:
er:
singing
each
one
to
his
place
ona
given
iety those who would preach Christianity, and
wi
Cor,. Sec. H. M. Society y.
Pi
Think of Randall, and later of Colby, to be revived, as there is hardly a com- habits.
Sabbath or -week-day evening. Three
should afford them no time to waste on mere
Sept. 20, 1880.
be
i
arsuing their work even while a fatal munity
missions
are
in
active
operation
in
grow=
|
‘that
does
not
neéd
the — THERE
theological
trifling.
[7
is.’ something
especially
ETD
fi ih
fem
pl
x illness was hurrying them to the grave. blessed influences of such a “fevival.
ing
parts
of
the
city,
where
Christian
A case of rheumatism sgems to hive been
worthy in a remark of Secretary Devens
What heroism they exhibited! And yet As the pastor comes to your homes, or as
Illinois
(Correspondence.
work
is
needed,
and
these
missions
toe
the Republican’ State Convention in the entering wedge to a reform in England.
‘when Randall came to the closing days of he broaches the subject in the prayer and
Massachusetts the. othér..day.: “Suppose Pref. Cairnes, of London, being accustomed to gether with the work at the church are | " Atour late Yeaply Meeting (Illinois
his life, he could only say,
1 regret that conference meetings, is he to meet only a
we were to lose this election,” he is re- ‘give a lecture of an hour’s length to men and the field -where these laborers toil. We ( Central, held as it was ima rural districe
1 bave “beenyno more industrious and ‘la- CoAT Tesponse from those who, under God, ported as saying, ** I should not despair, repeating the same to women, concluded that, were present at one of the mission schools down in Franklin county), we were much
since he had the rheumatism and as men and
borious in my Master's vineyard.” Look- ‘will be largely responsible forthe success
but keep on £n the contest for ‘the princi- women sit together in chiirch and at the thea- Sabbaflf morning, where between 30 and pleased at the good attendance, and ating upon his brethren in the ministry he or failure of his plans and his work?
‘ples established by Abraham Lincoln and ter, he would try ‘the experiment of baving 40 children were gathered for instruction, tention given by brethren and people in
~ exclaimed, ‘“ Oh, my fellow-laborers, I
. We doubt if many true revivals ever be- Charles Sumner.” There would be no | them sit together in the class-room. Others and wee were puzzled to guess which en- regard to our progress. during the year. 1
_ tremble for some of you, fearing you are gan outside of the church, or, ‘at least,
such virtue as perseverance, if there were followed his example, and the gathering of the Jjoyed the gathering most, the teachers or was truly glad to see such an earnest dletoo negligent, and.make our Master's outsidg.ef
the heart of some member of it. no such misfortune as failure. It has been sexes in the same ‘class-room is now not an un- the taught, for all seemed to be as happy sire on the part of all our ministers preswork too much a by-business.” q
2
as could b&
!
It
so in the beginning. First Pente- by continued battling in the face of re- common occurrence.
ent to avail themselves of every aid pos4 While reading of-the life and habits of Lost, a revived, quickened, zealous church,
After a survey of the Unitarian field a conPlaces of worship are being planned for. sible to be more fully posted in regard to
peated failures that the world has finally tributor to the Independent says that “It is
those men, and while conversing with ‘and then conversions by the thousand.
reaped the fruitage of institutions which not too muchto say that the West is studded these mjssions on the’ ‘same principle Jour doctrines and usages, so that the us
some of our aged ministers as to their own
But the co-operation that we plead for are amelioratipg ‘ the condition under with déad Unitarian churches and the East which governed the bailding of the Mace-| most harmony might exist amongst all in
_ + manner of life whén they were in the vig- covers more than the efforts for spiritual
chapel. Respectable audiences regard to presenting our vie ¥s as we hold
with dying ones.” Itis said tha: Mr." Bron- donian
or of manhood and were witnessing reviv- quickening which, of course; are chief of which men live. Any cause that .is not son
listened
to our preaching at the morning they are taught in the Bible. In order to acAlcott
was
asked
the
other
day
what_
in
worth fighting for after & failure in its beal after revival in the towns where they all the others. It includes a cordial, act
his
opinion
would
be
the
future
of
Unitarian.
and
evening
service at the chapel, and’ complish this, theré was suggested to them
half is not worth fighting for in the first
~ journeyed, we have had a new revelation ive interestin all that aims to build up
ism, and his reply was that “ much of it the Sabbath-school held in place of the
place.
:
would become absorbed in ° other denom- | afternoon ‘service numbered About one the importance of coining at once in pos«of the ideal faithfulness of the Christian| an enterprising, progressive and eflicient
session of all our Freewill Baptist publiinations, and the remnant which was left
aninister, and of the mighty meaning of religious organization.
hundred. We were told that the number cations and an extra effort on their part of
The financial, ——Is:the American Indian really becom- would
descend
into
a
Something
worse
than
‘that sentence, ** I must be about my Fath- social and spiritual interests ofany church
was not near the average, as the excessive
procuring subscriptions for the Star from
er’s, business.” Oh, that.God would ‘are so intimately related, that the whole ing civilized? The papers report a duel itself.”
heat of Summer, which had reduced their any and all persons who could be induced
It
transpired
at
the
last
annual
Meeting
of
grant ‘us, in the ministry to day, a revival cause suffers if any one of these features "between a Ute Indian and a Navajo, which
numbers somewhat, had not ceased. On | ‘to subscribe far it, as this would’ be the
New Hampshire
General
Assoeiation
of that Chiristihn zeal, that renunciation of is neglected. Removing debts, contribut- took place the other day at Santa Fe,New thg
the second Monday of each month the best way of presenting to Southern Illi(Congregational), that while the population
They did not go through with
‘sthe world, that devotion to duty, that ing to benevolent work, helping the poor Mexico.
has increased ns a whole, it is still true that of workers in all the fields hold a meeting neis our Standing as a denomination, our
‘burning love for souls and that tearful and needy, |paying current’ expenses, sus- the. fiasco of firing with pistols up into the the 167 towns with Congregational churches at the chapel to report the work done and
interest in church extension and the
service for the Master that led our minis- taining the prayer meetings—which of air and then shaking hands over the satis- eighty-eight have less population now than ten
of the “gospel. Arrangements
faction gained ; but, the above duel was years ago. “Not only did the N. H, Home success achieved. We were present on spread
a half century ago from Maine to the’ these things can be safely neglected?
Monday evening, 13th, and were able
‘wild West preaching Christ as the Sav- | Are you truly cd-operating “with your fought with true: Indian zeal. Knives Missionary Soctety,” says the Otngregation- to gain a good knowledge of the whole satisfactory to those present were made to
farnish all our ministers with our'denomwere the weapons used and the result | alist, “furnish ussistance in thirteen more local
jour of men.
:
pastorin alI'this work? Finally, did you"
ities Jast year than the year previous, but ‘the iwork by the reports made.
“In
that
meetinational books who were not already.
‘showed
one
dead
Indian
and
the
other
We are not denying that such - qualities attend church last Sunday? " . *
secretary says theréare-still at least twelve
seriously injured. They both wanted to additional churches that must have aid or die; ing ‘we were impressed with the devotion ‘supplied, and we think fron the promises 4
characterize our ministers to-day, or imtore
pum
arry the same girl, and" ‘why shouldnt and in view of the $70,000 lately received from of these laborers to their werk—with the given und the impression’ made that am
ing that they are lovers of ease more
SrADAT-Sen Hoot Rerorts. The Secre-

The Horning

that one is tempted to wish

.
; Fi

——A BosTON clergyman is giving a
so greatly needs to be done to- -day is not series of Sunday talks successively to
done by the same class of ministers. that’ members of the various trades.” In speak<@f
put their talent and piety and zeal into it ing to the expréssmen various analogies
years ago, neither is there ‘So effective were drawn from the ordinary business of
use ‘made of the emotional * ‘element in the express company, “as. illustrative - of
sermon and exhortation as the fathers the King’s business of taking men out of
|

Denominational Hetos.

“lovers of souls.

But can any of us tary of our, Sunday-school Union informs they adopt the civilized method of Killing
each other on that account?
i

y that
a revival of those qualities is

very

desirable, or that their abundant

usthat less than one quarter of our Sun-

day-schools have reported their statistics
«exercise would be mot profitable? No to him up, to date. - All should be ‘in by’ iy deaf mutes of America teotiily
can deny, we think, what we have the first week i in October, as the Antiver- ; held their first convention in Cincinnati.
«claimed for the fathiers in this respect, or saries are to be held on the thirteenth. The United States and Canada were
sthet it was under the ministry which they and fourteenth. . Will brethren attend to fairly ‘represented. As all ‘the proceed:
: “exercised that we were. blessed with our this at once, and let us have full reports ings were necessarily carried on by
greatest
numerical
growth.
We on this Centennial year, and ‘liberal con- signs, the absence of much -noise must
«cast no reflections on the piety of the min- tributions to help forward the work of the liave beena great luxury to' any convention-going stranger who might have dropr to-day. That must be. left fo the Union. Pp Send ‘reports:to

of each one who faithfully re- |

BAW. PAGE, Cor.’ "Bee.,
"69 West St., New York w

n the line of thought which we |
4

fv

4

;

“

eg

Ei

(

RARE.)

4

ped into this assembly. There isa good’
! deal of convention talk that is so cheap,

1
A ro

3

.
EE

the Betsey Whitehouse estate, there seems to
be a unanimous feeling that this: home work
‘must now be faithfully. cared for, even’ if less
shall be sent to ‘theNgtional Sigiety than
ul
here-

tofore. be

a

depth of Christian fellowship

among them and their firm

existing

trust in the

Lord for future successes. - By their reports it appe
at between 500 and

“extra effort will-be made to. circulate

the

Morning Star, and we hope that at lenst
from one to two hundred copies will ‘ar=
rive before long in Southern Illinois to

600 different
ersons were reached, by gladden and interdst as many families.
their ministrations on ‘the day prev igus. “Those not familiar with this field of labor
There are many persons in the ‘city" of may conclude that there has begn a want
Benjamin Abbott, for ex- Philadelphia connected with other church- of interest among our ministers in regard

Zion's Herald remarks that some of the Methodist fathers used.very bluff speeches in dealing

with their hearers.

ample,wher. visited by a young woman who had

just been awakened under his preaching, said
to her, “ Have you not been following the devi's musicians, the fiddlers?” *“-Yes, sir,” she
modestly replied, *‘ I have danced many a
time, even all night.” “Then,” rejoined the
brusque preacher, ¢ you myst pray all night

es ‘who feel uncomfortable. with their ‘to the demands of our .denomination. "I
homes on -account of the questions ‘of hadnt times almost come to such a conbaptism, close-commupiton; and Calvinism, clusion, but when 1 listened to'the reports
-and who ‘are sighing for that freedom in of some of our ministers of, their labors
‘Christ which the Biple warrants, and who during the last year and the small pit-will without doubt find thejr home, among tance they Teceived for their service, my

.

THE MORNING STAR, SEPTEMBER 29, 1880.
until May 1, with.a view to a settlement.
The $2,000 debt

remaining on

the

Green-

To illustrate: one among our most effi- wich St. church, in Providence, is fully covered by reliable pledges, a part. of which are
* cient ministers has traveled 963 miles, “already collected.
ee
preached 302 sermons, attended a pum- | The church at North Soifpats desires to
ber of Yearly and Quarterly Meetings,
had the charge of four churches, received:
91 members, ‘and the sum ‘of $141.86. was

open correspondence with a
ence to

a

settlement.

Minister in refer-

Any

communications

may be sent to Stephen W. Poole,
ate, R. I.

No.

!

Scitu-

.

-share largely in the blessings of the occasion. :

:

LB,

BELKNAPQ. M. (N. H.)—Held its last session

was a success everyyvay. They united with the fall and
winter
campaign,
contemplating
Christian Association to give a camp-meeting at a-canvass of all the churches evoked
a warm
hut
friendly
discussion,
This
revival
work is
Bliss Station, which was well attended and did
charge of an efficient committee- of five.
much good. ‘Brethren Smith, Durkee, Martin, “in
Corresponding Messengers were present from

! Free Baptists are heartily alive in Wyoming

* has been the meansof bringing into the

I have not their report.

at:

from

their .chureh

If our

members

and

tricts, say of all. they could raise from
one to five acres of any kind of valuable
produce, or the amount realized from the
sale of a cow, calf, sheep, or hog, or
any particular object: that they might des-

Cin

=

were

a

The church having no pastor, the

!

writer

was

nia. East Tilton is without a FeRular supply:
Rev..J. L. Sinclair; of Lake ! Village, recently

preached there one Subbath,

Thé plan

for

a

Methodist church, in the afternoon, and Bro,
Shirey-in the evening. There was a large. attendance and good attention. Some of our
meetings for prayer and conference
were

sweet, tender and refréshing. After Bro. Shi
ref left, Bro. Fish and the writer, led in the
rvices of prayer and preaching till the close
of the meeting.

The

weather

was

pleasant

‘| during the meeting with the exception of one
or two showers, The last Sabbath and. last day
of the meeting opened bright and pleasant after

Hlinisters and Churches,

a shower during the night,the people gathering
in large numbers. In the afternoon and evening
it was thought there were 2,500 or 3,000 pres-

Eastern.

ent.

The writer spoke in the morning

from

ing house in

Gardiner

(Brunswick

which $2,000 was paid a few
been
gold at auction for $800.

years

grace, Bro. Fish in the afternoon from John
11: 25, on the resurrection and the life. At
the close of the sermon, the Lord's Supper was
observed.
In the evening a social service
was held till 8, when Bro. Fish preached te us

meet-

St.),

for

ago,

has

:

Rev. J. 8. Burgess administered baptism to

It was a very solemn and impressive sermon.
A few words of exhortation were supplemented, parting advice was given, ang while the
parting hymn,
x
>
‘ Blest be the tie that binds,”
was sung, a hand-shaking was indulged, done
with tearful eye and quivering lip, and we separated in bone
of meeting ““ beyond the river)”
others to refain dareless and indifferent till

Jos. Hutchinson,of Otisfield, also baptized a
young man of his town at the same time. These
Brethren and sisters were received into the F.
B. church by Rev. James Libby.
The congregations during the day, both “at the mesting. house and water-side,were large, attentive and.
solemn,
Mr. Burgess preached
in the forenoon upon a *‘ Christian Life essential to a
Christian P’rofession.’”’ The, prayer-meetings
in the morning and afternoon were well at{yuded, earnest and impressive.
Several deYoted Christian workers were present from.

Otisfield and Casco, who added to the interest

called to meet their final deom.
a year ago was a good one.

more

teen who

have

were

baptized,

added to the church.

The

and

fourteen

interest

is good;

them.

—Gx0. C. BAKER.

a

>

— ee

‘Western.
Towa.

The Mitchell

church

a

W._

Thursday, the last day of

the

Pierce,

session,

by.

Sunday-school Union, for the

bave

been

repairing

officers, and

and

delegates.

weather

was

:

Q. M.

Brethren Corey, Free

:

;

man,

Rev. M. A. Quimby and the church

mont with which he bas labored so harmoniously for three years, are still moving on
smoothly and efliciently. The congregations.

The Sabbath-school under the lead-

ership of their efficient Superintendent, “Mrs.
Piper, is.still a power for good.
She succeeds
because she means success,
She works and
plans and prays.
-

trust
:

the

to-

effective

The wife of Rev. F', B. Moulton died at Ithaca, Sept. 18, after a brief illness. There is
heartfelt sympathy with the bereaved pastor
and his family, Sister Moulton
leaves .nine

children,
Prof. F. W, Washburn, late principal of EI-]
roy seminary, entered upon the pastorate of
the Evansville church in July.
The congregation and Sabbath-school are increasing and a
hopeful spirit is manifest.
Bro. Washburn
has already won a large place in the hearts. of

The church at Pittsfield; Rev, J. C. Osgood, | ohr people.
Rev. Eugene Dennett has resigned the pas.
pastor, is enjoying healthy prosperity. The
torate of the Spencer church and entered upon
prayer-meetings are well attended and very
spiritual and interesting. Several have been ‘a’theological course.at Hillsdale college. Dr.
Stevens, recently connected with the -Regular
converted during the summer.”
The Sabbath
Baptists, has been called to fill the vacaney.,
“congregations are large and attentive to the
‘.
Xllinois.
.
Word. ** Inthe world ye shall have tribula-Rev. T. O. McMinn has just closed a meettion,but in me ye shall have peace,” the church
‘ing with the Harmony church in

finds to be a true promise,
. Rev, J. G. Munsey is succeeding well in

new

field

of labor

at’ East

his

Andover.

The

<hurch huve adopted-¢he one service system,
giving the pastor an opportunity to go out and

_ hold meetings in the districts-at
is a good

interest,

prayers.

The

several

which

having

Sabbuath-school

has

to

. develop now and is improving in numbers and
interest and they are adding to the library fifty

dollars worth

of books.

men,

God

blesses good

‘

3

Rev. L. C. Kerr has settled as pastor with
the New Haven church. He commenced his
labors August 29. Brother and Sister Kerr ask

" The pastor and church of Deerfield ape
working harmoniously, the interest good as
could be expected While under the unfavorable
circumstances of worshiping

hall.

The

society will put in the foundation for thé

in

a

new

church this fall and complete
the

edifice in the

spring. The interest in.the Sabbath-sehool
very good, and rather on the increase.

* The churches of Bristol

is

hold temperance

' union meetings once a month, which are

ing a gogd effectin stitring up
the importanee-of the work.

the

hay-

people

ey very

to

:

‘under the leadership of Dea. James

HR
. Rhode

Rev. 8. 8, Barney baptized two

dale

on

Sunday,

Sept.

|

J.

M.

church,

_. Providence, on Sunday, Sept. 26, . . ‘Rev, L.

P. me

Appropriate resolutions on missions

sion with First Rutland church, Dec, 8d, =
/

’

;

S. I. BOWMAN,

) {4

RENSSELAER Q. M.~Held its fall session
with the Poestenkill church, whivh
a very
good session indeed. Rev. J. W, “Hills, formerly of Peru, came in good time, whose services ware timely and very acceptable. The
covenant meeting on Saturddy, P. M., was a

sehson of refreshing ; all testified save one, an

unprofesser, but wé all felt that we: could say
“Lo, God 'is here.” The
ministers present

during the session were Revs.
3

~-

\

$i

:

J. W.

Hills,

an

0

4

as

may

-

as Warner's

Safe

Liver

—-—

.

The most comfortable hoot in town is that
with Lyon’s Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners.
~~
a

Capt, Thes. Ward, of 1st U.S. Artifiery,

writes
bor,

from

“Some

Fort

Independence,

Boston Har:

time ago I purchased a jar of Smith’s

Medicated Prunes. - They are the best
agedicine I
Dave ever heen able to find for the pmshoge intend
ed,

Please send

mé

ree

jars

by expess.”

Ar

laxative and cathartie, pleasant to the gtaste,

free

from nausea
or
griping.
Smith’s Medicated
Prunes are a certain cure for Constipation and

Biliousnes.

They

are prescribed

hy physicians,

and are for sale by all druggists.—ddvertizer,

"FE. B. Register.

-

They should be sent immediately
Big Ivy.
Chautauqua.
Chemung. *
Crawford.
Enosburg.

Opportunities

of

y

White

"(= '

=

¥

"

BEWARE

=
;

.

;

of FRAUD

Freewill

all purchasers of

fraud,

we

specially caution)

BENSON'S

I sec that the word CAPCINE

on the label off

ach plaster is correctly spelled.
BEWARE of worthless plasters offered. un.
ler similar sounding names.
o
a
Remember the only object the PN
ag cw
fis that he makes 4 somewhat larger profit on’ th
spuricus article,
:
;
4130
ir
SEABURY. & JOHNSON.

\

Dine |g

ALSO

PER QUARTER
FOR "=

3

+

|

i 0 QUARTERS ano UPWARDS, ,\&

CATALOGUES FREE: “NY

oF: 0:8 8,8 oles
& HAMLIN

ALLED’— THEODORE

THOMAS.

ORGAN

ORGANS

CO.,.BOSTON

NEWYORK

8

CHICAGO}

Direct from Factory
uw to Purchaser;
Avo'din< Aents’commissions, Middlemen’s profits, and 2ll the expenses»
and risks which add so
largely to the cost of Pianos, we can furnish a
Beautiful Rosewood Piof

6 fret

)
Sh

the

largest

10 in. long,

size—

8 feet

4 ine wide; full 7 1-8 octaves;

Cover,

with

Handsome

Stool,

Book

$196
Music

for

v:

and

Se

§

i

3

~

ade
[i

EE.

Sk

tuaranteed
Six
Years. Sent for trial
pt
=
chaser takes no responsibility till the Pilanoistest- ed and approved in hig
own home.

NO AGENTS.

THE ONLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

is

‘That offers a full size First-class Rosewood Plano, Double Veneered throughout, with Solid Rosewood Mould
ings, ult zeon jrrame, reno Grand Action, Overstiung Bass, tated Hamers, Agraffe Treble, Carved
Sound Boa rd, Solid Bottoras
ATV
re,
Triple Veneered
Wrest Plank,
Patent Cove
88 trings, Resonant
Patent Duplex
ale, and every improvement, with beautiful Cover, Stool, Music and Instruction Book,
pk

se A Complete Musical Outfitfor $196,

3

a

1

And securing to every
purchaser facilities for a thorough musical education. Send with your order the guarantee of your Bank or some responsible business man, that the Plano will be paid for prompily or returned tous,
) we pay freight both ways.
and we will ship itto you for.fifteen days trial and examination. If Piano isreturn

TILL THE PIANO

«A Moments Consideration will show
trust to their own shrewdness,
and the
they sell. We cannot know who- will
cannot be hidden. Order direct from
and approved,

RESPONSIBILITY

NO

TAKES

PURCHASER

M

1S TESTED

AND APPROVED.

= Not one Dissatisfied

Purchaser,’

the certainty of securing a superior instrument from us. Dealers can
wantof information of purchasers to conceal defects in instruments
test ours, and we must send instruments so superior that their merits
this advertisement.
You take no responsibility till Piano is recel

MARCHAL & SMITH, 8 West Eleventh Street, New York,]

5.00 |
5.00

3

4

\

ano

1.00

per Mrs A S D Batés
Me:

it

12 MONTHS ,0R $638 &

xB Fn 1

Loo

-

:

$5 PER MONTH FOR

yersaty

“5.00
a

» wi

FOR EASY PAYMENTS

.

in

Con

|

: UPWARDS:

=>
1"

its

Baptists

17.00

For New Chapel, Rev. Dawson Burus, A. M., Lon:
don, $10.00,

:
Treas.
o

. N. C. BRACKETT,
4

Storer College.

, Rev..and Mrs. O. T. Clark, of Lenora, Kansas,
thankfully acknowledge the Teceipt of moneyletters from the following persons: Mrs. O. Green,
Prophetstown,
Ill; Thos.
Bickford, Bangor, Me.;
Mrs.

Lovina

French,

Fox,

Epworth,

Riceville,

Iowa;

F.

Towa;

|.

: Published by G. & C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Mass.

LATEST-LARGEST-BEST.
Contains over 118,000 Words,

Timothy

A. H., Middlepori,

Ohio; Ruth E. Bracket, Hartford, Ind.; Thomas
Graham, Denver, Ill. ; Mrs. L. A. Gellett, Thompson, Pa.; Unknown, Stockton, Me., Mrs.L. Paoth-

aker, Wilton, Iowa; B. F. Jefferson, So. Strafford
Vt.; John Ashley, Hume, Mich.; Mrs. A. Ww.

. 1928 Pages, 3000 Engravings,

Gates, Deposit, N. -Y.; A. L. Laosing,
West
Stéphentown, N.Y.;
Rev. W. Edwards, Cottage,
N. Y.; Mrs. E. Durfee, Marion, Ohio.

C. A.

'Post-Office Addresses.
Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma,- N,

ONE

y
Y., to

whong all missicn- money within the bounds of the
Central Association should be sént.
526
Miss Lura A, Mains, Batavia, Mich.
(261)
REV. KE, Ni. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
he sént) Lewiston, Me.
52t

Allmonev contributed for the Mame

State

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,

;

muouion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio:

:

Influenza,

——

|

bo

+

p

(2)

3 aanbusa, Byansville, Wis.

;

8

Letters Received.
Coffin—

Jole--R

Ck—E

W

Gowen—

Deali—C Dodge—J P Mawsen-B H Fret

3

Fol-

H P Hosley—B F Jefferson—H J Kenney—E Lane

—A A Leach—A B Loomis—T"P Moulton—J W
; Martin—A Mano—D D"Mitchell=C M Newton—.
J Parkyn—G W Page -A C Ross—E E Reynolds
<M E Root—E M Slayton—T Spooner—M B Sher-

burne—J E Snow—E C Spencer—J E Seavey—H
San®orn—M A Shephard—W H Trayton—F Thurs.

ton—C M Trask—K H Treux—A

KE Teachont—H

M Waushburn—H White—C D Wesi—C E Ward.

-—

——
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a
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-
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Married

:

Bpoedy cures
pi py vo
1y1l

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES: *

si

NOT

BE

DECEIVED

We séngd
on 30 Days’ Trial our
ELECTRO VOLTATO PECTS,
Suspensorles, Trusses, and other ap.
liances, to those suffering from
ervons Debility, Weaktesses, or
Lost Vitality
any cause; or to
those Mjcted nin heart,
aralysis,
Dys
a, Liver or Kidney troubles, pied or Ruptiires,
teed. Our Illustrated Famphis Tres.

BELT

-

:

CO. Marshall, Mich,

Stove-Pi

«THE MOST

ad to House"OmeNE CAATAgentGed madeorvriein,$144.67
inten
8. HARTZELL

.

DR. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
with the signature of *“ I. BUTTS” on the wrapper.

& 00.

336 South Third St, Philadelphia,

20674

50 Cents and $1.00'a Bottle.

Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers generally,”

NT

W

TE

EVERYWHERE.

to

sell thé best Fami=
y.
Knit
8
achine ever invented.
Will
knit a pair of stockings with HEEL
and TOE

coinplete, in 20 minutes. It will also knit great |
variety of fanoy work, for which there is always a
ready market. Send for' circular and terms to the |

Twombly Knitting Machine Co., 40) Wash- |
ington St.. Boston, Mass,
1713)

|

n
Wesi
Stephentown, ad the Kenidensn OFBeP-1-By
Tim, Sept. 18, by Rev. LB. Coleman,
Mr. J H
Vickery, M. D., ‘and Miss Saxgh M. Tifit, both of
Nassau, N, Y,.
.
:
In Mount Vernon, Maine, 8ept. 15th, by Rev. C.
E. Young, Mr. Charles 8.
Wait, of Favmington,
and Miss AnnieJ. Davis, of Mg. Vernon,

TAC

by articles bear.

3

2

4437

#

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

ing similar names. - Be sure you get

Co

Pa.

:

CONSUMPTION.

DO

=a Bedell-M A Burnett—C M Buffum—J W
Burgin—N C Urackett—E T Barnum-—A
C BabSok
Croshy—¢ Sartis i Clonel--G B
itler~E

delphia,

*“ It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with most preparations, but
loosens it, cléanses the lungs and allays irritation,
thus removing the &ause of complaint.”

:

Money

Asthma,

"including

§

4)

Nov XM

GENTS WANTED for the Best and FastestSélling Piciorial Books and Bibles.
Pricas reduced 33.per cent. National Publishing Co., Phila-

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST, . |
!

‘Mrs M E Root, Orchard, Iowa.

-

Every affection of the

’

Books Forwaraea.

(4)

of over 9700 NAMES,

‘Whooping Cough,
Croup, and

-

Xev 1.0 McMinn, Cavterville, 11.

NEW WORDS and Meanings,

‘Biographieal Dictionary

Sore Throat, Bronchitis,

Mis-

(5238)

4600

OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE QF

gion should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
“iol
(26122)
Rev. §. I. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Com-

4 some~—J Fairbanks—R
B Gilman~L
and

a

X;

BY SENDING

What

.

Dyer of Maine

My

To protegy the public against imita.
‘Vtators

in

ir
BY MAIL.
W H Trafton, Brownfield, Me.
H M Robinson, Bridgton, Me.
Rev J W Poelps, Thompsonville, 11.

Ind.

&> AND

Twenty Years’ Experience.

Mrs G H Ball

will

(Mo.) :

ay

bs

i

Co.

Worth Co.

ESE
vewe Sith

- $51$57.$66%
i
T0$800

«=

come

What

GEO. BULLOCK,

Mrs C Harding

West Virginia.

>

repea
above

Marohal & Smith PianaCo,

Receipts for Myrfle Hall.

River Raisin.
Shiloh.
.
St. Francis (Mo.)
South River,

Baton Rouge.

A

or. they

any
by

PRICES

_SUCH AT ANY.

LOWELL,
Cor. Séc.

E. M. Corey, The atonement

188)"

Curé, |

and the
2t38

POR:

\
NO OTHER
IEAMERICANORGANS

MASON

is Sanctification and how obtained ? O. “Koyle,
Exposition of John 14:12; Geo. Chaplin, Are'the
dead conscious between death and the resurrection? 1. Wheeler, The inspiration of the Sdriptures; E. M. Batler, Exposition Epa: 4:6; L. L.

a friend

happiness

+

(3138)

relation t2 Divine Law; S. A. Comstock,

of Hope.

Kidney “and

bringing hope, health and
joys of a renewed life.

. JAC

Mrs E Peck
C C Foster,

a time like this how welcome is such

fo

Bap-

Society.

such other business

to each other;

Dr

CICKEST

- “UNRIVALLED”

ls THIRTEEN YEARS;
?

Northern Michigan ; George Bullock, The exercise
of reason with regard to religion; J. Tree, Is faith
a faculty of the haman mind
or the gitt of God ?
A.J. Kalar, Love as a law.

CAPCINE POROUS PLASTER

Clerk.

=

i

"of the Freewill Baptist
will be held at the Som-

a

Con-

Worlds fen

th each rite) The New

LISZT

WoRrLDs EXHIBITIONS §

/~ HAVE BEEN AAR

Justification and how obtained ¢ E. J. Doyle,

‘When the body is bowed with pain, an intense longing for relief brings hope. This may
brighten the suffering, but it dees not cure. At

a

and temperance were adopted. This Quarterly
Meeting is building a centennial church, lotated with the First Kyger “church. Next seg-

‘

Pleasures

Zz

- F

HicRESTHONORS
(=

MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE GENESEE Q. M. (Mich.):
8. C. Carrier, The door inte the visible church; G.
H. Howard, Ministerial Courtesy; N. H. Farr,
Sermon, Relative obligation of pastor and people

Lung Complaints.
i
37

Hancock & Quindy. -

Mugs
. M.—Held
its last session with
Cheshire church, Sept. 835. “Seven churches
were represented.
inisters in attendance were

at Center

19.... Rev.

The

Fort Scott,

Quarterly Meetings.

o

Brewster ‘baptized one at the Park 8t.

Nino

Law

foe e—————ne

¥
Island.

Mission

Session begins Oct. 14, 1880, at 2 Pp. Mm.
\
JOHN TRER,

Influenza,

their

:

it is atrifie
up to 600 LLL
for

_ AWARDED

3)

_. Sept. 16, 1880.-

Andrus,

I

ut rem
FH mowing
down the ron
0

guaran;

before the meeting, will be held on Wednesday,
the thirteenth day of October next, at two o’clock
in the afternoon, at the Somerset St. F. B. church
in Boston, Mass.
C. A. BICKFORD, Rec. Sec.

ia -

Jas

ing deht and the balance for current expendi-

Croup,

sumption; and.all 'Throat.and
50 cents and $1 a bottle.

munity,

trick,—an excellent brother of a Congregation-,
al church. About $800 was to discharge a float=

transaction of

Bro. C. |

A ZIND

en

Education Society.
The annual meeting of the Free Raptist Educa.
tion Society, for ehoice of officers and for the

Have Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand. It cures Couglis, Colds, BronCeugh,

Loni

hands THEIR

ave placed fp

ATALL THEGREAT

may come before the Society. By order of the
Executive Committee.
:
LINDLEY M. WEBB, Rec. Sec.
Portland, Me., Sept. 10, 1880.
cD
(3837)

Business Hotes.
chitis, Whooping

est 8aof

or seduce.

& TORS, Agents or

H. J,

erset street church, in
Boston, Mass., on Thursday, the fourteenth day of October next, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, for the choice of officers
and for the transaction of any other business that

W. A. PHILLIPS, Clerk.

Clinch River:

G, Bute

Ls

The annual meeting
Foreign Mission Soeiety

churches prepare a letter to the Q. M. and that

the faithful labors of Rew G, B. Cutler, who
has a strong hold upon the young of that dom

elly Sunday morning, Sept. 26. After®s brief
"discourse by the pastor, over $1200 was raised

tures,
a

and

the conversion of sinners.
The church at
Rome i§'enjoying increased prosperity under

service
(Low-

Bixby and

be too lute for insertion:

work. with

church

J. W, Martin,J. W. Davis,J. W. Fulton and T.

A very interesting thank-offering
was holden at the Mt. Vernon church

N. W.

church have grace and wisdom to

much

Massachusetts,

Buazzell,

Foreign

sesion’

LIFETIME

€s the most

rnd en
ol 0, D,
ack i says: say : “The
Evans
says: “It
is the
y
bi
-with
¥ the. Evans
one run.
Pond thousands lore
testimi
equall;

3

erset St. church, Boston, Mass.,Oct. 14, 1880, begin.
ning at 20’clock, P. M.
G. F. MOSHER, Rec. Sec.
;Dover, N. H., Sept. 10, 1880.
(3t37)

The

ing

ine rife
he Ww
of the Evans Rifle,

manufacture

"MATCHLESS®

Jackson,

with the German church.
The session wus aWoman’s Missionary Society.
success.
Buginess of the
Conference
was»
The annual meeting of the Free Baptist Woman’s
transacted with harmony and dispatch« ReMissionary Society for the election of officers, and
ports were received from all the churches but
the transaction of any other -business that may
one,
Some have received additions,
and the “come before it, will te held in the Somerset St.
outlook is hopeful. Twenty-four have. been
church, Boston, Mass., Wednesday, Oct. 13, 1880,
at 20’clock, P. M.
,
:
added to the Willet church,including Rev. Mr,
(3138)
' MRS. J. A. LOWELL, Cor. Sec.
Payne, an evangelist of muchiexperiegce and
There will be a meeting of the Managers of the
success. Bro. Payne intends to go
Zbrough
Woman’s Missionary Society in the Somerset St.
the Q. M. soon as possible and turn” things
church,
Boston, Mass., Wednesday, Oct. 13, 1880,
right side up. Bro. Oliver Coopér formerly of
at 11 o'clock, A. M.
.
)

the M. E. church has united with us,

WITH EVERY SIX ORDERED,es

stereoscopic

Dexter Water-

Daniel

Reports for the Register have not been re- | Rev.B. H. Fish, Bellevernon, Pa, *
ceived fron the following Quarterly Meetings. | = J. S. Harrington, Osseo, Mich. .

the pastor for the revival of the

good work. ‘Bro. Lothrop is still hard at
work with the Freewill Baptist church at that
-village. They labor under some discourage‘ments, but mean to persevere.
j

its last

satisfactory

John Cook,

tist Home Mission Society, for -the election of | i=

license of Brother R. Hensly was renewed.
The health of Bro. Bunton is failing.
It is reported that Dea. Tinkham, of Volga city, is
sicks
5
Cig
Next term with the Madison church, Nov.
12th, Bro. Jewett to preach in the evening.
Meetings to éontinue over the Sabbath.
N. W. Bixsy, Clerk.

McDONOUGH Q. M.—Held

Moody,

Wh'tcher,

for the prayers of God’s people that they may
build up the cause of Christ, and may the

miss the fiym support of Father Fisk in the

1

Makan-

awaits baptism.
;
Michigan.
i
The ladies of the Free Baptist Society at Riley Center made a tea meeting on the 8th, for
the furnishing of the new church at that place,
and realized by the sale of articles, furnished
by the Ladies’ Sewihg Society and from. other
sources about $65 In cash.
x

for

room

the

da Q. M., which resulted in the conversion of
four persons,
and six additions to the church.
Five were baptized on September 19, and one

there

‘risen

ent and assisted in preaching ‘the Word.

cord, N. H.

e Stock.
ired by the em
ELY SAFE,

ent’s

‘officers’ and the transaction of any other business
that may come before it, will be beld in the Som-

DELAWARE: & CLAYTON Q. M.--Held its
last session with the Albany church. The rain
réventud a very large attendance.
Rev. IL.
. Drew from the Waterloo
Q. M. was pres-

:
Ae

all Applications shouldbe

¥ery

fy

Clerk.

itty

a

The Home Mission Society.
The next annual meeting of the Freewill

.

Wisconsin.

at Bel-

¢. A-HILTON,

:

David

PF.

8S. S. address hy Rev. C. B. Hart.

OCK, Po=-

y.

| 5

The Annual meeting of the Freewill “Baptis
Anniversary Convention. will be held at Boston,
Mass., Oct. 13, 1830, at 11 o’clock, A. M., in the
Freewill Baptist church on Somerset St.
yoo
E. W. RICKER, Secretary.
Dover, N.H., Sept. 14, 1880.
~*~
*'
(3t33)"

.

HAN

oston, Mass.: and Con=
43 Sm

61 Cornhill,

& for tthe

SANDonl

Carr. Price, 25 cents for Slergoscoge size, and
50 cents for the larger ones. All profits\go to the
-Woman’s Missionary Society. =
--

winter campaign, and determined under ‘God
to win a victory. May many sheaves be gath-

and

please notify A. M. Richardson, of Cow-

This is

Heard, Alvah

ROCHESTER (N. Y.) Q.M.~Held a very pleas-

Cook.

Rm

©

Rife, except
and ai
in the

man, John Chaney, Silas Curtis, John L. Sinclair,
Samuel P. Fernald, Ebengzer Fisk, E. Harding, C.

antsession with the Murray church,Sept. 10—12,
This church occupies a“ very promising field,
and if properly managed ought to become one;

Life of GARFIFLD 5

BES

Ibs.

| Hh

Abial Moulton, Gideon Perkins, Johnathan Wood:

7

y

will

viewsof Reys. Hiram

next

Next session with the No. Parma churc
Dec. 10—12.
Opening sermonby Rev. A,

THE

to

tical Charts, photographs, ist
Address for A erty, D. L. GUENSEY,

y

ye
a

lesville, N. Y., to Wom

-E. J. DOYLE, Clerk.

ered.

=

made,

of

it be read before the several churches for approval beforehand.
4
=
Next session with the Willett church, commencing Friday before the first Sabbath in Dec.,
Rev. Oliver Cooper to preach the opening sermon; Rev. H. Nicholson, alternate.

we

44

ls dl

Thé Centsnnial Picture of. eighteen of our aged. | Eva Rifl
ministers, in a.group, was taken during -the last GW.
General Conference,
and the delay in filling orders
was occasioned by the delay in securing tne copyright. 1f any have failed to receive..the picture;.
they

and Rev. E. J, Doyle the Genesee Q. M,
=,
Nextgsession with the Lynn church at
Sharpyille, Nov. 26—28, The Q.: M. tax is
+ M.

;
H. F. WoobD, Rec. Sec.
Concord, N. H., Sept, 23,1880.
(3t39)

will bé in waiting at the Free Baptist church.

Catler

Send it by the delegates to, the

}

+ $ickets to S. 3. Convention.
Persons expecting to attend
Ww
t0 Rev. L. A. Freeman,
~ Brunswick, who will .assign the places of entertainment.
A Commitee

favorable

platform lowered, extended and carpeted, and

the convenience; and
ness of worship.

arONE RIFLE GIVEN

8 to 10

graduated sights up So 1,200
penetrate 16 pine boards. it
ries 26 long cartridges,
way effected, nor its accurie
tment, the
E

in

chased at the station from which train is taken.

all, The influence of the meetidig was good.
The collection on the Sabbath was $55, for
the new church at Riley Center,which is néarly finished. Rev.L. C. Kerr wa$ appointed to
attend the next session of the Sanalac: Q. M.

needed..

GET

D

the round trip on the M. C., K. & L LB. &N. A.
and Somerset Railroads, and the Portland and
Machias Steamboat Company. Tickets to be pur-

letter

preached with power and to the editication

Leba-.

re-

N. LEAVENWORTH, A. M , Principal.

Gun

Arrangements have been made for One Fare for

session

and

m2:

that thef

The 12th annual Convention ofy the MAINE SUNDAY-SCHOQL ASSOCIATION is to be held im the
Freewill Baptist church, Brunswiek, Oct. 26-23.

M. and added much to the interest of the meet-_
ing. ~ Rev. J. Tree also from Genesee Q. M.
was present and Rev. G. B. Cutler from San-

alac

Young nien wanting a liberal education are
Juested, whatever their ¢ireumstances,
to aapply
:

Rey. oe G-

Ree. Sec.
/ (3189)

business,

a

according to néed, merit «nd order of application, »:

*A CHANCEOF A

the Somerset St. church, Boston, Mass., on Thursday, Oct.14, 1880, at'9 o'clock, A. M.

‘C. M. EMERY. Clerk.

The

Howard,

the widow

election of officers

the traoBactionof other

tas, :

Furnishes the best of instruction in two depart.
part

ments—Classical and English.
Expenses $
year. Aid varying from $30 to. $50 -may be

gw;w
hammer in the

a

has become a Baptist indeed, received baptism and after a very satisfactory examination,
recéived license.
The licenses of Rrethren H.
Nicholsen and W. A. Phillips were renewed.
It was recommended that the clerks of the

much more attractive appearance, and add

Hampshire.

¢

1880, at 9, A. M.
L. L. HARMON,
Hampton, N. H., Sept. 23,1880.

council appointed for that - purpose. - The
church edifije has lately been frescoed, res
painted on
the inside, and furnished with an
organ and chandeliers. ‘Better than this, a
few candidates are awaiting baptism.
Some of
the prayer and praise meetings were truly refres ing seasons.
.
Next session at Franklin Falls Nov. 9—11.

;

Worceslr Aoademy, Ver,

4

The next annual meeting of the Freewill Baptist

who

and adorning their house during the absence
of fhieir pastor at General Conference and elsewhere.
Jtisa brick structure built during
“ war times” at an expense of about $2,000.
The gallery has been closed up, the pulpit
the walls whitened and decofated; these with
other proposed improvements will give it a

Rev. Thos. H. Smithers (formerly. of East
Washington), having lately returped from England with his family, would be glad to hear
from a church requiring a pastor.
Address,
E. Washington, N. H,

are good.

say-

Wt

Temperance Union.
|
a
he Freewill Baptist Temperance Union will |
hold its next annual meeting
for the election of 1t is 44 cal., centre-fire, 23 an

and A. D. Smithy . Bro. G.

The church

‘whom théy are expecting to labor with

last Sunday five rose for prayers in an afternoon meeting, and in the evening two more
rose and one man spoke for the first time desiring to be a Christian.
.
New

All united in

ing the oue this year was better.

baptized, making thir-

been

meeting

are hopeful of relieving themselves of debt on
their meéting-house, and are praying for sipritual prosperity under the pastorate of Bro. Fish,

of the meetings by their eflicient labors. The
day was very pleasant, and the
services
throughout were refreshing, inspiring, and
{ong to he remembered.
;
June 6; Rev. J. W., Carr baptized seven, and
eight were added to the church in
Dan—forth—July
+ be baptized three, and
Sept.

12 three

The

26 Shot.

has been pastor of the Iron Works church
nearly a year, was examined and ordained on.

from Amos 4: 12, # Prepare to meet thy God.”

six converts in West Poland, Sept. 19, ‘They
went into the water by twos, husbands and
wives, father and son, overshadowed ‘by the
Holy Spirit, and came out joyful in God. Rev.

E. 8. SMITH, Clerk.
Union,

Me.. Sept. 1, by Rev. R. L.

S|

7

($30 RIFLE fr $10-THE FINEST ARPRATER I THE, WORLD]

i

Sunday=-School

2

Munsey, Mr. John L. Dillingham, of West

{NORTON C0. (Kansas)
Q. M., with the Wodell
church, Oct. 15-17. A good atténdance is desired.
. W.T. Gobsy,
Clerk. '
HOULTON Q. M., with the Weston church, Oct.
8-10.
y
“F, H. PECKHAM, Clerk.
GENESEE (N. Y.) Q. M., at Attica, commeiicing

>

:

non, Maine, and Mrs. Ewily A. Pierce, of North
Berwick, Maine.
!
;
+
n Rutland, O., Sept. 15, by Rev. S.H. Barrett, | ®n
Mr. James A. Davig, of Salem, and Miss
Laura
5
Ee [1] Olnery
at R. 1 I, Sept.
Res \. 1. Ger. g
eyville,
Sept, 22,22, by Rev.
ish, Mr. ed
eston and Miss Emma -F.
iT}
Bryant, both of Pawtucket.
«

Churches will please forward thir as-

Fi

¥

In East Ando: er. N. H, Sept. 6, by

Notices.

sessment of five cepts
per resident member to the
Q. M. clerk at Havérhill, Mass.
:
3
a
- J. MALVERN, Clerk.

Friday, Oct. 14, at2, P.M.

of the strongest
in the 8 sM. The ministers
{Heb4 :-16-on coming boldly to the throne ‘of ‘seeiied
Tully awike to” the importance of the
A correspondent states that the F. B.

same day.

Joy, of Cal., an

of Dea. E. H. Fogg, yeorzeN. Howard. som of
officiating clergyman,and Miss Annie A. Fogg.

MASSACHUSETTS Q. M., with the Mount Vernon
church, Lowell, Oct. 20, at 9, A. M., and close the

The meetGod crowned the opening services But few and there was a large attendance.
ministers were present.
Bro. Shirey from -ings were all very interesting. - About 100 witnessed for Jesusin the fellowship meeting, SatSomerset came on Friday evening, staying a’ urday afternoon. The preaching was earnest’
and full of love for the perishing souls.. Rev.
few days and laboring earnestly. Bro. B. H.
E. M. Corey was with us from the Genesee Q.
Fish, of Philadelphia, spoke on the rst. Sab-

bath at half past ten; Bro. Davis, pastorof the

In Bangor,

and-transaction of other business, will be held in
the Somerset St. church, Boston, Mass., Oct. 14,

opened by a sermon from Is. 12. Bro. B. H.
OXFORD Q. M. —Held its August
Fish foHowed with exhortation,and there was a
with the Riley Center chure
season of prayer and conference by the breth- “All of the churehes were represented by

The presence and blessing. of

Quarterly Meeting

JamesQ.

at the residence of the bride’s mother,

A. L. GERRISH, Clerl:,

:

, Mr.

three Q. Ms., Rev. J. G. Munsey from the
‘Weare; Rev. O.-J. Pettegrew from the Wolfboro’, and Rev. J. C. Osgood from the New
Durham. . These brethren did good service.
Stirring - and - instructive
sermons
were
preached by Revs. C. E. Cate, G. (. Water-.
nam, F. L. Wiley, J. C. Osgood, C. E. Hurd,

called to superintend
the meeting, which ‘was

and realities are brought before them in

MA. SHEPARD.

meetings

“first of October.
Pe
The camp-meeting at Bellevernon
commenced the 5th of August, closing the 15th.

to.go to the support of their minister, by
such a systematic plan our ministers in
-thevWest could give ull their time to the
clrurch and be comfortably and respectably supported. 1 know we have as generous a class of brethren and people in
Illinois as can be found anywhere, and
who are ready to respond, if facts, figures
an intélligent way. Brethren in the ministry, let us laborin the faith, by system,
and we shall succeed.
Bia

The

’

it .ren and sisters.

ignate, all that could be realized. fiom

&

camp-meeting.

Pennsylvania.
,
Rev. B. H. Fish, of Philadelphia, ‘enters on
the pastorate of the Bellevernon church the

«ministers here would insist on a consecra-

friends of the gespel, in the farming dis-

the

fessorship.

more particularly the want of a thorough

tion

and

and Foreign, and upon the David Marks .Pro-

"of the brethren and friends. to- pay, but
support.

attended

union in spirit and powerful id influence.
Much work is being done in Missions, Heme

- there is no better ministerial support is
not wholly a lack of interest on the part

ministerial

was well

did their share of the work. It would seem
that wide awake Free Baptists were .at home

= I.would remark here that the reason why

of

The last Q. M.

Jackson, Steele and Bryant were. present and.

About $200 has

been the most received by - any . minister.

System

is

(2639)

Meredith Center has been supplied during the
last three or four months hy Revs, O. Butler, {
of Chelsea, Mass, and D.
Waterman, of ]

church about 60 members. . Brethren
McMinn and Phelps have been very successful, but have made gresat sacrifices.

York.

pt.

Sarah B. Bawldwin, of B.

in the Somerset St. church.

with the church at Gilmanton iron
Works,
Sept. 14—16.
Delegates were present and letters were received from nearly all the churches. No essential changes since .the May session.
Two churches are without
pastors.

Co.

New

> fa Lyno, Mass, Sept. 8., Mr. William A. Black
of Tuslonborough, N. H,, and Miss Mary E. Wood.
Forth, of Betwiek, N. i By the Same, in Boston,

Yearly Meeting Notices.
a
The regular session of theR. I. & MASS. Y. M.
I will be beld in Boston, Oct. 14, at 9 o’clock, A, M.,

Coleman, Clerk.

what he received for his year's work.
Another faithful brother has labored ten
months, and only received $40, yet he

|

Sotices and Jppointments,

Young, Koon and I. B. Coleman.
Preaching
by Revs. Hills and Young.
We trust that the
church with which the meeting was held ' will

ry

Dextér will supply the church at Blackstone

ready to say with the Psalmist,* * The:
"Zeal of thine house hath eaten’ “me. up.”-

ode

mind was very much changed and I was

~

-

a

GEN: JAS. A. CARFIELD

dr,

Those

‘

terrible Headaches

generated

by

Obstructed secretions; and to which ladies are ‘esthe famous war conrespondent, ** CARLE =
pecially subjéct, can always be relieved, and their
ON? (C. C. Coftin). Admitted to be ** the most

popular man in the country to write it.” Iliustrat. | recurrence prevented,
by the use of TARRANT'S
ed, authentic and fascinuting: Important proosEFFERVESCENT SELTZER APERIENT.
$
sheets »
by
Gen, Garfield.
on nplete outfit 30e.
ee
rms to
gents. x ddres
PROCURABLE
“eo
JAMES H. EARLE, Boston, Mase.
AT ALL DRUGGISTS. 238

Fl
~

« Then you have no word

~

But still she held me; and would still abide.
Youth’s bounding pulses slackened and obeyed,
With slowly ebbing tide.
¢ Look thou beyond the evening sky,” she said,

~ ““Beyond the changiging splendors of the day.
Accept the gain, the weariness, the dread,—
%-

-

Accept and bid me stay.”

I turned and clasped her close,

with sudden

4trength,.
: And slowly, sweetly, I became aware
‘Within‘my arms God’s angel stood at length,
oF WE

_White-robed and calm and fair.

And now I look beyond the evening star,
Knowing the pain he sends more precious

far,

More beautiful, than they.
;

Dublin

for

this lonely little orphan ?” cried out Dr.
Hooper, deeply indignant. Maridn, laid
her ringed hand upon that of her gif:
father and nestled close to him.
« Lalways defer my judgment to that
of grandpapa, » gaid she—and Judge Harrison, passing his arm around the girl's
waist, looked with itl-concealed ' triumph
at the luckless

special

pleader.

Dr? Hooper
1 and departed.

bowed,

spoke

adeux

you

his own

humble

seen’ him,

at

doctor—my

grandfather?” she cried, eagerly.

University Mayazine,

i ron.”

In agony of heart these many years?

desire, Sopakime, some-

Ne

“So urgent wus your heart to make it known.

Tho’ years have passed since then, do not

de-

Ean a

spair;
The Lord will answer you,
where,

ab
owe

NO.”

at all, sir,

i

‘ We dare not tell you
She

Hilda,” said he,” you

me? You

will

not

set her lips

together.

first

grandpapa!”
beside

and Hilda

his . chair

around her neck;

her brow.

knelt

again.

scarcely
arms

ge

“toasting his Teet before the fire, with his’
wife knitting opposite and Judge Harrison’s granddaughter leaning against

sometime,

some- window and looking out

Unanswered yet? nay, do not say ungranted,
Perhaps your part i$ not yet wholly done.
The work began when first your prayer was
uttered,
And God will finish what he has begun.
- If you will keep the incense burning there,

into the

the

stormy

darkness, ‘‘ what are you going to do?”
- ¢Idon’t think I quite know, doctor.” »
*¢ Yow are sixteen?”
« Sixteen and a half, sir.”
¢¢ And you cannot teach ?”

« Oh, dear, no, sir!” Hilda shook her
His glory you shall see, sometime, somewhere. head decidedly. . “Thad no chance for
much education, traveling about as I did.”
* Unanswered yet? Faith can not be unanswer« Nor sew.”
ed,
+
Not well enough to ‘adopt i for a
Her feet were firmly plantéd on the Rock;
_ Amid the wildest storms she stands undaunted,
Norgualls before the fondest thunder shock:
She knows Omnipotence has heard her prayer,
-And cries *‘It shall be done,” sometime, some»
where!
s Robert. Browning. ‘

;

Family Circle.

November.

The carved Dutch clock in Judge

Harri-’

son’s study had just struck nine. J udge
Harrison himself, an austere- looking,
silver-haired man, sat upright in his chair,
gazing coldly at his guest,
fier
* Well,” said Dr. Hopper, putting on
his gloves,

‘tof gourse it isn’t

any one else to interfere

for

me

in family

or

mat-

ters. But your grandchild is left totally
unprovided for, sir.”
“I cannot help that, Prgaid the judge,
frigidly. Eight years ago I offered to
support the child, and the “father too, if he
' would only consent to leave that outlandish foreign wife of his. He ‘married her
against my_will. He clung to her against
my will. Let him abide by his decision.”
« It'd only natural, judge, that a man

NY

¥y

* Then, for; all IT can see, there is ‘noth=

ing left but to go into domestic service.”
« I would take a place to-morrow, doc-

on

door; I saw her leaning over the embers

Oh, dear grandpapa, I have

# Bat, Judge Harrison, you

are a_ rich

. * Granted—but as 1 made my money
myself, I feel tha: I have a right to spend
it to suit m self. ”
:

B

"Js a fine girl, " pleaded Dr.

" No “doubt, no doubt;

but you

will

pardon me if T feel no very great anxiety
to gee th child of the German singing

of the fire.

She

didn’t look up—I

‘I havebeen to the meeting, and

have

put my sigme down on the pledge,

and

drop.’ She wus on her feet ina minute.
She didn’t faint away, poor soul. As I
held her I didn't know bat she was dead,

sometimes

for

seem

a little

the offices

slow

and I

said

in

But I doubt whether, for all that, a choic-

But I

think

1 can

see

of you than that.” ~
¢ What is it, doctor?”
I'noticed the way you
your poor

explain if |

their every-day

it needful

duties

father, ‘Hilda, in his

care

of

last

ill-

ness. Ithought then you wonld make a
good nurse—I think so now. There is an
opening in St. Francesca’ s hospital. A
good home and $1 per day.”
:
«¢ As nurse, doctor?”

«As purse.”

“: And I shall see you sometimes?”
¢¢ Frequently—twicea week

at

least.”

Hilda pondered a second or ‘two, and
then came forward with glistening eyes,

and red lips apart.
:
;
* Doclor,” said she, * I will try it» *

make

by

and then, on the lawn or

yourself,
in

the

Harrison stépped forward.

;

« I will,” said she. * I have no fears
of the contagion, and I want to add to my
eiperietee. ».:
‘So little Hilda packed Ber bag and
went.

The housekeeper of the great Fifth avenue palace

was ringing her harids, half

HOW THE PARSON LIED !

think

it necessary to" apologize or
for them to leave you

took

not

now

library

Old Parson S., of Connecticut,

)

There is no conspicuous effort to ** entertain” you—no airing of best parlors,
no
dressing in better clothes,
no extra
spread, apparently, At dinner. But there

is no lack of ‘care to

make

your

stay

pleasant, of attention that is much better
for not being obtrusive.’ Another impression which the typical English ‘home
makes is that, there iS no straining to
keep’ up'the highest styYe that one’s income will warrant. So lopg as. furniture is serviceable it matfers not ‘how

old-fashioned it is. “There is no disposi- |
tion to tear away an old, house gmerely

particular kind of person.

was

One day

a

he

Re

To

bn

oe
FOE
{or

number: “ Hap,” by Annie. A Preston, illus-

adventures of a discontented plowman

among

of “The Mujor’s Big-Talk Stories,” in which
Je describes how he escaped from an enraged

ue-elephant; ** Zack’s Excursion gf
be EmmaL. Plympton, illustrated by W,
Smedley, narrating how
was aided to escape from

an overworked o
drudgery in a gpun-

try store, to a happy, busy life in a Quaker
family; and “ Charity Carter's Picnic,” by
Sarah J, Prichard, illustrated by Robert Lewis.

has

:

|

savages; “A Green Man and a © Green’
Beast,” illustrated by Miss 8. A. Rankin; one

telling ofa little

7

orphan

girl’s great hope and

sud disappointment, and of the thrilling way in
which happiness came to her at last. *“ Some
Man-eaters ” and their habits are described by
Ernest Ingersoll and pictured by Hermann
Faber, the text including stirring anecdotes of

(Boston)

Theology as they ap-

pear in Calvinism, Unitarianism and Liberalism.

the installment With 8 picture of

trated by Alfred. Brennan,—a tale of how a
vagabond dog cheered the life of an almost
broken-hearted
little
girl;
* Ludovick's
Rocks,” an illustrated account of the amusing

we have received a pamphlet dealing with the
three phases of modern

game—

young heroes of ‘the tale are vietors..
’
“ H,H.” concludes her two-part record
of
at she entitlas ** The Naughtiest Day ‘of My"
; and What Came of It, ”” Robert Lewis.
.,

it do the good

From the press of George I1,, Ellis

in this numbe er,

All of the essays have dome duty as

peril in hunting lions, tigers,

and

erable ability, but evidently in the interest of |

and comical

throughout

I would not go to Quriyle—so far as 1 know
or care—for a single opinion upon any topie,
or sound judgment on any historic. person or

suggestive” story for all young
girls who. haven't much -money.
It is entitled * The"

all

in

the

shark.

pictures

appear

the

powerful n
=i tsi

is to

it was thirty- fiye or fifty years ago, and to show
how it came to assume its presont attitude.
There is much in the pamphlet to suggust
thought and reflection, wliether one agrees with
the author at all points or not.
An interesting pap
appears in the current
numbér of the Humboldt Librarg of Popular
Science Literature, entitled ** The Theory of
Sound and its Relation to Music.” - It is written
by Prof. Pietro Blaserna, of the Royal Univer-

sity of Rome, who has attemptedto show
important bearing

which

the

laws

the

of sound

Good Fairy Know
Mrs.

Christine

How,” and

is written

Chaplin

Brush.

lowed by Part II. of Mrs,

Lucia

amusing

story

of

Beautiful.” * Mrs,

* The

This

by

is fol-

Chase Bell's

Boy That

Hungerford's

Was

too

Letter from

Home," with its very original illustrations, will amuse all the mammas at least. ** The

Lost Diamond Snuf-Box,” by Isabella I. Hopkins, with its two excellent pictures, is a cupital story; and -all the boys will enjoy Mr.
Stewart's
account of“ Sum’
Thompson's
Horsemanship.”
“ Behind the Barn,” by Mr.

Horton of the N. Y. Tribune, is s spellingbook'story for the little primaries. There isa
spirited account of the brave boyhood of Capt.
James

B. Eads, whose name is connected with

the Mississippi Jettics, and a ¥ery interesting
paper in Mr, Benjamin's © American Artists

series about engraving and
the well-knowr
‘engraver, Mr. Anthony, accompanied by 4
poytrait of Mr. Anthony, and a picture of him

at wofk. - The number.
poems.

“The

hus several

Conspiracy

Cocks,” bas, three

illustrated

of the

beautiful

Weather

illusirations by

Robert Lewis.
“ Our.
Grand-mothers,” by
Mrs. Clara Doty Bates, bas
a very quaint penand-ink drawing by Miss Hunsell.
Mr, Louis

had a man plowing in his : field, and he have upon many musical questions. The C. Elson closes the humber with a capital
went out to see how the work was get- paper is.illustrated,; and is likely to prove in- exercise song, entitled** The Children’s Orting on. The ground was very stony; ‘teresting to both the lovers of science and the chestra.”"—Boston +P. Lothrop & Co.
lov: ers of this art. New York:
J. Fitzgerald |...
and every time the plow struck a stone

the man took oficusion to swear a little.
“ Look here,” cried Parson S., “you

& cdl

(15 ets.)

ed,~

the October number of the Review are; * The
Democratic Party judged by its History,” by

In the current

number

of Good

Company

| (No. 12] there appear two papers read at the
must not swear that way in my field.”
late sessionof the American
Social
Science
to the October number of the North American
Association,
One, about food adulterations, is
. “Well, T reckon you'd swear; too,”
Review, ia which he states that he has sucsaid the man, “if you had to plow such a ceeded in making the electric light entirely by Prof. 8. W. Johnson, of Yale Scientific School. It wifl doubtless relieve some people
stony field as this.” 1
{ practicable for all illuminating pufoses. He
who have been , somewhat alarmed by recent
‘Not a bit
of it,” said Mr. SS, ‘“Just let shows the adyantages of electricity ‘over gas, | “newspaper purdgraphs. The other,** Associatand explains how his system isto be introme show you!”
ed Charities,” explains the modern method
duced. He commenced upon the unfavorable
of organization by which the various benevoSo the parson took bold of the plow,
opinions that have been passed upon his work,
but he very soon had considerable troub- and says that similar judgments were pro- lent societies and individuals ina town unite
so that
a large proportion.of motey given in" bu
le with the stones. - As stone after ' stone
nounced upan telegraphy, steama navigation,
charity need not be wasted as isnow generally
caught the plowshate, Mr. S. ejaculat- and other great discoveries. Other articleg in the case, and the deserving poor be more effec-

a“ Well, I never saw the like!” . * -

Mr. Thomas

A. Edison contributes an #rticle

A. Storrs; * The Ruins of Central
And this he repeated every ‘time ‘a - Emery
America,” by Desire Charnay; * The Observy®
stone stopped his onward way. As. soon
ance of thé Sabbath,” by Rev. Dr. Leonard
as he had plowed around once,he stopped Bacon; ‘‘ The Campaign of 1862,” by Judge D.

and said to the man,—
“ There; now!
You see

1 can

plow

Thew “Wright;
* The Taxation of Chureh
Property,” by Rev. Dr. A.W?" Pitzer; and
‘“ Recent Progress in Astronomy,” by Prof.
E. 8, Holden,—New York: D. Appleton & Co.

tively reached, 1tis by Rev. Oscar C. MeCullock,
of Indianapolis, one of the places where the
TwéS other
plan is .in practical
.operation.
articles bearing
on the same general subject

are **The Destruction of the Poor,” by President John Bascom of Madison,
sity, and an account of the doi

Wis., ‘URiverof the late

** Conference of Charities

Corrections.”

and#

without swearing.”
“ Savonaroli and the Renaissance” is a careful synopsis and estimate of the great reform« But'T guess it's pretty near as bad to
er’s work by Mr. Noble C. Butler, of Indianap- y
he goes along is a duty that stands much|. lie,” answered the man, + and you told
She Ootober Scribner, the closing bumber of ols. ‘There are three stories: * When Two ~
higher in the middle-class Englishman's dozens of lies. Every: time the plow the twentieth volume, opens with an article, and Two did not make Four,”by Miss Louise
.
creed than to make a show of his money. struck a stone, you said, ‘I never saw in the series of‘‘ American Sports,” on ‘¢ Por- Stockton; *“ The New Jerusalem,” a Millerite.
As his idea of comfort involves a good
the like,” when the same thing ‘happened poise-ghooting,”™ by Charles B. Ward, accom- story; and * How Cherry Thought of It.”
There are also * Recollections of Seward, Greepanied by some striking illustrations.
The
deal of cooking and otber service, he a minute before m!
biography of Jean Frantols Millep—Peasant ley, Lincoln and Douglus;” and papers about
keeps twice as many domestics as an
and Painter,” which appears here in advance camp meetings,in favor of family movings as
American family‘with the same income
“WHO'LL PRAY Now. ”
of its publication in France, is continued, with a social benefit,’ about the servant girl ques-would, and lives in only half as showy a
In a family where there are two young reproductions of ten of the artist’s most noted tidn ; besides other articles, * Taking Turns
house. This was the best explanation
children the mother his been a Christian ‘pictures; its revelation of the simplicity and at the Crib?’ has special application where
discovered for the manifest fact that nd for a number of years. The father comheroism of Millet’s life is. one of the O10in. public officials are about to be nominated,~—
Springfield, Mass. : Good Gotipany.
HL
lish mothers have the advantage of Amer- menced to live's Christian life only a few teresting eyents of recent biograp
LY
slated"
ican women, in the same grade of life, months ago. For some time the mother’ Bunner contributes a description,

terrified out of her senses ; the’ other “servants had taken precipitous:leave. ‘
. ‘woman Who stole’ Toy. son’s heart away | © 4 And’"Miss Lennox went this morn+ from me.”
ing" said she. ‘I should Pthiuk she
Both in ‘the matter of robust Mealth “and had asked a blessing at the table. A
Dr. ‘Hooper: hy itated.
.
igh bave stayed.”
daily . leisure. They are loyal,
al- short time since she was taken sick and
* Judge,” he said at last, in a tone of \* Who is Miss Lennox?” questioned ini
|
ly,
to
the
example
of
the
Queen,
and
_ appealing earnestness, ** you have anothpocent Hilda.
was confined to her room. When the famier granddaughter.”
“ The ‘old gentleman's ‘granddaughter |. raise large families. .One soon gets ac- ly came to sit at the table"without mother,’
‘ “1 have. My dayghter’s child, Marion | that he had brought up and petted like a ‘customed, in sauntering through the
Lon- the.yotingest chi d; a boy three gears of
Lennox, makes her home with ma.”
don
parks,
to
the
sight
of
the
baby
ocarage, said :
/
cosset lamb,” said Mrs. Hurst. * OW,
*¢ And you would deny a similar home the ingratitude of some folk. And if riage which holds two little ones with a{ { “Papa, {Who' 1 pray now,
mother's
to Hilda Harrison 14
difference in their ages of only a twelve sick? Shall I'say * Now.1 lay me. down
Judge Harrison dies"
‘Judge Harrison's shaggy white brows 8 Hilda looked up uickly from the bot- month or «0. But there is no effort to to sleep ”
The father toék up his cross and since
et in straight,
a
frowning line.
tles of carbolic acid she was unpacking.’ keep them tricked out in fine clothes. As ther has performed his duty.
‘* Doctor,” he said, ““ you will fail to“Is this Judge Harrison's house?” Seid for runnihg every time a litle ‘chap - “+ A little child shall lead them. » —(on~ make distinction between, a dutiful child she.
:
@
roa
bumps his nose or twists his fists in the gregationalist: .
and one who has been undutifol.”
younger baby’s eyes, the English mother
*“ Why, of( course it ig,” answerdd Mrs. begins early to feach her. progeny «to
A Georgia clergyman was obliged to
*« Let me see Miss Lennox,” said Dr.
Ba
sre
end the night a few weeks ago in an
Hooper. ‘* Let me interest her in the Hurst, « Didnt you know ?”
make the best of such things.—Good
scure cabin in the wilderness. In’ the
*“ No, 1 did not know,” Hilda said.
M A
* fact of this desolate unknown cousin,
Company.’
Yo
morning a junior member of the famil
Wim
*¢
But
it
makes
no
difference
whose
house
She has a w
:
in her. Bosom,
in response to an application for a my
ft is.”
Tam
sure Téav mave hott*
‘The tramj bp ® estion: ‘“ Madam; will bowl, brought him an old tin pan, and
*
Who
are
you?”
Judge
Harrison
ask|
Judge Harrison Bmiled ‘coldly as he
you please give me somé'old .clothes? I after the face toilet wis completed, hunt:
‘touched a small’ ilded bell which stood ed, hoargely, as the light foot trossed the am go hungry I don’t know. Wiete] 1 shall ed up about seven-teeth of an old tuckLent
ing comb for him to arrange his -hair
threshold.
on the table beside him,
h
sleep to-night.”
with. During the progress of this impor+
Fam
the
nurse
from
St.
Feanieson’
8.
54 Send Miss Marion here," said he to,|
©
tant ceremony the following conversa:
A Soutb-End nian ‘asked 8 one-armed
They
call
me
Hilda."
a"
!
A A servant; and the man noiselessly “obeytion took place: ‘ Mister, do you , wash
orgun-grinder ifhe was a survivor of the every
Hilt what?”
mornin’? ‘I do.” And ‘comb
ed.
late war;
and: the organist replied:
our hair, too?” ¢ Yes.”
«Well, (don't
“ Never mind my other name,” said
the| " nih it, do I act as though I[ was
In ang
minutea tall, float Ine
it look t» you someiimes like you is a
| young girl, with a gentle outhartyoiiet | killzd n ith
heap of trouble to Jousself pr
.

e.

.

it

Jack

a lively and hard-fought match in which the
sturdy

the fact that other wrongs, dark as they are
pictured here, exist only a slight removal
from, our daily path. We admire Morgan's
fenrlessness.
"Already

half g

‘Dielman, is

closes with the decisive championship

hood , in many instances, ‘to be used as a’cover
for as ‘atrocious villainies as are represented in

May

for

‘story

continued base-ball ‘Story, ‘The
Fairport Nine,” illustrated by A. C. Redwo
od.

And vet, on the other hand-«these terrible
crimes need exposure. We believe the priest-

read.

issues

pleasant surprises for the reader, and with,
Noah =
Brooks’s

It is a question whether harm may not come

be

the

the naughty child a prisoner in the garret,
The
coniplete short tales, this faonth, are five
in

compare the present stateof that ism with what:

er sort of hospitality is charaeteristic of ist halloo like me, untill could not speak
iY
any other people: Oace inside an Eng- a word. It was the first time we ever
wages,” said Hilda, guickly.
:
knelt together, and it was not the last.”,
“ Good,” said Dr. Hooper: * That is lish house you are made to feel very much —John. B. Gough.
the riglit spirit, child! I don’t fear but. at home. You are expected to go and
‘what you'll make your way, in one direc- come, indoors and out, as it suits you.
do

brought to a happy end

* Vice is a monster of so frightful mien;
‘As, to be hated, needs but to be seen;
But, seen too oft, familiar to the face, - °
We first endure, then pity, then embrace.”

book -will

:

of it fn two parts,

year. Louisa M. Alcott’s serial

find their pastions aroused or stimulated. Pope
SAYS:

The

completes

aud Jill,” illustrated by Fred
erick

great cities, or if it would serve as 8 warning
to the young who read it, we could most heart.
ily endorse it. But we fear there.are too many
among the hundreds who are reading it that
seek pimply for the sensational part of the
story and,overlooking its moral warnings, will

Th object of the essay on Unitarianism

“Amen! !. And she said, * Help bim to
keep that pledge! and I said, * Amen’!
Anil'she kept on praying, and I kept on
hallooing, and you never heard a Method-

of hospitality.

Your hosts, on their part,

make necessary the binding

Ifit could be kept simply in the circle for
which it is specially designed, people who
guiltily ignore or abet the wickedness of the.

reached its fifth thousand.
it phrposes,

for’ October

each containing the monthly

pecting young people such a revelation as this.

|

Bofler; big

seventh volume of the magazine
.
The increas.
ed sizeand number of Pages
in this volume

shrink

trates better than anything 4 L canscall 8
ind the immortal soul tout survives from a
body of opinion
intellec tually dead,
Such
pte:
virility is one more ' item of the great
debt our generation owes to the faith that nurShe opened her
tured it and made it possible. It confirms the
around my neck, rope that, while the system associated with the
name of Calvin must pass away, yet the mental
on my¥knees—the
vigor,the moral courage, the intolerant hate of
ever going on ny Evil . under all disguises, the stern loyalty to
will remain, an imperishabie Pussgprion
boy—and said; + O { truth,
of munkind.

‘knees-since I was a
God; bless. my poor husband!

stand near it, of throwing up a screen of
high hedges and stout gates between them
and the tramping world. Perhaps the
openirig

St. Nicholas

repre-:

should be exposed, and yet we should

Fire-Engine

|

We believe that they

event. Mere contact with pt
telligence is the one sufficient.t

taken my oath I never will take another

ENGLISH HOME LIFE.
"About the first impression that English
life makes on the stranger is thatit is shy vand I began to cry.
eyes, and got her arm
of intrusion. English homes are addictand pulled me down
ed to getting as-far from the highway as
first time I remember
they may, and, when they must needs

« Worl

the liberal schoolof theology, the topic with’ number, besides the lurge<type puges. for very
which it deals. Calvinism is ncknowledged to little folks.—New York: Scribner & Co.
be a great force in history. That yamy closes
-as follows:
“The October Wide Awake opens with a

what is it 2 ¢ Can you not guess, Mary?’
| And she looked round at me: Her face
was 8o white ! ¢ I say, “Mary !P< Well

books;

‘the Unitarian Review during the last few Susan Anna Brown gives some practical hints
years, They were written by Joseph Henry | ‘“ How to Save Time,” appropriate to the sea-Allen, A. M., and each
with consid ron of shortening days. Many fumny rhymes.

| pose.she expected a blow or a- curse, as
usual—and I esid,
Mary!’ «Well,
Dick, what is it? Isaid, Mary!’ «+ Well,

ed his attempt at softening Judge Harrison's flinty heart more than a year before.
.
HSS
RE SE (Fa

gates

in this book.

lectures or addresses, and have

sup-

‘than we do,” thought he, as he remember-

And so Clement Harrison's granddaughter donned the little maslin cap, print because it is old,or to spend®*money in
dress and white ruffled. apron of the St.- changes simply for the sake of moderhizFrancescan corps of nurses, and set dili- ing it. The owner shows you the old
shonld cleave unto his wife,” urged the
fireplace around which his family have
gently to work earning her own living.
doctor.
:
A year passed by, and Dr. Wallace gathered, and the little window out of
“It is only mature, then, that a man. ‘sent word that a’ nurse was wanted for a which they have looked for half a dozen
hapld,
provide for the anita of that wife, small-pox eae inthe city. The Sister generations, with more pride than he
{Hooper At all events, I shall as- Superior looked dubiously at her women. could take in the costliest or finest facade
suing no farther ‘responsibility. >
* Whe-will go? said she—and Hilda. of modern build: “To be comfortable as
man, Shi

Now I was going home thinking

of late

ete —New York: Scribner & Co.

from placing in the hands of upright, unsus-

to this?

tor, if I could-get a good home and decent

. | tion or another:

HILDA'S EXPERIMENT.
It was a tempestuous night in

profession.”

Hothidg

attractive style,

how I could break it to my wife and not
hurt “her.” So I made up my mind 1
would break it to he. easy. Igot to thé

were

his tears dropped

additions,

from the description of Wiong in a sensational,

Then I thought if I went in and told- her
all of a hurry it might make her faint.
Another time I would have gone home
and knocked her down and kicked her up

father’s eyes many a time since. - Hilda,
1 think God has sent you to me.”

#0

sented

HOW TO BREAK THE CHAIN.

I wonder what my wife will say

You have looked at me with your

able to believe that his loving

* «¢ Well,” said she, *“ then I must man-

you

‘with

city of Boston vices as-enormous as“are

but a word and a blow and then a kick.

me alone?

when

ghousand,

supp
- Boston: Shawmut Publishing
. Company. 12mo. pp. 492,
1t is quite probable that there exists “in the

When I put my name on the temperance
pledge, the thought came across my mind,

stay with

leave

‘Fifth

away when I came in the “house ; it was: ‘this volume, and we can not blind ourselves to

I know who you are.

I recognized your name

came.

will

views

ds “Work?”
‘gg.
scribes “ A
“ Shadowy Hand; or Life Striggles,” &e. Fuels,” ¢ A Naw Elfctrical Separator,»
Gas
New Steam

afraid of me, and my children used to run

The old-min turned Sway with a smothered ‘groan.
:
=

Sins ofs great red ! a

Story of Real'Life. By Rev.H eniy: Mo
author-of ‘“Ned Nevins, the,
Webs »

_A man once said to me: [was
a
pretty hard case; my ‘wife used to be

before, but—her flight was in vain.

weeping
whe

Hilda Harrison

back

BosTON INSIDE OUT.

RARER
ii: ft S.A ———

age to provide for myself.”
80 longed for some one to Jave+for some
where.
T
[0 “hurry, lass; no hurry,” said . the one to love mel”.
Unanswered yet? tho’
4 when you first present-{ kindly little doctor. - ** Go tell they wife to
And good Dr. Hooper was well satisv
ed
bring me a cup of hot coffee before I fied with the result of Hilda's experi-.
This one petition at the Father's throne,
| start out again,”
ment at earning her own living.
It seemed you cquld not wait the time of ask‘< Hilda,” he said presently, as he sat
“ Hedven manages these things better
ing,

A

Se

You shall have your

;

4tHe will not take me ?”

And think you all iPvain those falling tears?
Say not, the Father hath not heard your
. prayer;

¢¢ She will not come

Nay; -do not speak.

Dr. Hooper nodded.
“t's of no use, though,” said he.
outing SOMEWHERE.
“The old man has a heart Tike granite;
Unanswered yet? the prayer your lips have
and that girl, your own cousih, is of cast
pleaded
-Does faith begin to fail; is hope departing,

SB

with pathetic, feeling eyes at him.

she. answered.
his

residence, a dark-eyed girl met him
the door.
:
;

«Have

ease.”
not ; whileif we take time. to play with,
And left. ig pn
‘| amuse, and interest our children, to make
| “And left you, sir.”
s
their home life so happy they will grow
. ““There was gratitude! "he muttered, up into bright, happy men and women,
hoarsely.
15d when is she coming &.
ih all their lives carry in their
‘back?”
;
r
tts ble¥sed memories of home and
Hilda laid down her roses, and looked
ther.— Home
Circle. .

died of small-pox last week.”

~ When he returned to

"Beyond the changing splendors of the day,.

to speak

Trees,” “Dr, Tanner's
Fast,” ete.

and Society is devoted to Educ
ation Tome
rope”; + Culture ghd Prog
ress » . contains re.

x

l=
———

I heard and shrank from her afraid;

1% ToTopics of the Time, » Dr.
Holland writey of
‘*

n

SRR

I

stars, and a dress of soft blue’ silk that
fell in pictiiresque folds about, her, and | Hilda and you are not to talk and excite very quiet. If they are strong and healthy
trailed noiselessly over the carpet when ‘yourself,”
3
it will be an impossibility to keep them
she ‘walked.
' “Do you know you are Tanning a still very long, and by trying to do so you
Upon my lips‘she laid her touch divine,
And merry speech and careless laughter died! | ; « Marion,” said the judge, * this is Dr.
great risk
make them fretful and ‘peevish. I someShe fixed her melancholy eyes on'mine,’
Hooper.
He has come here to plead. the
‘It is my business to runrisks.”
.
times. think that we say * don’t ” and
>
And would not be dénied.
cause of your Uncle Severn’s daughter
Three weeks elapsed. The crisis of + mustn't ” altogether too much.
deliberately. disobeyed
the disease was past. The old man,
. Children like to be useful, and ‘they. can
1 saw the Webt-wind loose his cloudlets white, Hilda. Severn
me at firstin marrying Hildergarde Boeh- weakened, indeed, apd sadly disfigured, be taught when quite young to do little
In flocks, caressing through the April sky;
I could not sing, though joy was at its hight,
mer—he rejected the offer I afterwards was able once more te sit up in his easy helpful things, especially if mamma works
:
For she stood silent by;
made of taking him and the child home, chair; and Hilda, who had watched over with them, and they have a cheerful talk
if he would leave the siren who had blight- him with a vigilance "and tenderness meanwhile. It pays, in a great many
* I saw the lovely evening fade away,
+ A migt was lightly drawn across the stars;
ed all his life. Now he is dead, and has left which hie fully appreciated, was arrang- ways, to give your childrea just.as‘ much
say,
b
Ne She broke my quiet dream,—I heard het
his child unprovided for. I say as he ing fresh flowers in a vase on the table. of your time as is possible to make yourpi Behold your prisen bars!
has sown, so let his child’ reap. What
« Hilda,”’said he, slowly, ** where has sélf a companion to them. This some»
my granddaugther Marion been all this times requires self-denial. : Maybe calls
do you say ?”
“ Farth’s gladness shall not Satisf¢ your soll,
“oI think grandpapd is quite right,” time?” 4
This beauty of the world in whieh you live;
on fashionable acquaintances will be negThe crowning grace that sanctities the whole,
said Marion, in a short, sweet - voice, k «“ She went away, sir, when you were® lected, but it is only our dearest friends
That I @lone can give.”
:
*¢ Grandpapa is always right.”
that care whether we visit them often or
first taken ill. She was afraid of thou
the
Do

——

~Witéary Bibi,

had cometo her with months of practice ; | Dow GRUDGE THE OHILDREN TIME.
at the weary sick beds. ** Théy call’ me
It is a mistake to try to keep children

.

Bn

of palé gold, deep blue eyes; like azure
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numerous fkefches; of the feature of New York

Young & Co. I)

city known as “ 8hantytown,” now fast disap-

ize I. K. Funk & Co. (New York).to announce

pearing before the inroads of civilization.

that they, in order ‘to compete

The

history of the early life of “ Peter the Great”

an American

reprint,

Scotland) author:
in

price

with

will supply their great

concludes in this umber with an account, of the: work, * Young's Analytical Concordance,” to
Ameriean purchasers at nearly Lost of paper
expedition against and the capture of Azofy and
in the November number the story of. *¢ Peter
and press-work, They will supply the book
the Great as Ruler and Reformer ”” will be com- in twenty purts (the same form us the Amerimenced.
This coming part of this great man’s
cdn reprint) for $2.65—this amount includes

life promises to be more interesting, in both u
¥ rary and an artistic way, than the preceding
chapters. H.C. Hovey gives an account of his

trips of “ One Hundebd Miles in Mammoth
| Cuve,” aided with illustrations by Barton kJ d

Shmuel Parsons, Jr., writes of ¢‘ Sea-side Logo
Planting,” with sketches’ by Gibson, Va
hoof and others. There is also a thotightiup
and timely paper on the present condition of
affuirs, Sapecially in
| agriculture, in * The New
South,” by Sidndy Lanier, who aptly charac
terizes the large farming of the north-west as
not farming it all, but “mining for wheat.”
There is an article on the privileges of suffrage,
‘under the title of * To Bolt or net to Bolt,”
by Washington Gladden; a proposition for the
establishment of a * Free Lending Library for

postage.

This

edition”

is’ printedon heavy, -

paper and from the same

$9.00 European edition. |
Orders may
‘cheapened.

& Co,
Messrs, Funk

plates
is

as

the

in no way
sent. through

*

iDitson & Co.
ed from od
We have:
Boston, packages of music, in. which. we find
the following songs: * When Sorrow Dies,” by
Pinsuti; “ In Dell and Dingle,” a flower song

by Roeckel ; Pilot Joe,” a baratone song by
Loais Diehl; “ Banbury Cross,” by Milton
Weliings; “The Song for Me,” by Michael

one of fifteen
Watson; “ Birdie in the 'Oradle,”

gongs for children by Franz Abt. . The

instro-

mentabpieces are ‘* Flower. Bells,” by Henry
Scott; ** Bright as 4 Button,” polka by Cloy;

New York,” with .the public schools as
branches, by Theodore | H. Mead; a bright and. “ Queen

of My Heart,” polka by Ealibach;
interesting story by Philip Bourke Marston; 4 General Hancock’s Campgign. March,” by .
and the fim] chapters of George W. Cables Le Barony+ General Garfield’s Grand March,”
id
rig
novel, * The. Grandissimes,” Jn by E. Mack, Sy
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preach the

EVERLASTING KINGDOM,
me

tributed among -his subjects, and given
command for all-in authority to instruct

creature,” is

¢ Go ye

therefore and disciple all the nations,” is

A SERMON BY REY. B. MCKOON
——

still the great work

And in the days of these kis shall the God.
ou heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never
be destroyed, and the kingdom shallinot be
left to other people, but it shal] break in pieces |
*and-consume all these ki ingdoms;, - and it shall,

stand forever. — Daniel 2:4,

N ebuchadnezzar, the Afbyrign) monarch,

after enlarging and beaudfying

gospel to every

still the command of the King.

Babylon,

of the church.

the people, and to give the gospel to all

No

who can read. ' In Turkey, the signs indicate that the days of the false prophet.
are being numbered, - its ‘government
bankrupted, its revenue mortgaged for

carnal weapons, no hostile fleets and “armies.

It is not by human

wisdom, skill

or power. - The stone was cut out of the

the capital of his. empire, one night, as the cross, who are the wisdom and power
he was upon his bed in revery concerning ‘of God; Christian universities and_ col‘the fature, fell asldep, and smid his leges, with seminaries and common
_ slumbers the future was foreshadowed
a remarkable dream, in which

iin

teacher,

| the printer, with the press of steam, who
revolutions of the world unt ‘the ‘king- shall scatter the word of God as the leaves
dom’ of Christ should be: established of the tree of life for the healing of the
among men were very ‘strikingly symbol- nations. These must be subsidized by
ized, Upon awaking he was so perturh- the church; or they will be made instrued that the strange vision “escaped, nor ments of destruction. The devout Chriscould he recall it. He-then calls for his. tian mother; training her children for serwise’ méh, to reveal and’ interpret his vice in the fields of Christian enterprise,
dream, but in vain. In his strait, Daniel, the patient, faithful, persevering Christian,
‘a Hebrew captive, is called, who, in an- whose life is a practical comment upon
-swer to prayer,” r@eals the dream and the gospel, the possessor of means, who
consecrates his wealth to advance the Reanakes known the interpretation.
In our meditations upon this suggestive decmer’s kingdom,—these are powerful
and’tmportant passage, we invite your instrunients of religious progress. Final.
© yttention (1) to the kingdom spoken of, 1, this kingdom is to. triumph under the
(2) to obstacles to-be overcome, (3) to influence of the Spirit, which is to be
poured out in answer to prayer.
the ipstrumentalities for its promotion,
4. Whatis the encouragement to hope
and (4) to the encouragements. to labor
and labor for the final triumph of this king
for its final triumph.
;
L Christ is kingin this kingdom of God, dom?
It is promised to Christ in the covenant
and Christ pt bas said, ** My king-

dom is not of
of this

tltis world.” The kingdoms

world

are established

by. force,

this

is & spiritual Kingdon} its

principles are glory to God and good will

If we turn our eyes to India, here

fruitful field:

Already

proach.

God

flow

the Son lest he be algry and

The standard of the cross

sionaries have plauted the standard of the

and the process must go on with increas-

Sori.

of the Chaldean wonarchy, was

cious are astonished at the results witnessed. They seem almost incredible “to the
most ardent and the firmest believer in
Providence. The progress of the arts,

race,
are to be evangelized: The not dis,
tant Chinese war broke down the partition
walls and opened the way for intercourse
with the nations of the
world. The

of gold. "Thus said the prophet, “ Thou art
Great King has said to the hoary Kingthis heaof gold.” Babylon, the iniperial
dom, Open your proud gates and let the
city, had gathered the riches of the. earth
asina net, and was called the golden the discoveriesof ‘science are well nigh | King of glory core in. Here the word
city. The golden head was to be succeed- annihilating time and space,and, employ- Tof life is translated and already a terfitoed by a breast apd arms of silver. This ed as givilizing and commercial agencies, ry, 2,000 miles in length and from more
fitly symbolized the Medo-Persian em- ‘are preparing the way for the missionary, than one to six hundred in breadth,is now
pire, which flourished under Darius the and these must soon circumnavigate the occupied by nearly or quite 500 missionMede, and. attained its zenith under globe. ,The last .quarter of wo century ary station and out-stations. In a proviCyrus, the Persian monarch, who con- stands unrivaled in respect to the impor-, dential way Chih amd these states are
uered and took Babylon. This was in- tint events, the birth of Christ ‘excepted, in the way of intercoucse, which ‘imposes
ferior to the Assyrian, as silver is inferior which make the sum of its history, or ‘grave responsibilities upon this ecuntry
to gold. - The breast and arms of silver even the history of the human race. > Our and the ¢hurch. If our country shall not fail
were succeeded by a belly and thighs of own
beloved nation-has made the prog- in good faith to meet treaty obligations
brasd, which represent the Grecian. mon- ress of a cantur®, from a nation sustain- and the church to meet her responsibilities, the i,
of the gospel must mold
archy, which gained power under Philip,

ing slavery, which was-entrenched in the

king of Macedon, and afriyed at its hight
under Alexander the Great. This was

constitution,

fitly called

glance at the nations which are to become

theykingdom of brass,

wthe brazen afmor of its soldiery,

from

and

ing inferior in wealth to the golden

be-

belly and thighs
of brass were succeeded

by legs of iron, and feet part of iron and
part of miry clay, which fitly symbolized
the Roman Empire, which had its commencement with
the fabled Romulus,
and attained its greatest, dominion under

It was inthe

From the mountof vision
as stars in tke crown

of our

freedom.

let us

just

Imbranuel.

head: From the 'Alleghanies, we ‘survey the At-

of the Chaldean, or the breast and arms
of the Medo-Persian
monarchies. ‘The

Augustus Cesar,

to a land of civil

days

of

lantic States, north and

south.

At

the

north the various branches of the .church
are provoking each other to love and good
works with a zeal hitherto unknown, to
convert and elevate the masses. Schools
and seminaries are established and en‘dowed to educate’and prepare the froedmen to become ministers and missiona:

ries, who hall ere long explore the wilds

help them in this their time of need,.and

each church in this Quarterly Meeting
collection in their behalf.

2.

That we deeply Spmpatiies

| the principtes which shall ere long give
China to Christ a8 a loyal

dued by

his cross.

right it is, has

said

province

Again,
to

he

Japan,

sub-

whose
Unlock

_your gates, open your long-closed doors,
and permit him that cometh from Edom,
with dyed garments from Bozrah, who
is mighty to save, to come in; and Japan
is yielding to the claims of our Immanuel.

Her Prime Minister has been converted
and baptized, und she is now sending the
sons of her nobility here to be educated,
and has ordained

that

our

Sabbath

Shall

be.recognized as a day of rest for her

domimion of death, und ruffled
the

grim

monstér,

over

Europe from theyAlps and

Pyrenees,

we

see everywhere signs of progress. In
England a Protestant church is laboring
with

zeal to

elevate

who, séated on. his SL occupying the: front

the

masses,

ranks

and

is

in subduing

throne of skulls,held undisputed donfinion
the world to Christ, its rightful King.
for thousands of years.
Ou _the day of Prussia, with a Protestant church and,
Peritecost the Spirit was pour ed {row on a system of universal education, has made
on high. - Christ had ascended tor ‘His na- most rapid progress.
In
Austria
the
-, tive heaven, the everlasting gates had
Concordat, which gave the papacy the
opéiied wide; and the King of Glory was’ entire education of the empire, the censor-

crowned a royal high priest after the order

of Mel¢hisedee.

4

Lime

«=
9 We briefly notice = some of the
jf hetacles to its progress and final triumph.

#/And first, idolatry and the heathen puper| stition, which dégrades tho i
lect, leading its votaries to multiply its gods to
millions, is . entrenched in the degraded
appetites, passions and lusts of its fol
lowers.
This is the masterpiece of the
devil ; its hoary age, its. appeal to man's
religious nature, render it impervious fo

ship of the press and control of the marriage contract, is abrogated, und Aunsuia,
long the most subservient to the papal
power, is well nigh ready. to take the lead
in reform. Even now her millions in
their different languages are "calling for
the word of life.
France, the eldest son of the papacy,
the first that gave power to the woman
clothed in scarlet, or tothe beast with

with

|"

a
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at
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In

despotic ‘governments

the

internal

fires of liberty are Smouldering, the longsuppressed genius and longings
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Pond
S Extract
Ths
genuine has
the words “Pond’s Fxtract’ blown inthe Blase,”
and our picture trade-mark on surroundin|
wrapper. ' None other is geaui-e.
wach iosiet’
‘on having Pond's kxtract,
Take no other proparation. Itis mever'eold wn bull, or by measure.

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Astin,
Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections,

Price of Pona’s
cles

Extract, Toilet Arti-

and

tpdciaities,

PONDS EXTRANT.. .50¢., $1.00 and. 81.25

in Whitefield,

Sister Hale early experienced religion and.
was baptized by Eld. Joshua Quimby.
As:
lo ig as her health permitted she
was active

ine urch work, and from-its beginning was

Toilet Cream
1 00]
Untareh
Dentifrice
50 Flaster
Lip Salve. .
23 Inhale
Totter Soup (3Gke)
Son
GO N

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for
z

Ointment... .........

a

NEW

01S’ LEK
§

and

all Lung

watiion COM.

Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Con-

Maxis. LAVINA B. BEAN died at the home of.
her son, D. G. Bean; Esq., in East Wilton;
Me., Aug. 81. Mrs, Bean was bora in East Wilton village,in 1804. She married and moved to
Jay in 1828. Her husband diedin 1839, leavher with three small children.
Her ‘second
husband died in 1879. She lived in Jay 52
years, She was a faithful member of the ¥.
Baptist church for more than half a eSutury.
he memory of the Just is blessed”, | |

sumption.» Under these cirand lived to a good oid age:

You can try it for the price
of one doctor’s visit.
For sale everywhere.

LA.
Coombs,

AND

CO. *

LONDON.
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UNT#BLESSING
By R. G, 8rarLes,

(Author of Gospel Echoes) now ready,

i

Sunday
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Schools,

Worship,
ings,

Family

Prayer +

Meet-

Anniversaries

General Exercise,

and

Is full ot

new and popular tunes.

$111

CENTRAL Book CONCERN,
Chicago lll, or Cin¢innati,O.
Or OLIVER DITSON & Co,
Boston, Mass.

A YEAR

Free.

Maine.

Sure

to please. Sample pages free.
Price, 30C. $3.00 perdoz.

BOOK

and expenses

to-agents.

Outfit

Address P. O. VICKERY, Ang

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
Sch
ire Alarms, Farms, etc. F ULLY
WAR
ED. Catalogue sent Free.

of Bradford, Me., calmly fell asleep in Jesus,
at the house of her son, I. W. Coombs,
Esq.,
in Bangor, Aug, 30, aged 81 years and 6
months, ' Long has our iy
been one of "the
faithful of our people, baving with her late
husband been identified with the Bradford
church fronx “its organization, and
i

Pirgely, under God, in giving it characte

YORX

dis-

eases, when used in season.

Faper
4

of 83, if addressed to a1 Ww. 14th St.,” New York.

‘Js a sure remedy for
8 Cot.ghs, Colds, Whooping
Cough,

Mgaicaied

and Iazey Goods Dealers.’
} worth, eartiaee foee, on receintof
WENT,
oo
ace free, 001 recelph

HALF A CENTURY 0LD,

Mgrs. MARIA SWEET died Sept. 4, 1880; in
Buffalo at her. son’s, J.-B. Sweet, aged “84
years,
Sister Sweet was the widow "of Deacon
Richard Sweet, of Colden, N. Y., widely
known in the Holland Purchase Y. M.
She
was a talented, heroic, amiable Christian, beloved and honored by all who knew her. Her
mind was clear, faith strong, and hope un-

Cure..

Prepared on y by POND'3 EXTRACT

Lung and Throat Affeotions.

stant reader of the Star.
Her death was
a gradual wearing out of the body, was peaceful and painless, though
unexpected. ' She
now is realizing the joys of heaven for which
she had long been waiting,
:
i
SPOONER, JR.

a
Sopr1A COOMBS, relict of William

VANDUZEN

& TIFT,

Ciaginnati, O.

4

an

S

Coombs, Es., of this city, and
ga large circle
who mourn her departure.
Se@gices hy the
pastor of the Essex St. Free BaWist church,
Ww her e she had wor sktiped some years,

2. L. H.
erty and a pure religion groan and travail |
Dra. DANIEL FRISBEE died. at
Kittery
in pain, despots are trembling on their | Point, Me., Sept, 13, aged 76 -years and 9

;

inneapolis

Area

I

oiM

il
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ah
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seven heads and ten horns, has become
a republic, and ip that land of the massa- is the cross, which is thé wisdom arid |
MeLVERDA J., wife of Rev, G. W. Gould.
sll the dictates of reason, and the efforts cre of the Huguenots the word of God is power of God, aud the orders are, “By | died in Bowdoinbam, Me., July 24, aged 4: i
“vears, leaving a husband, three children and a
of human wisdom to dislodge it from this | freely circulated; evangelical churches” this, conquer.
widowed mother, who doeeply feel their Moss.
are
established,
the
pure
gospel
is
preach?
“We
hail
With
joy
the
foetprints
of
| Sister Gr, was conver ted ut the age of 20 years,
stronghold:
Next, there is Moham- |
was
bapgized by Rev, C. Bean and united with
medanism, embracing 140,000,000 in. its ed, the plowshare of destruction has pre- Providénies in the closing’ up of the ranks the Free
Buptist church in Falniouth, and evpared
the
way
for
a
brighter
day.
Italy,
of sacramental
hosts by
substan tind» “er after maintained a life of piety aud faithfuldeadly coils, which presents a most: for:
in her Master's service.
For
twenty
midable obstacle to the advancement of the land of poetry, of orators, of heroes, union, preparing for the mt great con- ness
years she was the devoted
wife
of
Bro.
this kingdom which requires self-denial of sculpture,of painting, and, in yore, of flict of truth and error; and the church, Gould, doing what she could to aid him in his
work.us a minister of the gospel.” At the
and. erucjfixion to the world of all its sub- mighty deeds, more than 1200 years op- clothed with the sun, the woot under her time
of her death, she was an esteemed menpressed
by
priestly
dominion,
is
now
uns,
feet,
and
on.
er
head
a
crown
ot’
twelve
jects. Then there is the papdl superstiher of the Bowdoiiham Free Baptist.church,
'
She
had-been
feeble health, und a satlerer
tion, & strong fortress against Christianity. dergoing a most rapid process of regen- stars, is inspired with zeal for her King, for the last ten in yeuts,
und been expecting to
eration,
Rome,
the
city
of
seven
hills,
and with prowess atthe omensof giccess. die suddenly, yet her death was unexpected to
Then there 1s infidelity, which denies. the
where the mother of harlots has long had The spirit of life from God has entered her friends, but it fouud her ready tv obey
«<xistence of God, and employs science,
the summons ** Come up higher.”
Her funerfalsely so called, to disprove the Bible, a her seat, is now the capital of a -uaited the two witnesses which lay, “three days al vas attended at the church, July 26th, trom
wiifch
hey
remains
were
taken”
to
Wayne,
and
divorced
Italy,
aud
in
sight
of
the"
and a half dead ,in the streets of the great
fulsé philosophy and perverted reason to
where ghey now repose in the family burying
Vatican,
the
word
of
the
‘Lord
has
free
city,
which
spiritually
is
i
Sodom,
and
we
invalidate the claims of Christ our King.
enclodure where they await the resurrection
Then there aro despotic governments, course and the signs are big with promise trust the time ean not be long in the. dis- of the just, This is the fecgnd time our dear
Bro. Gould hag been called™o part with a 'depodr and tant future, when the mystie angel shall}“voted
which degrade and oppress the masses. of a\ speedy redemption. Spain,
companion, and his
two
daughters
who now compose the family eircte “ure” very
is
cry
witha
strong
voicé,
**
Babylon
degraded,
the
land
of
the
inquisition,
of
_ Most of the wars of the world in all’ ages
lonely, and'also the beréaved mother; ‘but’ in
Tgno- priestly dominion, of ignorance and su-- fallen.” And now while the overwhelm. answer to their own prayers, and the prayers
have had their origin in despotis
of their numerous. sympathizing friends they
rance is a stronghold of Satan. A knqw- perstition, gives signs of life. Here the pa- ing current of affairs iy’ rushing oun, can
aad do testity to the wonderful sustaining
ledge of true science and ‘of the Word of pal power is checked, and the pure "gos- events sre ripening fast, and prophecy power of God's grace,
E. GY Page.
God is a necessity df). dethroning idolatry pel is preached where but a few years hastens with rapid strides. to its fulfill
Mus. FANC¥ G BawrLuae, of Deerfield, N:
and blind superstition.” All forms of sin ago it was a case of banishment or im- ment. Ley the kings of the-earth beware
I1., died
Sept. 9, aged 73.years, 4 ‘months ; and
and error are enemies to ‘the progress of prisonment to read the gospel to any. how they take counsel against the Lord 16 days.
The death of Sister B. wus very sudand
his
anointed.
The
Lord
shall
have
den,
wid
unexpee
ted und has cast a gloom over
Converts
are
multiplying
there
and
the
this kingdom of God.
:
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thrones, the star of hope has arisen for
the masses and oppressadin all lands,
the energies of the church. are being
aroused with such a ‘comprehensive purpose as never before; she has heard the
battle ery of this’ mighty conflict between

months.
When fourteen vears old, be was
converted under the labors of Rev, JE. Stinchfield and received baptism at his hands.
For
some reason he did not unite with the church
in early life. He" was a sea-faring man: -~for
many yeurs, taking charge of a vessel when |
eighteen yéurs of uge. Becoming tired of life
on the ocean, he engaged in business, which |
wus prosecuted until tuiling health compelled |
retirement.
Nine yeass since Bro. ¥. ‘united
th powers of darkness and the children
with - the Free Baptist‘ church of
Kittery
of light, and that ery is, salvation by Point, and soon, after was chosen one of the
grace through faith in the blood of the deacons, which office he honorably sustained
until called home by the Master.
A lover of
Lamb.
She is girdiog on her arwor, the Bible, believing its doctrines, he exhibited
their
influence
i
in
his
daily
intercourse
with
and her weapons are mighty through
men.
He wag much interested in he work of
faith to the pulling down: of the strong-1 the Sabbu
shoul, aud manileste
is interhold.of Satan. With the oath of alle- est in laboring to promote the..study of the
Bro, I. was a son ofthe late Dea,
giance to her King on her lips, and with seriptiges.
Dartus Frisbee (the first deacon of the church).
firin reliance on, the
promised presence Our loss is his gain, ‘He leaves to mourn his |
his second wife, five sons and two |
of the great Captain of her salvation, she departure,
dvughters by his first marriage, alo
two |
brothers
ung
one sister,
|
is going forth invincible.
for her ensign.
}
Fo, TOWNE.
y

i

Cata-

Piles,

of eight

among the first members of the F. B. church,

/

-

toST

Dr. James Corrie, Dentist in Baltimore, writes :

copy

H., Aug. 15.. She was born . March -30, Tos,
and was therefore eighty-six years old. Her
father, Asa Johnson, was one of the earliest
settlers in town, and he with his family were

wavering to the last.

and
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and jungles of Africa, and persuade her 40,000,000, people. In the islands of the permanence. Her piety was of a peculiarly
and cheerful type.
She always had
sable millions to become subjects of this sea’ where the people were cannibals trusting
moreto be grateful for than almost any one
and iy was in the days of the_taxiog thay kingdom. From the Rocky mountains, Christianity’ is. developed in its purest else. . Her dear son’s home was the best home,
her friemsds the kindest friends, and the last
Christ the King was born. To secure the 'we see the Pacific slope yielding
its gold- | type, and South: America is affording- meeting and sermon a little the most enjoyable
premise:
of
fielding
to.Chiist
our'king.
crown as the Redeemer, he laid down his en treasures to promote its progress.
ofall. She leaves still another sgn, Thos.
H.
In

this monarch that a decree was issued
- that the whole world should be taxed,

life for his foes, and thug became a sinofferfog for the world, and that he might
. destroy the last enemy; he entcred the

that

take

No.other
these
ied
Ry a4 the Foxe
Flaster isin
le in these di seases,
os, LiLa
Pains in Backo
de, &o.
Oar Shines(50
cents) for use wh ig Tomoval of clothi
. Youle, isagrest helpp 11 7olieving oH dnantory B

Potter and family in their bereavement, and |
pray. that underneath them may be the divine
protection, and that they may rely on the God
of the widow and the fatherless.
8. That we invite all who
have shared in
the labors of our dear departed Brother te
send to Sister Potter financial uid. It is often
said by members of other organizations outs
side of the church, that the church is not as benevolent as they are.
We think -this untrue,
but if true it is shame,
Brethren .and sisters, | e
let us prove it false. . All who wish«can address Mrs. Potter, Monticello, Wis. In be‘half of Committee,
JOSEPH PARKYN, Chairman.

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent b¥ per- |
sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it

overturning, to establish his. kingdom | millions, one fourth of the human

the head

Rheumatism, Neuralgia

delegates. in Quarterly

PARTICULAR NoTIcE. Obituaries should
ve'
BRIEF and~for. the{ public. For. the excess over 3

unto

saga-

the

fo

barred” ites. of the kit ‘kingdom
cverturning, and. are to be opened, how these hindreds of

now the mest

by

?

INFLAMMATION AND HEM
»
ORRHAGES.

shall’be heard, the kingdoms of this
world have become the kingdoms of our |
Lord and his Christ.
:
.

‘ fourth kingdom.” This leads us to
analyze this mysterious dream., From it
we learn that Nebuchadnezzar,as the head

Even

solved,

i ta

GREAT VEGETABL:

PATN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR

when from every. hill ‘and vale of this
sin-cursed earth the triumphant shout

is but just that CASH should

ing rapidity.

THE

Meeting assembled, that we bow in humble
submission to our. Heavenly Father's will, and
that the usual Quarterly Meeting
collection be
given to the wife and family of Bro, Potter, to

ye perish

from the way, when his wrath is kindled
but a little. For oh, be assured the great
day of his wrath is coming and who shall.
be able to stand ? He is now the Lamb
that takes away the sins of the world.
Soon will be the day of retribution when
the holy shall be holy still and the filthy.
shall be'filthy still, God speed the day

EXTRACT.

‘Whereas, our beloved Brother, Rev. W, A.
OTTER, who has long been 4 faithful.and suc-,
cessful minister in the Lafayette and other
uarterly Meetings,
of the
Wisconsin Yearly
eeting, has been called from his labors §o his
ard, therefore,

hy

Obituaries,

the signs indicate its apis now

him to

A!

££

in the

cross, and fruit already -appears. They
have compiled and given a language with.
the word of life to tribes “who had no
written language, and a son of our pioneer Phillips is now establishing a school
for the sady of the:
eiibles in India. How

without hands shall become a great mountain and fill the whole earth. Isaiah, in

it.

rage. Let kings and all rulers be wise
and let all judges be instructed and know
‘that all pdople and every power and nation which shall oppose the progress of
this kingdom of Christ, shall be dashed
as a-potter’s vessel with a rod of iron,
“for whosoever shall fall upon this stone
shall be. broken and on whomsoever G

shall fall it- statt—gring

"PONDS

our church, ~ Swe 0, been a worthy, consistent:and active member of the Deerfield church
for many years, and her loss will be very sensibly felt by us all'and especially by her: husband who is left almost alone as to near rela-.
tives to mourn his loss. Brother Bartlett has
the sympathy and kind regards of all the
church-and eommupity and we would commend him to the care of Him who adllicts not
willingly nor ‘grieves- -the children of men.
O. PITTS.

where ' those ‘pioneer

is overturning hoary heathen custoras.
No longer does the widow burn upon the
funeral pile ; no longer does the blinded
devotee immolate himself beneath the |
car of Juggernath. Charches
ajready
flourish: and 190,000,000 have Virtually
renounced: idoldtry. Tn Orissa our-mfs-

of redemption, that the heathen shall be
given him for his inheritance, and the ut-

-the hills; andoall narions shall

the

shares.and spears into pruning hooks,
and instead of the nations cultivating. the
missionaries—a Carey, a Judson and a arts of war, the peaceful pursuits of agNewel—have labored, this moral wilder- ‘riculture, manufictures and commerce
ness is” blossoming, and is becoming a shall prevail. Oh, now let “all men kiss

Burmen Empire

to man. * Jesus, is the “manifestation of “prophetic vision, foretells
that it shall coffe |.
(iod and, as the God-man, he is ‘head ber to pass in the last days, the Lord's house
all things to the church. His cross was shall be established upon the top of the
the road to his crown ; by his sufferings mountains, and shall be exalted above|

and sacrificial death he became the Redeemer and King, Tiis kingdom was
to be set up in the days of the kings of the

in

see missionary stations as oases scattered on his thighs his name shall be written;
"all around. The gospel seed has alreidy *King of Kings and Lord. of lords.”
germibated and is bringing forth fruit. Then shall swords be beaten into plow-

while the kingdom of God“ is established “termost parts of the earth for his possesby securids the" hearts of “his enemies. sion, The stone cut out ofthe mountain
Hence

sitteth

present emergenties, and the country un-

and minister -of

schools, the intelligent Christian

that

der.”
This kingdom of God in its commenceder bonds ‘to protect its*subjects of what- ment is likened to. a grain” of mustard
It has already grown ‘to a great
ever religious creed. In Alrica, from the ‘seed.
Mountains of the Moon we. see’ Christian tree and the millions are taking shelter
colonies ‘planted, Christian governments. under its branches. He who now sits
established, and from Liberia ghe gospel, on the white horse of the gospel of
peace shall appear, having on his head
like healthful streams of living water,
is diffused, and her sons are coming into many crowns of victory and glory, when
he shall be clothed with a vesture dipped
the fold of Christ, the great Shepherd.
,Liet us now. go to ASia, and ascend the in blood and his name be called the
Himalayas,
and here in our outlook we Word of God,” while on his vesture and

mountain without hands, which smote the
image and ‘broke it in pieces. © It is the
self-denying missionary

he

shall . laugh at their impotent

“i

29, 180.

heavens

»

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

them in derision,

0008 8V 13A ONY -

|

3. The instrumentalities iY means" for| gospel as leaven must soon redeem Spain
itsadvancemént demand a passing notice. from its thrall. Tn: Russia fifty million
Preaching the gospel of the kingdom is serfs have been freed; and the Cuar- ‘has
pre-eminent and indispensable. The com- caused a large edition of the Bible to be
mand, “ Gg ye into all the" world and published at his own expense and dis-

MIN

The Horning Star.
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CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R. R.
IS THE GREAT CONNECTING LINK BETWEEN THE EAST & THE WEST !
Its main line runs from Chicago to Council
“Biufls, passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
Geneseo, Moline, Rock Island, Davenport, West
Liberty, Iowa
City, Marengo, Brooklyn, Gri mnell,
Des Moines

(the

capital of

Iowa), Stuart, Atlans

tic,.and Avoca;
with branches from Bureau
Junction ta Peoria; Wilton Junction to Muscatine,
Washington, Fairfield, Eldon, Belknap,
Centreville, Princeton, Trenton, Gallatin, Cameron, Leavenworgh, Atchison, and Kansas City;
Washingt 1 to Sigourney, Oskaloosa, and KnoxVille: Keokuk to Jar, ton, Bonaparte, Bentonsport, Inqenentions, It don, Ottumwa, Eddyville, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, and Des Moines;

Newton to Monroe; Des Moines te Indianola and

Winterset; Atlantic to Lewis and Audubon; and
Avoea to Taran. JI'his is positively the onl
Railroad, which owns, and operases a throug
Jine from Chic ago into the Stute of Kansas.
‘Through Express Passenger 'I'rains, with Pullman Palace Cars attached, are run each way daily
‘between CHICAGO and PEORIA, KANSAS CITY,
COUNCIL BLUFFS, LEAVENWORTH. and ATCHISON, Through cars arealso run between Milwau¥'
kee and Kansas City, vis the “Mjlwavkee and
Rock Iddand Short Lind,
.
The Great Rock 181s and
fs m gnificently
equipped. Its road bed is siinply perfect, and its
track is laid with stoel rails,
+ \W hat will please you most will be the pleasure,
of

enjoying

ur meals,

while

[ssing

over the

beautiful prdiries of Illinois and Iowa, in one of
our magnificent Dining Cars that accompany all
''hrough
lxpress Trains.
You get an entire
meal, as good as is served in any firgt-class hotel,
ton reventy-tive cents.
Appreciating the fact that a majority of the
Pediie prefer separate apartments for different
pur hoses, (and the immense passenger business
this
ine Natranting it), we sre ppleased to an+
FR
that this Company
runs Pullman Palace
Sleeping Cars for sleeping purposes, and Palace

Dining Cars for eating purposes only. Qneother
great feature of our Palace Cars is a SMOKING i
SALOON where you can enjoy your “Havana”
at all hours of the day.
Magnificent

Ft.
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Bridges

R. Rds.

WASHINGTON

span

the

HEIGHTS,

with

Gen']ASpertitendent,

Py

3

CG. & St.

At GRINNELL, with Central lowa R.R.

At DES MOINES, with D. M. & F. D. R. R.
At COUNCIL BLUFFS, with Union Pacific R. R.
At OMAHA, with
B, & Mo. R. KR: * in Neb.)
At COLUMBUS JUNCTION, with B.C. R. & N. R.R.
At OTTUMWA, PR
XS
antral Jowa R, R.; we

BB

on
KUK,

Jo

Louis& Pac., and

ith

9

3 Op

EW.

Ay

i» Keo CE

‘with Atch. Ey

Atch.&

Wab. St,

NOW.R.

1. St.

Neb. and Cen. Br. U. P.

& Sant

Fei

NES WORTH, with kan. Pac., and Kau.

Arians
wy
t

Crry, with all lines for the West
PEORIA
EO

PES AOIVE

Nand LEAVENWORTH

nown as the *¢
ock Island Woute,”
nited States and Canada
not obtainable at your home "Heket office, ry

Tal,

nsiusion!

At LA SALLE, with IML Conk E R.
”
AtPEORIA, with P. I, oa
rD.& EB. L B.&
W.i 11k Mid. and TP. &
CR is.
At ROCK ISLAND, with “Milwaukee & Rock
Island short kine,” and Rock Isl’'d & Peo. Rds.
t DAVENPORT, with the Davenport Division
C. M. & St. R.
At WEST LIBERTY, with the B., C. R. & N.
RR.

PULLMAN P LACE SARS are run hi
I BLUE ie dine:
ine: RAS CITY, A a
CONC
on

Iron

and Missouri rivers at all Joints crossed b
line, and transfers are avoided at Council
Blufls,
Kansas els Leavenworth, and Atchison, con=
nections be ng Rade ina Unlen Li 01s,
R.
ECTIONS or
THIS
RING NS Miroven CLINE
ARE. A
|, FOLLOWS :
hy CHICAGO, with all diverging lines for the
and South.
At ENGLEWOOD, with the L. 8. & M.S, and P.,
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It ig not easy to see how war. can

.longer prevented

in Turkey;

be- much:

the

European

Powers have carried the policy of threatening
. and the Porte that of a sullen resistance so. far
that it will be bard for either to retreat.
¢ Peace with honor” is a motto of the past.
The Albanians are united in revolt against-the

D. LOTHROP& (CO.,

anil

The first snow of the season fell on Mount.
Mangfield, Vt., Thursday morning.

ing from any manner of kidney, liver or urina"

:

-

About

forty

natives were

ruins of the Victoria

Hotel,

buried

in

The Peruvian

,

by

Jandslidé at Naini Tal, Bengal.

not

A Cape Town

retire in honor without fulfilling its promise;

a

Way

a

Baker Pacha, who

was

‘New York.

sent

speakable Turk” is to drive him

out

of Eu-

thé

outcry

last

although they still indulge

our banks, which are among the

against

most

to cen-

tralize the issue of our paper-money in a

fash-

colony tHat, if Gen.

tion, and increase the already excessive power
-of New York over the finances of the country.
‘We respect the Greenbacker who can not sub* scribe to the money planks of the other two
platforms; and feels constrained to stand up to
extend that respect to the Greenbacker who,
for the sake of local patronage, to which the
strength of his party does not entitle him,
unites with the most corrupt party in the
country, and casts his vote in a way which
will be construed to the advantage of” a party
vhich is. fighting for larger issues than paper money, a party which would write its
triumph in new oppression of the colored men.|
of the South, and in its fourth extinction of |
those industries which the Greenback party |
declares to be entitled to national protection.— |
Weekly Notes.
:
}
Mining

Troubles.

ii

Corning, the seat of the mining troubles
Ohio, is a new town; down on a few maps

in
as

yet, in Perry county, a little southeast of Columbus. The whole region is underlaid by
‘the great soft coal seam of the Hocking valley,
and a new railroad across Ohio, projected by

Thomas Ewing before the panic, has its

ent terminus at Corning, a place built up by
the Ohio Central coxl company in the last two
years. Up to a strike, which began last summer, the miners were paid on a sliding scale,
under which they received half the market
price of coal, an arrangement which in the

long run bears hard on the miners.

The men

struck for a slight advance, but

principle

the

at stake was the important issue.

The compa-

ny declined to yield and began the importation of negroes from West Virginia.
It is’ this
difficulty which bas been slowly increasing for
iwo months, and which at length reached
~ bloodshed.
While the introduction of another
race and community of miners is an extreme,
measure it is one which if persisted in is pretty
sure to break up the old trades-urion.
This
wastheresult of the introduction of the Chinese
intheshoe business at North Adams.
It broke
. puthe Crispin organization,
although
the.
Chinese themselves have now left the factory.—
Springfield Republican.
s
4

Montenegro,

¢

It is reported that the Turkish

government

refuses to order the surrenderof Duicigno unless the atlied 'fidval

demonstration

is

five thousand

Montenegrins

would

take

town, under cover of its guns. Should this
plan be carried out it is conjectured
that the
Albanians would burn the place hefore aban-

doning it.

A reconnoissance of the

Albanian

coast has been made by all the international
commanders except the French, and the vessels have returned
to Ragusa. A Gravoss
de-

spatch of Stunday night says the

departure

of

the prdeedin of been Suspended, in conseuence of fresh negotiations proposed
by
ontoegro, while advices from Ragusa state

Hen

that all the ships had been

ordered

readiness to move by 2.30 o’clock

ternoon, but would
day.
‘

not

to

be

-Mondsy

start wat”

in

af-

ine

ing from October. 1 to 6 inclusive.--—Presi' dent Hayes and his party started Saturday on
a

een

has been destroyed by fire.~——The ‘American
corvette Nipsic is soon expected at Constanti. mople,to support the demand forthe trial of asgassing of Dr.Parsons.the' American missionary.
——The Howgaté exploring expedition to the
reaching a
latitude.

point beyond the 70th

After repairing. damages

parallell
the

]

of

high.

the

‘The. grand
vessel

shot

He says the

local State

the better grades.
white have been at

{Ihe sales ob. No 1 and extra
933; @ 43c; some very choice

and

at

John Roberts

(colored) of ' Bardéentown,

In-

J., died of hydrophobia on Friday, =
The widow of the late Senator Morton,

N.

of

Indinna, is puying San Francisco a visit.
George William Curtis will deliver the address at the unveiling of the Burns statue, in

Central Park, N. Y., in October.
fhe oldest house in St. Louis is being torn
Sown

8 make-rcom for 4 row of stately

ware-

* houses. - It was a marvel of extravagance in
its
day, having been built for Manuel Perez,
Ay
nish governor of the city. It was
longa fashionable residence, but was finally
tupned into an overcrowded tenemeut-house.
The final summing up of the result in Maine,
all the. towns now being heard from, gives
Plaisted
of 174, An official count
ney pro rie? NAR
by RS
‘tobevery near correct.

att

i ated.

The plural-

ahi

Tr

West;

satisfaction.
71

PEARLINE.

fectant, it will be seen that whenever used,

not

19 @ 20¢; and Canada .at

€hoice Western

for

manufadtured only by JAMES PYLE, New York.
rn
WHEN MANUFACTURERS OF PIANOS will puta’
fife, large, beautiful instrument in your parlor,
leaving it'there fifteen ays for trial without ask
ing you to take, any responeilii’ity, it would seem
that the time has come for all Who want a piano to
get one.
Seq the remarkable
proposition of
Messrs. Marchal & Smith in another column,

Their twenty years’ experience
has given them
unhounded confidence in thelr Pianos, and taught

‘In fact,

a

it

sung

FRUI
WINE & TJELLY PRFSS

in one,

previous works
!
5

Bells, (50 i

By L. 0. EMERSON,
music

is of the

"WHITE ROBES, (30 cts.) at once tc your Sun-day-School. No better book exists!
Books for Music Teachers for the Fall Campaign.

All are good and. practical
Examine them.

at

18% e

19%c

firm and in good demand

a

work
0

that
1

BASS, HARMONY

manner

so

simple

and

Rose readily command 60c. Maine

Central Rbse are selling at55 @ 60c, and Northern
at 50 @ H5¢ ¥ bu. Sweeis have been iy large supSly, and se:ling at $2 2 for Norfolks and $3 for
erseys.
.
HAY AND STRAW. There is a good demsnd
for choicetnew Huy, with sales of Eastern at $19
@ $20, and Canada at $18 @&19 ¥ ton. Occasional

extra lots of Eastern range higher thal

1

|

in cloth,

SMOKED HAMS.

Prices are steady at10 @ 1c #

“Ib as to size and quality; and some iancy Western
ran up 11

@12c¥ 1b,

LARD.

@9%,¥

City

rendered js firmer with salés at 87%

Mh

estern range from

to quality.

83¢ @9'4c¥ 1b,

as

——"

La

size 7} octave
BeSt

Size with com-

SMITH, 8 West 11th St., N.Y,

50 Elegant, All New, Chromo and Scroll Cards.
no

wo alike,

, Northford,

Name nicely printed, 106, Card

Cs.

-

btieow
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of PILE

|

|

|

For the price of two or three lessons,

you

cain have

F. W.

“

Root's_|

Sth fi oe var

EB
oriy

aperfect vocal method on a new plan,
a large collection of beautiful songs.>
Price, $3, by mail, post-paid.

:
CINCIN
Or 805 Broadway, N

equest,

Frantz

FOR 80 8MAL L

cures

|

posi

AN AMOUNT OF MO!

whe re.

HD, FOWLE, Chouiat, Boston,

Mass

‘Made expressly for Clogtiing and polishing Sil,
ver and Plated
Ware and'for
Window. Glass, Mirrors, Marble, Tin, etc. It is much more convenfent and effective than plate
powders, and may be
used even by inexperienced elp with perfect safe-

wm as if contains nothing

that can_possibly. injure

deli.
for
1d

everywhere. Made only by ROBINSON BROS. a
2

Boston,

}

18teow16 -

ee.”

my HS

Strain,

3

and all Skin Diseases. Rub
it in well with the-hand.

-

—E. B. Lakely, Selma; Ala.

Great Natural

Remedy

Pruggists in all Parts

Sold by all-druggists. Price 25 and 50¢ por bottle
:

one,

NEWS FOR

Litolff, on fine pa; Fi
¢ New

rt

each portfolio
ieces. The

~

D. ON

Founder

is for Sale by

Township

Q attempted

before,

and

© Agents; exclusive

Jane Tdylor's Health Book,64 pages, Jang
bound

rich

Pub, 61
;

in

cloth and boards, with a loop to hang it up
by. In simple language it tells children
(and old fol all about themselves, best
ways to eat, sleep, sit, walk, dress, bathe;
all about the hair, teeth,
nails, and a thousOR
and other th
_ necessary to know to
romote Jong | fe, health and happiness.
ang it up where children can consult it.
Refer them to it in answer
to their inquiries,or to show them
the reasons for your advice, It almost guarantees them

"VASSAR

Best ever

ind ever written."
— Hall's Journal of Health, Sent by
il for two silver dines, or seven 3c stamps. Address,
. W. Shoppell, No. 60 Bible House, New York.
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at once g
Boston,
4136

tant.

TRADE

MARKThe Great En TRADE

$

.

ys Will prompt.
ly and radical 4
an
cure -any
of
case
every
Nervous Debility
Weakness,
. and
result of .Indis-

2

overwork

BEFORE TAKING.brain

Fine FARM

CURING

Lands in
ning poymenis.
FarBasy
FeetWorld.
S the
300.000 LowACRE
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Raikes,

made from the plate,
All Sunday Schools and 8: 8. workers desire it.
Orders,
accompanied by the cash, may be addressed to this office,
Morgan Dix, D. D., Rector of Trinity Church,
New York, says, “1 have examined
with great
care the partraitof Robert Raikes, i-sued by Rev.

ELEGANT CARDS, 50 styles, with name,
10¢. 40 Transparent, 106, Stamps taken. W.
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Half Life Size, Prinied on plate piper, 23 x28
Inches the only large stecl plate of Ralkes ex-
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and COMPOSITION
progressive

dinary grades are selling at $16 @ $18. Rye Straw
‘i8 in very light supply, and commands $24 @ $25
¥ ton, but with larger receipts this range could
not be retained.
Yin
PORK. There continues to be a firm tone for
Boston clear Pork and backs with sales mostly at
$1950 @ $20 ¥ bbl. Mess Pork is selling at $16 @
hea ¥ bbl. Sales of extra prime at $13 @ $13 50
BEEF.
changed

mot

Fo

ORGAN

Kidney

¥. dozen.

outside for choice hand picked. Yellow Eyes are
very slow of sale at $1 90 @ $2 10 # bu.
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Pricé; bound

$1.00 by mail.
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BEANS. Pea have been in steady demand, with
sales mostly at $1 80 @ $1 90 # bu. Mediums are

books.

EMERSON'S VOICE OF WORSHIP, ($1.), for Singing Schools.
PERKINS TEMPLE $1.), for Singing Schools.
“JOHNSON'S

may bé called a SELF.INSTRUCTOR.
Troubles
befogged systems are too complicated to be practiney, Liver and Urinary}
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EGGS.
Owing to light supplies and a good demand, prices have further'advianced, with sales of
Eastern at 19); @ 20c; New York and Vérmont at

With this article, it is claimed, the
econ.

] Song

any advance, although receivers are confident that
higher rates will rule for August and September
makes.
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This is a new and superior High School Song
Book with advanced elements, and a great variety
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but foramost of the stock here 13¢ is still a fair selling price in lots to the trade. The demand is quite

Onéof their customers says that he

would not take two hundred dollars
ne has if he could not get another.

95¢

selling slowly.

nai

diana, on the 7th proximo, by order of Gener-.
ul Grant, commander-in-chief.
:

°

MUSIC BODKS for SCHOOLS.

‘

per dozens.

SVGERS

nare will proceed to Washington and the expeUnited States will meet in convention

or reserve to all Sunday-schools.”

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
73 Randolph Street, Chicago.
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for No 2; and 80 @ 90c ¥ bu for State six rowed.
BUTTER. There is a further advance in prices
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How They Feel at Adrain, Mich.

com-

In Your Classes and Musical

and extra light Canada

moderate, and buyers do

Reed; Beach & Smith, druggists of this city, say
that DAY’S KIDNEY PAD 18 giving the very best of

“I

two or four parts. Mr. Tilden’s
have been highly approved.»

it clear as the sunlight.

A public meeting was held at Des, Moines,
Thursday evening, to procure, supplies
for

these people,

a

No 3;white at 40 @ {lc

our market has gained strength, and
of fine August-make have been made
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more or less off in quality, and are rather slow

of
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mend this new singing book without desitation

The Welcome Chorus. “:.cif*%

BARLEY. Nothing has been done in new crop
Barley as yet. Prices are nominally $1 for choice

choice Houlton

crew

is

and can not be quoted over
28 4 3uc. Choice
brands of Western lddle packed find a ready sale
at 22 @ 24¢, but a large portion of the receipts are

oecurred

with its

the celebrated S. S.

AGENTS,”
BOSTON.

The Sovereign

¥ 1, but several early made log are not desirable

:

:

chicas?

arrive
higher

straight dairies for more than 26 @ 27¢ # Bb. Late
made creameries have heen advanced to 31 @ 33c

Crowds of citizens and strangers Crowded
along the water front in Montreal, Tuesday
morning, to witness the blowivg up of a hundred-ton Mr
by torpedoes in the harbor.
At 11 o'¢l
a preliminary explosion took
place, which
Sent up tons of water thirty or

feet

USE

BITTERS

the

BOOK, (81.50.)
N.[E. Conservatory Method for Piano. ($3.)
Also subscribe now for The Musical Record,
($2.), a Weekly Musjcal Paper with all the news.
B= Any book widiléd for retail price.
>

difficult to realize first cost om summer
made
stock, which constitutes the bulk of the
aeceipts,
and notwithstanding the advance in find
8;
the market is in an unsatisfactory condition
Fresh made dairies from New York and Vermont
have been selling readily at 20 @ 30c, and "find
Frauoklin county lots received
to-day command «
31c; but atter passiag these, it is hard to
sell

Some

;

bu. To
57¢, &
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gre in supply and
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as fast as received.

hand,but ordinary

of steamboats,

towR.

& CO., GENERAL

order, and

Rev. J. H. Vincent D. D.,
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lots

continue to be disposed of as fast as they come to

Seventy guestg at the ‘wedding reteption of |

antidotes

Priees art vondinally 58¢
mixed Corn ak
sold

of fine late made dairy lots and

suppress these facts, as it will injure the State.’

“dition will.be abandoned for the season,——
The Union veteran soldiers and sailors of the

:

for high
inquired

98 ¥ bu.
;
;
FEeD,
Shorts are firm and selling from
$1850 ¥ ton.
Fine Feed. and Middlings
from $19 @ $21 ¥ ton.

who inyestigatedithe Stonington-Narragansett
disaster, in their report. to the inspector in
chief ccnsure the captains of both
boats for
dereliction of duty, and also tbe steamboat
company for not Providing the Narragansett
with the required
complement of engineers
and watchmen. - The licenses of the captains
have been revoked.
!

ahd

The sales have been in small

and No 2 mixed

ered by Chauneey M. Depew.

inspectors
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The re~eipts of Oats are likelyto fall off as prices
at New York are thuch higher.
:
RYE. [The sales have begn in small lots at 95 @

of Major Andre was appropriately celebrated
at Tarrytown,N. Y., Thursday.
A statue of
Patriotism was unveiled on the spot where
the, capture effected; remarks were made by

The government

0.

by B. F.RACKLEY, Dover, N. H.

er

ana extra at 49 @ 50c; No ¥ white at 421

unlawfully disposing of 50,000 pounds of wool,
for which the Valley National
Bunk held
warehouse receipts.
>

an oration was

Toledo,

of the highest

75 cents each, if sent by mail.

OATS.
Therecef
of Oais-have been 147,050
bushels for the week.
There has
been 'a steady
demand and supplies continue to be taken about

nenstok, Trieber & €o., commission merchants,

The centennial anniversary of the captur

Write fopit,' AdCress,

00.;

Books.

price thar can be lit iieq for spot lots.

The town of Bristol; R. I., Friday,celebrated
the two hundredth anniversary of its settle.
ment by a great military and civic parade, the
delivery of an oration,by Professor J.
L.
Diman,of Brown University, reading of a poem
* by Bishop Howe, of Pennsylvania, a dinner
and ether exercises.
.

on cornmeal.

Gul:

Seld

PAD

GEO. C. GOODWIN
-

Price, $7.50

for,
high

New Orleans is also bidding,

on the charge

The hymns are

tunes are worthy of them.”

Wide-awake Teachers assure us that THE Sov'ERBIGN'is the best of Mr, Palmer’s popular Music

86 a 57c, with sales mostly at 563¢¢ # bu
mixed. sYellow is scarce and not much

for Texas trade by furnishing a free excursion’

Samuel J. Tilderi, and

KIDNEY

DR. BAXTER'S MANDRAKE

book would make a mistake not.to examine it.

a Life was Saved,” giving the.

remarkable cures sent free,
DAY

on
“Hic-

been 186,475 bushels, and the exports for the same:
time have been
221,019 bushels.
The demand
for Corn has been moderate from the trade, and
there 18 a fair inquiry for export, and orders are
difficult to fill on account ofthe light receipts and
small stock.
We quote No 2 and
high mixed
at

Louisville, Ky., tempts the trade of Southern
merchants by furnishing free railroad passage

St. Louis, has been arrested

Our book, “ How

history of this new discovery, ard a large record of most

BUCKWHEAT FLOUR. The market for Buckwheat Flour has hardly optned as yet and prices
are nominally $4
100 ths.
”
CORN. The receipts of Corn for the week have

weeks on wheat bran and another three weeks

of

$1.50.

Area symptom of Jaundice,

Dyspepsia, Constipation, Biliousness,and LiverComplaint.

The Examiner and Chronicle ~
‘suggests that “any school about to adopt a new

(extra size), $3.00 ; Child's Pad (for incontinence of urine),

Societies this- Season,

RYEFLOUR.

failed, and in June was plowed up and planted
to corn, which has been destroyed by. the web
worm.
Johnson says one
family dived 11

Avrctio seas has returned to St Johns,N. F.,in a
disabled condition, not having succeeded in

¢

of

in our judgment, the best book for use in Sunday-schools that has yet been issued.”

and gives uni-

at $4 50 @ $525
¥ bbl.
OAT MEAL.
The sales have been at $5 @ $6 50
¥ bbl, inclyding common
and choice, with a fair
demand.
-°
y

to Washing-

to 2000 of her business men.

day

-Meal and the market is firm at $2 45 g $2 50 # bbl.

making.

on the first trip:

~owlydy stain
very

era

Sk

The Morning Star
“ We do not hesitate to pronounce it,

says:

Lanes

ton county 1800 people are in absolute want of
food. The wheat crop in all the above counties

village

3

suc-

Des Moines, Ia., soliciting aid for the people
in Phillips, Sherman,
Decatur,
Sheridan,
Rawlins and other Kansas counties.
In Nor-

Oregon.—
Swiss

the

dummy man-of-war’s' men: into’ millions of
fragments.
;
Levi Johnson, of Norton ceunty, Kan., is at

The anthracite coal companies will stop min-

The greater part of Vissoye,

proves

ton from his tour among the principle Indian
agencies in the Northwest and West, and feels
much encouraged at the progress the various

forty

a four days’ stage coach ride into

Hancock

Secretary Schurz has returned

later, blowing
Latest News.

No

the American

Constantinople advices state that fresh complications have arisen over the Montenegrin
difficulty. It is said that the Sultan insists upon
the simuhaneous recognition by the powers of
the frontier line from Lake Scutarito Dinosch
before Duleigno will be surrendered.
A Ragusa despatch says anarchy reigns in Dulcigno, and that the Turkish officials
have
been forced by the Albanians to leave the

the

Cellar

It sel

bgt

in July

Goose

Sunday-school hymnology.”

For sale by druggists, or sent by mail ({ree of postage)
on receipt of the price—Regular Pad, $2.00; Special Pad

tf

of the guests were alarmingly ill, and vomited
blood, but no deaths have yet occurred.

doned.
It was tnought in London that the
fleet would reach Duleigno, Tuesday, and that

&ec.

In ten years we have made 8,895

the loss of a dollar. Funds no loans without
loan on first-class security. For neha
&c., send for pamphlet to J. 4
C0.,
Lawrence;
-Hansas
HEN
DICKINSON, Manager, ;243 orBroadway
New York.
2
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best

Music.

cover linings. - Issued

tide of reaction from the Mother

Deeatur, IIL—*Your Pad is

~. BIGLOW

‘naval demonstration of the allied powers, and
&haracterizes the.entir® proceeding an unwarranted exercise of armed pressure against’ the
rights of the Sultan.
;

moned

aban-

fSCpliniiye

dium up 10 $6 @ $6 25 for choice Illinois and St.
Louis.
There is also a fair inquiry ‘for "the best
spring and winter patents, and
prices generally
remain without
change.
Throughout
the West
wheat continues to be held with considerable firm-

r. Simon Denton, of Hancock county, Ill.,
were dangerously poisoned.
The theory
is
that the drug was introduced into the.water, of
whieh they drank freely. Medical aid was sum-

:

apples,

Commission
cheese and

COMMERCE,
;
SECURITY LARGE #ND PROD
UCTIVE,

Just; second editior (90,000) now ready.
* It
as
n said of it that “It marks the high

general satisfaction than any

;

any extent. The principaljdemand still runs.
winter wheats, ranging from $5 25 @ #5 50 for

© David Trieber, a member of the firm of Bie-

pres.

dried

y

~*1 have been a great sufferer from Kidney complaint
and after wearing your Pad 25 days I feel better than I
have in 15 years.”

Produce. Report.

Quincy Market, Boston.
:
2
BOSTON, Saturday, Sept. 25, 1880.
FLOUR.
There is a
good steady demand for
Flour, and notwithstanding the increased receipts,
stocks of desirable brands have not increased to

cessful candidate,
the next minister to Paris
will be ex-Gov. Hoffman of New York.
—[ Lucy
H. Hooper,
;
Sl
The Porte still protests against the proposed

But we do not

ow\

eggs,” beens;

palo and ves
wp ever

Sunday-School

in red cloth with

Mich.

years
in business)—“Da¥’s KIDNEY PADls haying a

DR. A. J. STONER,

;
>
‘sunk ahout

was

It is whispered” throughout

ion which would put an end to local circula-

be counted on one of his own.

MARKETS.

2
Niles,

and

PAYABLE Ap

BANK
OF
NEW YORK.

new Sunday-school hymn and tune
k, by
Rev. Dr. Robinson and Prof. W. F. Sherwin
containing 200 guarto pages, beautifull bound

CASPER WEITZEL, Policeman, Lancaster, Pa.
1.

twelve miles above Natches, Miss., Friday
morning, and five persons were drowned. Th
boat and cargo are a total loss.
:
:

useful

of our institutions,—and still propose

THE

Reported by HILTON BROS & CO.,
bi
and dealers in butter,

PenusylThe area

iles,of Pennsylvania

where He is now confined.
Steamer Florence Meyer

platform,

in tirades

©

Boston

of railway,
York 6008.

=(30

Taig

nation of a like sum from C. W. West., for the
erection of an Art Museum ; they have already:
raised $99,950.
:
:
“Waite, the defaulting bank president, arrived
at Brattleborough, Vt.,
Friday,
and was
committed to thé county jail at. Newfane, |.

we have

national

:

Your Pads have entirely cured me:”
LARIMORE & DEAN, Druggists,

the

quake shoek, and two hundred persons were
killed.
A
iow
co
Cincinnatians aré working manfully to raise
the sum of $150,000 necessary to secure the do-

of their theories to the affairs of the nation. The
worst of their theories, we must say, has distheir

in

taking

! NATIONAL

-Send 25 cents to Scribner & Co., 743 Broadway, New York, for a specimen copy of this

_ me up with what they called Bright's disease, and two of

‘Illapel, a town in the interior of South
America, was recently destroved by an earth-

opposed that cry most earnestly, although we
should fear and deprecate the application of some

appeared from

on

at once

INTEREST GUARANTEED.

| Sra Songs for the Sundae

For Diseases of the EIDNEYS, BLADDER, URIN:
ARY ORGANS
RVOUS SYSTEM.
OHAS. DAVIS,
184 Myrtle Street, Boston:
“I
have now used DAY’s KIDNEY PAD thirty days,
and it has |
done
me more good than any remedy I éver tried.”
~ R. BISHOP, Spencer, 0.— The doctors Mid given

Cold.

va

The Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe, road
is
building west from Albuquerque, N. M., to the
Colorado river and will cross the grand canon
1600 feet ubove the stream on a bridge with a
single span of 400 feet.

against

Gireenbatkers as dishonest men;

City, Mo.,
court-martial

a Bad

| Am Era in

Elixir according to directions on the bottle, and
you will soon be well.
7

46,000 and of New York
47,156.
:
Sixty dwelling-houses, thirty barns and the
Presbyterian church at Green Bay, ‘Wisconsin,
were destroyed by fire on Monday.
The loss
will aggregate $170,000.

Greenbackism.

‘We have never joided in the

miles
New

var

rope, In all the territory which he traversed
‘he found no adequate authority, civil or military, no decent courts of justice, no protection
from or punishment of plunder and murder,
almost no law but that of “might makes.
right.” The only hopeful indication which he
found in all the gloom, was -the
influence
of
the churches, the schools and the homes established and maintained by American missionaries, to whose service, especially in_stimulating the native schools, he pays a high and
well deserved tribute.In that réspect his report is worth reading by those:who think that
missions ** do not pay.’— Christian Union.
.

:

Illinois has 7578
vania 6068, and

a year agoon-a tour of inspection through
Turkey By the Beaconsfield administration,
has returned after a nine months’ trip, and his
report
will intensify the growing }Jinghsh con-.¥iction that'the only thing to do with the * un-

by

Treating

taken Cold, commence

a

Albanian army.

Sunday, and will.be tried

‘has cured thousands

A bad Cold will run its course of about ten
days, and may end in Consumption and death,
unless some means to privet are employed at
once. - Many a useful life has been saved to the
world by the prompt use of Dr. N. G. White’s
Pulmonary Elixir.
When sensible of having

despatch says the Tambookies
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ready to take advantage of the outbreak of get- | The twelfth reunion of the army of the Cumual hostilities in Northern Albania and to berland began at Toledo, Ohio, Wednesday.
‘march into the territory of Southern Albania “Generals Gartielyand Sheridan were present."
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The Star isinot discontinued when. the time«

For.

It gives the nature, frequency of issue, and price’
of over SEVEN
HUNDRED Magazines and Period:
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